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PREFACE 

This Lecture Series No.iOl is sponsored by the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD 
and implemented by tiie Consultant and Exchange Programme. 

As a result of significant and extensive developments in modern control theory in recent 
years there is a need to keep under continuous review their possible impact upon the design 
of tactical guided weapons. It-is the purpose of this Lecture Series, therefore, to summarize 
the state-of-the-art of guidance and control for tactical weapons and to pay particular 
attention to GW simulation techniques (digital, hardware-in-the-loop development, validation) 
and the testing of missile guidance and control systems. 

The other principal subject areas to be reviewed are weapon delivery (including targeting 
and acquisition), missile control techniques, and current guidance techniques (both mid- 
course and terminal, guidance sensors, and processing). Finally, consideration will be given 
to future trends. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tactical air launched missile development continues to he accomplished at a very rapid rate. The field includes a 
broad set of technologies in which frequent syncrgistic bursts of new capability occur. Some of these synergistic develop- 
ments in missile guidance and control which are underway will be discussed during-this series. One of the more significant 
of these synergistic developments is the impact of microminiaturization of integrated circuits combined with expanded 
state variable theory and new developments in guidance sensors and information processing. These innovations are 
making it possible to accomplish measurements or estimations of aerial target behavior and resulting determinations of 
most desirable trajectory modifications of the attack missile on a real time basis.  New navigation laws are also possible 
and are being developed in support of this enhanced capability. Lower cost and higher quality midcourse and terminal 
guidance systems are being developed as well. 

Some of you may ha\e participated in the first lecture series on tactical missiles given by AGARD back in 1972. 
You may recall that that series emphasized techniques of development of subsystem requiremenls'for control compo- 
nents and guidance devices. Two sessions, however, were devoted to evaluation methodology and simulation. 

In the intervening years since the first tactical missile series, significant advances have occurred in all of the missile 
technical fields. Among the more exciting are those associated with missile navigation, guidance, and simulation. The 
discussions in this series will emphasize these areas. | 

In developing our review, we will first consider in general terms the rationale for a genera! analysis of the needs for i 
guided weapons and concurrent needs for simulations. We will then match these discussions with reviews of some j 
emerging technologies and simulation methodologies. j 

i 

Let us begin by outlining the issues which drive guided weapon technologies. Several of the basic goals of tactical 
warfare relate to these issues. The most obvious of these goals is the desire to accomplish an effective strike against an 
enemy with a minimum cost of resources. Of equal importance, however, is the ability to have an effective surge 
capability without maintaining inordinately large or costly forces. Achievement of both of these goals in the modern 
environment drive the development of guided weapons. 

As threat capability becomes more significant in both defensive and offensive modes, the cost to accomplish a strike 
and the cost to defend ones own resources increases to the point that significantly improved weapon systems become 
imperative. This is precisely why there is currently so much interest in precision guided tactical weapons. With this in 
mind, let us consider the issue of the rising cost of strike accomplishment. The netted air defense concepts common today ..! 
permit defense commanders to detect strike forces through early warning radar and then be able to intercept the 
penetrating forces numerous times with various gun and missile defense units along routes to deep targets as well as at the 
targets themselves. Enroute attrition in many cases therefore may be severe. As terminal defenses tend to be more 
intense and because the task of the strike crews becomes more demanding, the expected attrition is even higher during the j 
actual strike phase. This higher level of attrition forces tactical air warfare planners to develop minimum exposure tactics, 
and this in-tum generates the need for strike weapons which require a minimum of attention from the aircraft command 
and which are sufficiently accurate and powerful so that a single pass will be sufficient for successful mission accomplish- 
ment. In response to this situation, weapons have, over the past decade evolved from unguided bombs to laser guided 
bombs to television and infrared guided air-to-ground missiles. Moreover, the weaponry evolution has extended into . 
longer range systems and off-boresight capability weapons. 

Consider also the evolution of need for improved capability of air-to-air weapons. As the speed and general perfor- 
mance of combat aircraft have increased, the time during a given engagement in which a pilot may fire weapons at aerial 
combat opponents has significantly decreased. This shortened reaction time has in-turn led to a tactical weapon family of 
"beyond visual range" and "within visual range" missiles requiring a minimum activation time. Moreover, it has also led 
to the need for launch    leave    weapon capability. 

Most, if not all, of the tactical air-to-air missiles currently in use utilize some form of infrared seekers or semiactive 
radar seekers. The concepts under development incorporate incremental improvements such as better terminal guidance 
as well as some radical improvements as for example dual mode guidance. 

During this lecture series we shall discuss the evolution of weapon guidance and control technology to date for both 
air-to-air and air-to-ground applications and will pay particular attention to the role played by simulation and testing. 



We will set the stage by highlighting the tactical problems which depend to some degree on guidance and control 
technology for resolution.   This will include a general discussion of environment-! factors which drive the needs for 
guided weapons. We will review the evolution of guidance laws and the current new developments which are making 
innovative guidance laws possible. We will discuss the benefit potential of new control concepts. 

The i. Ties also includes a comprehensive review of two and three point guidance laws. We will address modern 
and optimal control theory applicability to guidance subsystems and will include several indepth discussions of simula- 
tions and testing. 

Throughout the series active participation by the audience is encouraged. Questions and comments to each speaker 
are encouraged - both at the time of the particular lecture and during the round table discussion. 

C.T.MANEY 
Lecture Series Director 

- vii 
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SUMMARY 

TACTICAL MISSILE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT 

C. T. Maney 

Air Force Armament Development and Test Center 
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 

This paper addresses the philosophy by which tactical air 
launched missile design requirements are developed using the 
development planning process used by the United States Air 
Force.  Basically, this process consists of an analysis of 
the mission to be accomplished including the countering 
influence of the threat, a comparison of the alternative 
approaches to the solution, and a trade off design analysis 
of subsystem and system performance, effectiveness and costs. 
Typical generic factors of speed, maneuverability, range, 
and payload are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The decision to develop a new tactical missile is based upon corporate assessments of 
the relative significance of planning factors associated with the threat, present inventory 
level, inventory weapon performance, potential for performance improvements, development 
and life cycle comparative costs, and relative need compared to other needs.  A thorough 
examination of each of these factors, though useful, is considerably beyond the scope of 
this paper.  Attention is 15.mited in this discussion to those technical factors which 
impact strongly on that portion of the development planning process which leads to the 
determination of the specific missile performance parameters.  A further limitation of 
this discussion is that though much selection methodology commonality exists amongst all 
types of missiles, this paper considers only air launched conventional missiles. 

As is the case of all new Department of Defense system development programs, the 
initial formal activity commences with the publication of a Mission Element Needs Statement 
or MENS.  The purpose of this document is to formally describe the corporate rationale for 
program initiation.  Development of the required arguments to be included in the MENS 
demands considerable indepth thought, analysis and data gathering.  This paper addresses 
much of the type of work which is accomplished in support of this formal process and 
further which supports subsequent preliminary design efforts.  In brief, we shall consider 
methodologies for answering questions of two classes:  those associated with the require- 
ments for the weapon system and those associated with the design of the specific weapon. 

GENERAL WEAPON REQUIREMENTS 

Let us first consider the development of rationale for a weapon system.  The perceived 
need for a new system frequently originates with combat personnel.  Comments or complaints 
about observed inadequacies stimulate discussions within the using command.  Then during 
periodic planning meetings between operating personnel, headquarters specialists and 
development personnel, the perceived deficiencies crystallize into a need for a systems 
study.  The study can take the form of a concept formulation or a mission analysis.  The 
concept formulation study assumes that a need for a particular capability has been 
identified.  The study then develops specific rationale and trade off analyses which 
finally result in technical descriptions of promising weapon concepts along with parametric 
designs and estimates of the performance, costs, and effectiveness of alternative concepts. 
A mission analysis, on the other hand, examines a total mission area and sometimes produces 
a wide variety of system concept needs.  For example, sometime ago, the Air Force conducted 
a study on defense suppression.  The results of the study illuminated the need for improved 
command and control reaction time, improved reconnaissance, new aircraft self-defense 
weapons and an assortment of strike weapons. 

After extensive review and consideration of the mission analysis and other related 
factors, one or more specific concept formulation studies are usually initiated.  If the 
results of these studies are promising, specific concept|definitions or preliminary designs 
are developed.  This three step process, with extensive participation and review, serves 
to surface all of the significant technical facets of the perceived technical deficiency, 
the threat ramifications, alternative approaches to the problem, and preliminary estimates 
of cost, performance, and system effectiveness. 

It is of interest to note the methodology used in the mission analysis portion of the 
process.  The usual approach is to utilize an ad hoc team to develop an overall study 
approach and identify (or öf. eiop) the appropriate threat model.  They will then develop 
particular tools called f.,c  by the mission and the selected approach, such as a penetration 
model and associated supporting models.  Another portion of the team is tasked to develop 
input data for the mciels and a third section of the team is made responsible for develop- 
ing conceptual designs for systems to be considered in the problem.  At this point, it is 
perhaps useful to digress briefly to comment on efficient study management. 



Once the study leadership determines the definition of the problem cirid develo.ps an ! 
overall approach, the scope of investigation becomes critical.  Judgments at this period 
readily identify a skillful manager for the decisions on depth and scope of the analyses 
are made at this stage.  Much time—even months--can be wasted if the study director 
chooses an unnecessarily grandiose approach to the modeling problem.  A simplistic approach 
is almost always preferred as it is usually the best understood by all concerned.  This 
approach, moreover, has the advantage of requiring less time to execute (less data detail 
required and less sophisticated computer model development and shorter computational times). 
The major disadvantage to this; however, is that it is bound to be very difficult to know 
in advance of the analysis which factors will prove to have the predominant influence on 
the results and thus to be able to know which of many possible simplifying assumptions may 
be made without loss of either usefulness or validity. 

Regardless of the degree of sophistication employed; however, the performance model 
is visually a hierarchy of models.  Typically, a set of reasonable scenarios are postulated 
in order to gain a preliminary estimate of threat potential.  Opposing force doctrine, 
size, and equipment are postulated and red versus blue actions and reactions are  developed. 
The level of sophistication of the selected war game model serves to help bound the problem. 

Once again let us refer to the study of defense suppression as an   example.  In this 
study, a specific section of land in Central Europe was chosen as an area of interest. 
Representative targets were identified and reasonable defense levels at the targets and 
enroutes to the targets were postulated.  Then, with models of threat defense, early 
warning, command and control, electronic countermeasures, and air and ground defense 
systems, it became a straightforward process to determine exposure time and probability 
of encounter for airborne penetrators in a parametric fashion. ' 

If one couples to these models the parameterized postulated performance for defensive 
radar, electronic countermeasures, and lethal defense systems, it is possible to derive 
reasonable estimates on the relative importance of penetration speed, altitude, in-flight 
maneuvering, radar cross-section, vulnerability, flight size, etc.  This phase of the 
study develops very illuminating data on the value of near real time reconnaissance 
against mobile defense units.  It also develops, at the same time, useful data on the 
payoff for various levels of target damage assessment. 

Depending upon the desired level of detail required and on the availability of 
intelligence data concerning tareat defense systems, penetrator survivability data may be 
developed either from a deterministic or Monte Carlo point of view.  Both approaches are 
frequently employed.  If it is desired to develop deterministic data, better estimates 
of penetrator survivability are potentially possible but this approach require development 
of credible assessments of threat defensive detection, command and control, and particularly 
in defense weapon fly out and end game performance. 

The goal of penetration is the survival while accomplishing successful strikes 
against critical targets.  To this, point we have merely discussed penetrator survivability. 
Target destruction, however, is also a function of warhead numbers, size, type, penetration, 
fuzing, accuracy, reliability and delivery conditions.  These factors must be superimposed 
on the penetrator survivability data. 

It is reasonable to assume a sufficiently wide range of penetrator parameters so that 
the penetration air vehicle may be typical or manned aircraft, remotely piloted vehicles, 
or standoff missiles.  As the baseline case, a strike system using manned aircraft may be 
considered.  Flight profiles may be developed for predicted optimum survivability enroute 
to the target area.  Once the aircraft is in the target area, however, the analyst should        ;. 
address the question of target acquisition and required strike flight profile (e.g., low 
and fast penetration with terminal pop-up and delivery).  Reasonably good data is usually        i 
available for use in models for target acquisition and weapon accuracies for delivery of 
conventional unguided bombs.  Somewhat less data are available, however, for the case where 
the pilot launches inventory guided weapons.  For the case of lock-on-after launch type j 
guided weapon systems, of course, even less experimental data are available for use in 
model validation and use. 

The case of manned aircraft and direct attack weapon strike systems requires.that the 
analyst address survivability of the weapon as well as that of the strike aircraft.  This, 
of course, influences the overall probability of target kill and cost of target kill 
estimates.  In completing the baseline case, estimates are developed for weapon probability 
of success as a function of launch conditions and target geometry.  This is usually done 
using broad approximations; however, point r. iss simulations may be employed to permit 
calculation of reasonable estimates of encounter probabilities. 

After development of the baseline case for penetration and strike survivability, 
subsidiary cases of standoff weapons and remotely piloted vehicles with weapons may be 
studied.  From an analysis point of view, this may be accomplished by assuming flight 
profiles, observable cross-sections, vulnerabilities and accuracies appropriate to those 
particular vehicles. 

In general, the conclusions reached may be summarized as follows: 

For the manned aircraft with unguided weapons: 

Good target acquisition. 

•1 
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Fair target destruction. 

Excellent bomb damage assessment. ' 

Low cost of sortie except in high threat areas. 

High cost of mission due to need for repeated strikes. 

For the manned aircraft with guided weapons: 

Excellent target acquisition. 

Excellent target destruction. 

Excellent bomb damage assessment. 

Low cost of sortie except in high threat area. 

Low cost of mission except in high threat area. 

For the standoff missile: 

Excellent target acquisition for fixed targets in good weather. 

Excellent target destruction. 

Poor bomb damage assessment. 

Moderate cost of mission in good weather. 

High cost of mission in pcor weather. 

For the strike RPV: 

Excellent target acquisition for fixed targets in good weather. 

Excellent target destruction. 

Fair bomb damage assessment. 

Moderate cost of mission in good weather. 

High cost of mission in poor weather. 

It is obvious that these factors, though influencing, are not sufficiently inclusive. 
Many important factors are simply not amenable to modeling—for example—credible 
assumptions on the effect of possible jamming of data links.  Moreover, other factors 
such as surge capability, on the other hand, frequently can be assessed only in larger- war 
game models.  Human and environmental factors can frequently be handled best in a 
subjective manner.  It suffices to say, therefore, that a mission analysis study of this 
sort is useful in bounding the weapon system design problem. 

At the completion point of a mission analysis, o.ie can have a rather good first cut 
of desired weapon characteristics required for all three delivery modes.  These 
characteristics include speed, range, flight profiles, radar cross section, optical cross 
section, need for maneuverability, required levels of midcourse and terminal guidance 
accuracy and warhead size and type for RPVs, standoff missiles and direct attack weapons. 

SPECIFIC WEAPON REQUIREMENTS 

An analysis of the type just discussed could lead to a number of valid recommendations. jj 
For the sake of discussion, let us assume that the analysis supported the development of a j | 
standoff missile.  Let us then review the methodology by which the preliminary design ii 
requirements for this concept may be developed. \\ 

I i 
The previous study probably would have addressed the warhead size and type required to        ' j 

destroy representative targets under optimum delivery and accuracy conditions.  The issues 
which should now be addressed indepth are the tradeoffs concerning midcourse and terminal 
guidance technologies and the desired range and flight profile.  Point mass three degree of 
freedom simulations are probably no longer adequate at this stage.  The designer, therefore,      ; > 
begins to look at five or six degree of freedom models in order to integrate the overall 
weapon performance predictions. ] 

For a tactical standoff weapon useful in deep interdiction, for example, three basic 
flight profiles would probably be considered:  a subsonic cru'.se, a supersonic cruise and 
a boost glide.  Coupled with these vehicle concepts would be guidance concepts for mid- j 
course and terminal phases.  The designer then must consider the basic vehicle to be a i 
turbojet, ramjet, or solid rocket.  These basic concepts would be expanded to address size 
and type of payload, aircraft launch weight and size limitations, and reasonable ranges of        , 
flight profiles--range, speed, and associated, altitude.  Using appropriate simulations, the       1 j 
designer then develops configurations which are compatible with the assigned design ! • J 
constraints. i \ 

51 
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The baseline concepts become the basis for a series of parametric design changes and 
sensitivity analyses.  One of the initial study phase parametric investigations is the 
tradeoff of range, speed, and warhead weight.  While these design variations are being 
developed by the airframe, aerodynamic and propulsion engineers, another series of trade- 
offs are accomplished in the weapon lethality area.  This portion of the study addresses 
variations in expected target destruction as a function of warhead sije and type and 
delivery accuracy.  Required inputs to this cubstudy, of course, include target vulner- 
ability data, assumed aim points, fuzing types, and weapon  orientation at .impact. 

Design and performance estimates to this point provide the preliminary basis for 
serious cost effectiveness studies.  Life cycle cost effectiveness evaluations form the . 
primary rationale for technical selection criteria.  Factors which are considered from 
this point on are part of the complete weapon system, and the overall considerations in 
cost to destroy a target and cost to maintain in peace time inventory. 

Before we comment further on the evolution of missile performance requirements, let us 
review the impact of our choosing as a decision tool the system life cycle cost effective- 
ness rank.  Perhaps the greatest v&akness of the overall life cycle cost effectiveness 
approach is that it assumes that dependable data are available for the exercising of the 
models.  It is precisely because dependable information is not always available and 
available data are often not dependable that the weapons analyst should in general limit 
himself to making summaries of his analysis and be extremely reluctant to make recommenda- 
tions.   Recommendations should be based on objective evaluation of all the influencing 
factors and the weapons analyst is usually in a poor position to state objective evalua- 
tions of his own assumptions.  The analyst can; however, be of great service to the 
decision makers if he prepares confidence or validity statements regarding all of the data 
used in his analysis. 

Though the life cycle cost effectiveness measure of merit suffers from the weakness of 
valid data, it is still an excellent tool.  For a particular example we are considering 
the design requirements for a standoff missile—the basic questions briefly mentioned 
earlier should be readdressed and expanded.  Namely: 

Are the targets under consideration worth the effort to destroy them? 

What are reasonable alternative Ways to accomplish the task? 

What are the probabilities of success of each of the alternativej? 

What are the corollary requirements of each of the alternative approaches in: 

Reconnaissance requirements? 

Command and control? 

Aircraft compatibility? 

Personnel? 

NATO interoperability? 

Maintainability? 

Reliability? 

Operating costs? 

Etc. 

and particularly: 

What are the relative costs in time, physical resources, and money for each of 
the alternatives for accomplishing the task? 

Let us return now the evolution of specific missile performance requirements.  Our 
analysis has progressed through baseline concepts and with suitable models and model 
input assumptions, we may make predictions of the probability of given concepts being 
able to fly to the target area and to destroy the target. 

Cost to destroy the target will include the costs of the system plus the costs 
impacting as a result of assumed levels of attrition for thel carrier vehicle and for 
the strike vehicle.  At this point it is very useful to consider the cost impact of 
modifying the baseline designs to permit higher velocities, lower altitudes, inflight 
maneuvers, changes in radar, optical, and audible characteristics, etc.  As each change 
is assumed, the syb.em performance models should be utilized to predict changes in 
survivability and overall effectiveness.  Once again it is emphasized that the analyst 
should exercise extreme caution and assure himself that lie is presenting performance, 
cost and effectiveness data to a level of accuracy that is fully supported by facts. 
Moreover, if the facts are not sufficiently plentiful, he should alert the decision maker 
as to just where the analysis deficiencies lie. 

UiJ.ii^^J.i>^—^i^^^^—-••^-"'i^-^rfiiüiä^U 
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At this point in the development we lave a series of very preliminary conceptual 
designs along with some broad estimates' of relative "costs to do the job." We have .rough 
cuts of desired accuracy, payload, cbservables, flight profile, range, maneuverability, 
aircraft load-out and cost to say a factor of two or three.  It is prudent at this stage 
to take a close look at the "illities" of the concepts.  The desired system characteristics 
permit a preliminary selection of subsystems—midcourse guidance, terminal guidance, war- 
head , fuze, propulsion, etc.  Each subsystem candidate then in-ti.rn is studied from the 
point of view of performance potential, state-of-the-art, reliability, maintainability, 
manufacturability and overall cc.;.  Also addressed is the relative vulnerability of each 
subsystem to various countermeasures.  Candidate concepts may be ranked at this point on 
the basis of costs, performance, and effectiveness.  Moreover, representative subsystems 
are usually identified at this •stage to provide credence to the postulated rankings. 

For the United States Air Force, the d velopments thus far described are frequently 
the result of combined industry and goverr lent studies.  These study results are used 
primarily to assist in the Air Force actir _ty preparation of the mission element needs 
statement discussed earlier.  This docume •: is then reviewed at the highest levels of 
Air Force and the Defense Department.  If the consensus of the decision makers is that of 
a go-ahead, the Air Force frequently asks the aerospace industry to develop the next level 
of specifications. 

The data thus far generated serves as the basis for a formal and funded concept defini- 
tion on preliminary design studies, the goal of which is to provide data somewhat more 
refined than before and also with independent industrial assessments.  Frequently during 
this phase as many as four separate systems contractors will participate. 

Using the data and study results ieveloped by the system concept definition contractors, 
Air Force then decides whether or no- to proceed into a weapon prototype development.  If 
the decision is affirmative, several firms will compete to build operating prototypes. 
Incidentally, the competition for selection of these contractors is normally not limited to 
those firms who participated in the earlier studies. 

This i;tage of the determination of subsystem performance usually demands an extremely 
large amount of experimental data; measured seeker detection capability and tracking rates— 
hard wind tunnel data for various aerodynamic shapes and control concepts—test performance 
data for proposed signal processing devices are representative of the required activity for 
each contractor.  The performances achieved by these flyable systems will then determine 
the specific weapon performance goals or specifications required. 

Development of pilot or limited production runs for the weapon concept are based on 
design specifications developed in the previous phases.  Additional changes of course will 
occur during engineering development as a result of new ideas, manufacturing difficulties 
or improvements, test results, etc., but the basic design specifications are established. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

One of the more significant challenges in evolving the performance specifications is 
that of determination of the most appropriate state-of-the-e"t for each of the missile 
subsystems.  There are three major aspects to this problem.  «irst, is the determination 
of the state-of-the-art of the candidate technologies; second, is the selection of the most 
promising candidates, and third, is the particular mechanics for accomplishing the transfer 
insofar as the first problem is concen.ed.  The Air Force makes a concerted effort through 
the several Air Force laboratories and development organizations to maintain communication 
with both domestic and allied country aerospace contractors. 

One of the primary means of staying abreast of United States contractor developments is 
through the independent research and development (IRAD) program.  Defense contractors are 
permitted to set aside a percentage of the value of each contract (included in overhead) to 
finance defense related research and technology development.  In return, each contractor 
doing independent research on new technologies under this program reports periodically to 
the Defense Department.  By means of on-site reviews and report reviews, the Air Force 
maintains cognizance of progress being made in these pertinent technologies. 

The weapons related technologies under development outside the United States are also 
reviewed and examined for applicability to new missile development.  The International 
Systems Technology Evaluation Program (INSTEP) of the Air Force utilizes the facilities 
of the European Office of Aerospace Research and Development (EOARD) in London to invite 
European research organizations to communicate their activities to interested USAF agencies. 
The INSTEP office also makes use of the Office of Defense Cooperation (formerly Military 
Assistance Group) in each United States Embassy to facilitate the cooperative exchange of 
technological progress and needs.  NOTE:  INSTEP is presently in the process of becoming 
a triservice support function and may eventually be operated at the Office of the Under- 
secretary of Defense, Research and Engineering. 

The second aspect of the technology transfer problem is the selection of the particular 
technology for use in the several subsystems.  This is done by means of an extremely 
thorough scanning and review process by teams of technical experts supported occasionally 
by outside consultants.  The factors considered are performance, reliability, maintain- 
ability, cost, availability, compatibility, etc. 
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The third portion of the problem, i.e., mechanics of technology transfer is not a 
uniquely defined procedure.  The techniques for its accomplishment are widely varied 
throughout the community.  The approach used at ADTC is that of transferring certain key 
people along with the project as it moves from exploratory research to advanced develop- 
ment and finally to engineering development. 

SUMMARY 

The development of tactical missile system performance is a step by step procedure 
which places very heavy emphasis on the front end of the program.  Extenrive analysis 
is conducted concerning the merits of relative ways of doing the job of destroying a 
tactical target as well as whether or not the target should even be destroyed in view of 
known heavy demand for limited Air Force resources for other tasks. 

A critical problem involved in the development of missile performance specifications 
and especially in the development of the missile hardware is that of technology transfer. 
This transfer is vital to the determination of the best compromise of performance, cost, 
and reliability for credible specifications.  It is absolutely indispensable in the 
satisfactory implementation of these specifications.  The missile design specifications 
which evolve as a result of this planning, process are based on proven technology and 
reasonable design-to-cost goals.  Heavy emphasis is placed on not exceeding state of the 
proven art so as to assure acceptable reliability, maintainability, manufacturability, 
and interoperability. 
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WEAPON DELIVERY AND ITS EVALUATION 

P. Manville 
Flight Systems Department 
Royal Aircraft Establishment 

Farnborough, Hampshire, GUI4 6TD, UK 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The object of this first paper in the lecture series is to set the scene in which the guided missile 
and its associated weapon delivery system must perform effectively if it is to offer a real capability» 
and then to follow this discussion by presenting some of the modelling and simulation techniques that 
enable the weapon with its delivery system to be assessed. 

The fundamental problems of successfully delivering tactical weapons, be they guided or unguided, 
from air vehicles, stems from the increasingly hostile environment that faces the aircraft and hence the 
tactics that have to be employed to ensure an acceptable level of attrition.  Traditionally aircraft have 
been able to adopt operating tactics that assist weapon delivery accuracy; ie  dive attacks, stable flight 
prior to weapon release, and a good surveillance of terrain aiding early target detection. Today, it is 
essential to establish an operating concept that ensures a high survivability of the aircraft and, within 
those operating constraints, to design a weapon plus system that can function effectively and wherever 
possible use to advantage the constraints of the attack.  However, in general many of the features that 
offer protection (leaving apart ECM) also make the engagement conditions more difficult, for example, 
screening ranges, the oblique geometry, etc.  Ground to air detection probabilities are reduced by flying 
as low as possible, at speeds in excess of M=0.8 and by using small vehicles with low signatures.  The 
constraints that apply to operations under such conditions are discussed later. 

The systems and missiles must therefore offer the chance of being deployed from small high speed 
low-flying aircraft, and support for the low level attack in heavily defended air space is now growing 
rapidly.  In the case where line of sight contact to the target is required, terrain masking and weapon 
launch limitations normally determine the time that the pilot has at his disposal to complete all phases 
of the attack.  In general this is likely to be less than 10 seconds. Under such rigorous engagement 
conditions, the reaction time of the weapon delivery system has to be capable of 'out smarting' that 
required by the local target defences, if a satisfactory kill rate and exchange ratio are to be achieved. 
Key feat-ures in determining this overall success rate are therefore the constraints that bound the 
problem: target detection/recognition, precise sighting systems that minimise the required time for aiming/ 
designation, wide missile coverage envelopes that enable weapons to be deployed over a range of engagement 
geometries, terrain masking, which to some extent is under the control of the attacking vehicle, atmos- 
pheric characteristics, and finally limitations imposed by the weapon on.the flight profile. 

The following sections aim to address many of these problems and outline the way in which the assess- 
ment and testing of weapon systems can be conducted with these constraints uppermost in determining 
effectiveness of specific weapon system options. 

2 OPERATIONS 

Before proceeding with a detailed discussion of weapons and their delivery systems, it is valuable 
to set the stage by exploring the use of the tactical weapon from the air, the types of mission on which 
it may be valuable, and the types of target against which it can be deployed. 

If air power is to be used effectively, its three prime characteristics of flexibility, mobility, 
and fire power have all to be exploited.  The aircraft itself is inherently flexible and mobile providing 
a number of roles against different targets at short notice.  The tactical weapon system with its high 
lethality, precision aim, and compactness, complement these aircraft characteristics, and serve to add 
even greater flexibility to the delivery vehicle in the final attack phases. Tactical operations them- 
selves cover a wide range of activities but for the purpose of this paper three classes of mission can be 
identified, covering counter air, air interdiction, and close air support. 

In a limited engagement against an enemy with an effective air force, the main tactical activity in 
the early stages will be counter air measures designed to gain a favourable air situation.  This is 
likely to involve attacks against: 

(i)  enemy air fields, missile complexes and immediate support facilities, 

(ii)  surface to air defences system, 

(iii) air vehicles in general 

in fact, any target which supports the enemy's counter air objectives.  Targeting for such air strikes 
should be of a planned nature based upon the latest intelligence concerning the enemy battle order. 
Targets would be assigned a priority and great benefit accrues from a precise knowledge of target position 
in an absolute co-ordinate frame of reference.  Additionally, precise co-ordination between different 
aircraft is beneficial in order to pose a multi-threat to the defences.  Also if the target does not 
possess a prominent signature in either visual, radar, or electro-optical bands, then a position relative 
to a local prominent feature in one of these wavebands becomes highly desirable. The air to air aspects 
of counter air will not be discussed in this paper. 

The second group of missions identified above are interdiction operations, which are normally con- 
ducted some distance behind the enemy lines.  Attacks may be aimed at typical targets such as armour 
reinforcements being brought up *.o the forward battle area, road and rail transport, communication centres, 
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and logistic and supply routes in general. To be effective this type of operation has to be maintained on 
a 24-hour basis.  Targets are likely to be seen in groups and probably.on the move, but will not in 
general be of known geographic position.  Cueing however may be forthcoming from local features such as 
roads, rail tracks, rivers etc.  Timing of such attacks may also be an important element of this type of 
operation.  The effects of air interdiction are achieved through destruction, neutralisation, delay and of 
course harassment.  In particular they reduce the enemy's capability to mount or sustain an offensive, 
restrict his freedom of action, and generally increase his overall vulnerability to be attacked.  When 
targets are found, however, they are likely to be associated with local defences and the effects of search 
procedures, stand-off range, etc are important elements in this, type of engagement. 

Finally, there is the close air support operation which involves action against enemy targets in 
close proximity to our own forces.  The targets are therefore of immediate concern to the surface forces 
and the use of air power is envisaged only when the surface forces cannot produce the desired effects or 
the disposition of the targets prevent their successful attack from the ground.  The use of air power can 
often give quick results and raises the morale of the ground forces.  The operations must be integrated 
closely with the land forces and hence pose special command and control problems.  It is usual for target 
area control to be through a Forward Air Controller and aids such as laser target marking, either directly 
on the target or indirectly, become a valuable asset in establishing visual contact with the desired 
target.  Typical targets are tank groups, troop concentrations, surface to air missile systems, radar 
controlled gun systems, and various fighting vehicles. Target identification in this highly mobile and 
cluttered environment is important.  Problems associated with debris, smoke, destroyed targets etc, all 
serve to compound the difficulty of the decision making process. 

In general therefore the tactical operation is often against the smaller mobile target, difficult to 
plan in precise detail, but likely to be against a target rich scenario.  The small size, precision and 
mobility of the tactical guided weapon can therefore reap good dividends under these conditions, for the 
launching vehicle can carry a large number of weapons and retain considerable agility and flexibility 
throughout the whole attack phase. This latter point impinges significantly on achieving a high surviva- 
bility in the hostile environment. 

3    CONSTRAIN'!." OF THE SCENARIO 

In order to assess, simulate or test any weapon system option, it is extremely valuable to quantify 
the limiting conditions within the scenario that impinge upon the system during the delivery phase. This 
is always a complex area and one often open to intense debate. The aim of this paragraph iä  to identify 
many of the key effects and to indicate the type of data bank that is required in order to initiate a valid 
assessment of particular options, typical examples of which will be presented later in this paper. 

3.1 Terrain 

At low level the terrain is paramount, and to a large extent the pilot's instinct for survival will 
determine how low he actually flies. The general terrain features, however, do provide important cover 
and the intelligent well trained pilot maximises the benefits that can be obtained from the local geo- 
graphical effects.  Considerable data exists to describe the general coverage that can be achieved from 
terrain and radial plots such as shown in Fig la-c, serve to illustrate the increased cover that is 
obtained when making attacks at the lower altitudes and by choosing the approach path with care.  The 
alternative way to present such results is shown in Fig 2, and represents the probability of achieving a 
specific unmasking of the target as a function of approach range.  Clearly different curves exist for 
each approach height, and the resulting family of curves will be terrain, target location, and approach 
path dependent. 

Much of this type of data has been derived from measurements made from ground sites and does not 
precisely represent the dynamic conditions experienced from the air, where details and location of small 
objects can become important especially for the guided weapon delivery.  This detail must embrace informa- 
tion that relates to local obstacles such as trees, bushes, hedgerows, local buildings etc, and their 
relative statistical distribution on the ground in and around the target area. 

Continuous line of sight to the target is necessary during any extended detection process.  Local 
features interrupting this sightline are therefore clearly undesirable, but usually only prolong the period 
of time that is needed to establish the correctness of specific targets. However, once the guidance line 
of sight has been established and the weapon is committed, then the interruptions to this sightline usually 
prove disastrous unless special precautions are taken within the weapon system. The statistics of the fine 
screening detail thereby become important.  Currency much interest exists in establishing a broad based 
data bank to describe the terrain statistics for a number of representative scenarios.  The need or other- 
wise for short term memories in either the delivery systems or missiles, or both, is greatly affected by 
information of this type.  By way of an example to illustrate some of the effects, Fig 3 shows a number of 
forward looking scenes recorded at 250 ft during recent trials in Northern Germany,  The photographs were 
taken at 1 s intervals, whilst flying at 450 kn, in winter.  Note the very significant effect of the trees 
despite the lack of foliage, 

3.2 Atmosphere 

In establishing a complete all-year round capability, the atmosphere plays a key role in determining 
what can be seen when, at what contrast, and on how many occasions.  Classically, the weather scenarios are 
taken from climatic data, which it is argued, presents a picture that is close to the expected value for 
each parameter.  In practice, of course, meteorological range is not distributed in a Gaussian manner, as 
illustrated in Fig 4. This shows data collected from the Hannover region of Germany indicating the 
frequency of occurrence of conditions when the visibility exceeds the indicated value.  Note 5 km range is 
only achieved on 30% of occasions. 

In evaluating the performance of electro-optical viewing systems a more complex combination of 
environmental parameters becomes critical.  In fact, as in the case of visibility discussed above, it is 
the occurrence of wide range departures from the mean of the critical parameters that more often than not 
determines the limiting conditions of operation.  Detailed atmospheric modelling now becomes essential in 



order to establish for example? the performance of thermal sensors of heavy fog, rain, etc.  This work has 
been reported in some detail'»% where weather statistics gathered at one hourly intervals throughout 
the year are presented.  These observations recorded parameters such as dew point, temperature, visibility, 
and cloud and wind, and have enabled atmospheric mode's to be upgraded and validated with some certainty' 
in the appropriate wavebands. 

3.3 Cloud coverage 

Cloud cover is usually only considered a major problem when weapon delivery takes place from alti- 
tudes in excess of 1000 ft.  However, as can he seen from Fig 4 some difficulties can be experienced in 
the number of occasions on which cloud obliterates the ground line of sight at tiie lower altitudes.  This 
problem is especially serious during winter month operations, and as can be seen something in excess of 
10% occasions will be lost in this period when operating from 200 ft. Under some conditions, clouds can 
also increase the level of difficulty in target search because of the additional clutter that cloud 
shadows introduce into the overall scene, and the wide variation that then occurs in scene contrast levels. 

Additionally, cloud coverage affects the thermal scene by providing equilibrium between sky and 
ground with the result that fine image detail will become washed out.  This can be considered a double- 
edged effect since although the image detail essential for safe low level flight management may be lost, 
a general reduction in ground clutter will occur which will aid the search process as discussed below. 

3.4 Target detection 

Target search and detection are key parameters in establishing the 'starting line* for the delivery 
process, and much has been documented on likely detection ranges for various targets and groups of targets. 
Refs 3 and 4 give a comprehensive summary of the expected values for detection range over a  wide range 
of scenario conditions. 

The actual range at which detection occurs on any one attack, however, is a very complex issue, and 
one that has received a great deal of attention during the last decade or so.  Numerous mathematical 
models have been produced for a variety of requirements and in the main these relate the contrast of the 
target against its background, with its angular size, with some search method, to specific detection 
criteria.  Looking briefly at target contrast, Fig 6 illustrate^, the typical way in which the target con- 
trast, with an initial inherent value of 30% relative to the background, decreases with increasing viewing 
range. The data, which is for visual conditions, is shown for clear and overcast conditions and for dark 
and light targets, when the meteorological range is 10 km. A number of detection criteria exist but time 
does not permit any detailed discussion in this paper. However, again for the visual case, the criteria 
in their simplest manifestation usually take the form of:- 

d 

where d  is a target size parameter and k_  is a constant dependent upon the precise criteria being 

employed. 

By relating these functions, values of R  can be obtained from unlimited viewing time conditions, 
for a range of targets and backgrounds and atmospheric conditions.  For electro-optical viewing systems, 
the interactions between the crew, the image and its quality, and the target scene, are more complex 
and embrace the performance of the viewing system in total including the display and the environment, 
together with the man.  To address this problem the concept of Minimum Resolvable Modulation (f-fRM) is now 
often used. The technique has wide application and enables the relationship between the spatial frequency 
of a stylised four bar target and the modulation necessary to distinguish that target, to be defined for 
any electro-optical system or part system. As an illustration, Fig 7 shows a set of hypothetical MRM 
curves for a television system. A series of curves exist defining the performance under different back- 
ground conditions:- Bj high light level,  B5 very low level of illumination.  To recognise a target, say 
using the Johnson criteria, for any specific system, implies that frequencies f£T

%  must be distinguished. 
The curves then indicate the modulation that the vehicle has to present against its background if it is 
to be seen, by means of the system.  Atmospherics effects modify the expected levels of modulation. 

The air environment of course does not permit the 'luxury1 of long viewing times, for even with the 
helicopter operation, viewing time can be equated with exposure, and for the aircraft the vehicle rapidly 
closes on to the target area. To illustrate this and to indicate the large step that still exists in 
going from the laboratory to field trials, Fig 8 shows the interaction of target size and contrast for a 
number of situations. Curve A represents laboratory data relating to uncluttered scenes with unlimited 
search time.  Curve B shows the same situation but with the search time reduced to around 1 s. Finally, 
curve C gives a plot representative of trials data, and suggests that larger target contrast or size is 
needed to effect detection in the real world conditions. Targets in reality are rarely detected in the 
strict laboratory sense but have to be perceived sufficiently well to differentiate them as objects in a 
cluttered scene* { 

For the purposes of weapon system modelling therefore, I believe, there is much to recommend a less 
rigorous approach that employs empirical relationships to overcome some- of inherent difficulties discussed 
above.  Considerable success has been obtained by relating the cumulative probability of detecting a 
target, and thereby the chance that detection will occur at a specific range, as a function of the major 
scenario parameters.  For example:- 

V =    f(n,R ,R ,R> ace       ' o' s' 

where P    - cumulative probability of detection 
ace r J 

n       a weighting task difficulty factor 

R    = the range at which detection would just occur given infinite viewing time 
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R  • the range at which the target becomes unscreened 

R  * the variable range. 

The general form of this relationship is shown in Fig 9.  The range data has been normalised for a detec- 
tion range of R =1 for the benefits of illustration, and the curves plotted for values of R = R  and 

o so 
R = 0.5R  . and n = 0.25 and n = 1.0.  It is found that airborne trials data are well represented by this 
so 
form over a wide range of targets and conditions. 

The parameter fn' remains the most difficult area to tie down and at present the spread illustrated 
represents the uncertainty. Additionally, the effects of target motion, specific groupings of targets, 
various disturbances of the scene caused by the target's presence, are all difficult effects to quantify, 
with little useful data existing to predict their effect on likely change in detection range. 

3.5 Human factors 

This important area follows naturally from the previous paragraph and is high-lighted because in the 
past the emphasis of system development has been on the problems related to technology rather than on 
optimising the performance of the human and the system.  Task loading and the allocation of tasks among 
crew members during the critical attack phase needs careful addressing in system design and optimisation. 
An even more challenging area within the field of human factors, is the goal of achieving successful 
delivery of the more advanced guided weapon concepts from single seat aircraft, where the tasks of flight 
management, choice of operational tactics, and the final deployment of the weapon have all to be integrated 
into a single operator system. An essential feature of this total system is that it should retain a large 
degree of flexibility inherent in air systems.  The application and use of automatic aids within a flexible 
robust weapon system is a key area for futur*. design, 

A related human factor topic is the level of degradation experienced by the crew, be it one man or 
two, as a function of the environmental conditions under which they are required to perform. Often, these 
are serious effects which are hard to quantify for data is usually scarce.  By way of examples in this 
area, consider the aerodynamic ride quality given by the vehicle at low level, high speed, which proves 
especially crucial during all the phases of weapon delivery.  A simple example of this effect is given in 
Fig 10, which shows a typical variation of aiming performance as a function of ride quality for a helmet 
mounted sighting system.  Note a degradation factor in excess of three can occur. 

Such a device is used for initial or coarse sightline determination and the accuracy and consistency 
with which this sight can be brought to bear on the target critically determines the ultimate performance 
of the weapon system or the performance requirements of any fine aiming device incorporated in the system 
or missile.  Such considerations impose requirements on the aerodynamic properties of the vehicle.  It is 
worth noting that aircraft optimised for the ground attack role, such as the RAF Jaguar provide an environ- 
ment well to be left of the curve in Region A, whereas aircraft designed for the combat role having a 
low wing-loading tend to be to the right of the axis. 

Performance against the time available to complete an aiming task is a further area where degrada- 
tion can occur under operational conditions and where data, in the past has again been scarce.  This 
position is slowly being rectified and Fig II gives a typical example of the degradation that can occur 
in the pilot's ability to aim a head-up display under time limited conditions.  It can be seen that com- 
pared with the unlimited time-aiming performance a serious degradation will occur when aiming times are 
reduced below 2s.  A good system design will ensure adequate performance under time-critical situations. 

3.6 Navigation 

Navigation accuracy is a key factor if successful low altitude engagements are to be undertaken. 
The system aids the pilot and crew in three key ways.  Firstly, it prevents the crew from getting lost, 
especially under conditions where tactical considerations have dictated that a new route should be flown, 
for example where vulnerability could be reduced by a new approach path.  It is interesting to reflect 
that in recent competitive exercises as many as 15% of the crews do not find the target. 

Secondly, there is the problem of workload. Managing a navigation system that requires frequent 
mantiel updating, monitoring, and keyboard insertions, imposes a high burden upon the crew.  System 
developments to minimise the attention that the navigation system requires in flight, for example, 
automatic updating acceptance, represent significant improvements to system design. 

Finally there is the crucial issue of precision cueing into the target area that a good navigation 
system can give in terras of a lead-in to planned targets.  Uncertainties in defining the correct sight- 
line to the target arise not only from system inaccuracies of course, but also in terms of prior knowledge 
of the target's geographical position in the applicable aircraft co-ordinate system. 

Modelling techniques are very powerful in establishing the interaction of the statistical uncertainty 
in target position about the flight path, as the aircraft approaches the target with any specific weapon 
delivery system. This point is pursued further below.  Also of considerable interest in this cueing 
role of the navigation system, is work relating to the pilot search process about the defined sightline, 
and the way in which uncertain target knowledge should be indicated to the pilot.  Ref 5 discusses this 
point in some detail and concludes that it is essential to indicate to the pilot the likely uncertainty 
in target position when this can be determined. Computer defined sightlines that give such indications 
to the pilot are extremely compelling and it is found that targets displaced by only small angles from the 
defined sightline can be missed. 

As mentioned above accurate navigation is only beneficial if accurate target knowledge is available 
to complement it.  This raises severe problems for attacks against mobile targets and high-lights the 
need for a rapid reconnaissance capability if such techniques are to be used efficiently. 
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WEAPONS 

Before addressing the problems of weapon delivery and the accuracy thereof it is valuable to con- 
sider the various types of weapon guidance that are appropriate to this area.  The intention is not to 
prejudge the various concepts, but to identify fundamental issues that govern delivery.. 

Two broad classes of weapon are often identified; namely 'launch and leave1 and 'fire and forget*. 
The essential difference separating these two techniques lies in the requirements of the weapon on the 
aircraft after the weapon has been launched.  The former type requires the aircraft and system to be 
committed to a specific target up until the point of impact of the weapon, whereas in the case of the 
latter once the missile has been released, it has no further requirement of the aircraft. 

Within these two classes a number of clear sub-groups emerge, each of which change the constraints 
for a specific operational attack and in general each type can either be powered or unpowered. 

4.1 Launch and leave 

The haunch and Leave concept is best known in terms of the laser seeking weapon that is autonomously 
aimed from the air vehicle.  Guidance within the weapon is generated by a small quadrant detector mounted 
in the homing head which responds to the reflected laser radiation scattered from the target.  The homing 
head aligns itself with the target and control signals are,generated from the position of the head 
relative to the missile.  Both powered and unpowered versions of this weapon concept have been considered 
and the potential of the unpowered system was graphically demonstrated during the Vietnam conflict.  Many 
releases were made that resulted in pin-point accuracy and the general phrase of 'smart1 as opposed to 
'dumb1 weapon was aptly coined.  More recently interest has been centred around the low level release of 
'smart' weapons to encompass the attack philosophy generally considered applicable to the European theatre. 
Guided bombs using a PAVEWAY kit enable autonomous low level toss attacks to be completed against large 
easily detectable targets with localised defences, whilst at the same time maintaining a measure of stand- 
off range.  However, during the escape manoeuvre the aircraft reaches a considerable altitude and questions 
have to be raised concerning its ability to survive in some future scenario whilst undertaking this 
manoeuvre.  Additionally line of sight problems as discusse-d in section 3 limit the general use of this 
weapon to a considerable extent. Although concepts embracing two aircraft or one aircraft together with 
a ground marker do enable a low level delivery mode to be made, it is unlikely that the weapon will gain 
acceptance for land operations until it evolves in an accelerated form. The problems of co-ordinating 
such attacks are not insignificant. 

Much thought has been given to small powered missiles of this class and these offer a wide flexible 
launch envelope.  Fig 12 shows such a typical coverage.  The engagement envelope is wide and extends 
several kilometres in range ahead of the aircraft.  Its short-range performance is good and satisfies the 
general need to provide a weapon system with a rapid reaction capability. 

4.2  Fire and Forget 

A number of weapon options fall within this general Fire and Forget class, which merit consideration. 
The first of these is the laser seeking weapon that has just been discussed when used in a homing mode, 
against targets that are externally illuminated.  To the launching aircraft it becomes a fire and forget 
weapon delivery.  Examples of this attack are forward air control marking or marking from other air 
vehicles, be they aircraft, helicopters or unmanned aircraft.  The problems however of such constraints 
were discussed in section 4,1 and there is a greater interest in obtaining a truly autonomous capability 
from the weapon system. 

Traditionally Fire and Forget has only emhraced the truly self-seeking missile and used electro- 
optical guidance methods to home onto the target, io  using essentially oassive techniques.  However the 
use of inertial guidance is also representative of this class and under some operating circumstances 
offers attractions in terms of overall capability. 

4.2,1  Inertial weapon 

Although these weapons exist in many forms, I intend to ^i->ir my remarks in this paper to essentially 
the short-range variants, by this I mean less than !0 km stanc!-;r. nnge, 
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4.2,2  Electro-optical guidance 

The most commonly known fire and forget weapon relies upon electro-optical techniques for guidance. 

They permit accurate discrimination between small targets that are distributed in a cluttered background 

and a precision homing capability.  Usually the homing head has to cope with low contrast situations, and 

therefore demands a high standard of tracking from their homing algorithms.  This point is especially 

critical under European conditions, or conditions where a significant stand-off range is desired.  This 

type of system is epitomised by the MAVERICK missile. 



Choice of operating Wavelength is important and although early systems employed the visible spectrum, 
a number of problems relating to -target contrast, atmospheric attenuation, etc, have now caused most- 
interest to centre around,the use of thermal, devices operating in the 3 to 5 and 8 to 13 micron wavebands, 

A wide range of tracking devices have, been tested and evaluated including techniques employing edge 
trackers, area correlators, Cenf.roid trackers, multi-edge trackers, and more recently, intelligent track- 
ing algorithms to obtain a higher integrity in the rapidly changing scene that the missile homing head 
sees when approaching the target at low level,  Developments in signal processing between the basic homing 
head and the tracking algorithm, now enable a better discriminating signal to be presented to the tracker« 

The lateral coverage of such a missile is very similar to that shewn for the semi-active la3er guided 
weapon in Fig 12.  The outer boundary, however, will be target shape and contrast dependent, since an 
adequate Mock1 has to be achieved prior to launch if an acceptable level of success is to be assured. 

Rapid developments are taking place in this processing area and these are likely to result in a 
weapon of greater integrity that can be used against a wider range of targets.  Increasing interest is 
also centring around exploiting the total spectrum that lies between the upper radar frequencies and the 
visual band in order to optimise the target signature and weapon intelligence, again to achieve high 
credibility tracking, and reduce the occasions when false target lock-on occurs. 

4.3  Comparisons 

Before proceeding it is valuable to identify some of the benefits and disadvantages offered by each 
option.  Looking first at the benefits of the semi-active laser weapon, it is capable of good delivery 
accuracy that will be dependent upon the designation system.  It operates over a relatively large range 
against a wide variety of targets, hence it is flexible, and it does not rely on any specific target 
characteristic other than it should reflect part of the incident illuminating radiation in a non-specular 
form.  Valuable both by day and night its performance in poor weather is limited to essentially visual 
range if 1.06 micron lasers are the basis of designation,  The guidance systems are relatively cheap, 
hence expendable with little cause for concern.  The precise aim on to the target need only be accomplished 
a very short time before weapon impact, and hence, although desirable, there is no mandatory requirement 
to have a refined aim before the weapon is launched, provided the target has been positively identified. 

On the debit side are limitations on the frequency of target engagement since the process is 
essentially sequential.  For very long target flight weapons, some restriction occurs on vehicle manoeuvre 
before the weapon impacts the target, although it is considered that from low flying aircraft this limita- 
tion is minimal.  The designator equipment imposes a penalty on the aircraft in terms of performance, 
(weight, drag, structural limitations which affect mission range, speed and operating envelope) and the 
number of stores that can be carried. Finally, although of well-defined nature, the system is active with 
the aircraft radiating energy on the target for a short time prior to the missile's impact.  In addition 
of course two sightlines need to be clear during the missile's flight time, that is the sightline between 
target and aircraft for the designator and secondly the sightline between target and missile for homing. 
The problems therefore of atmospheric attenuation, smoke, dust, clouds etc impact the system on two fronts. 
It should be aaded however, that the inertial capability of the designating system to retain line of 
sight to a stationary ground target enables some of the transient difficulties to be overcome. 

Turning now to the inertially guided fire and forget weapon, after weapon release the aircraft is 
totally free.  The weapon is also passive and hence very difficult to counter-measure by direct interfer- 
ence with its guided system.  However the initial aiming process is likely to be active unless operations 
are limited to pre-planned engagements only. 

On the debit side it cannot possess the inherent precision accuracy of the homing weapon and clearly 
the accuracy capability has to be tailored closely to the requirement in terms of warhead capability a. d 
the flight time of the weapon after release. The cost can also be high and a carefully tailored perform- 
ance requirement is essential.  It is, however, highly adaptable and completely independent of target 
signature.  It can be launched in salvo and does not suffer from sightline problems or difficulties 
arising from battle-smoke and debris. 

And lastly the electro-optical option offers the usual fire and forget benefits, together with the 
possibility of a rather simpler aircraft fit. On the debit side are largely questions of confidence. 
The capability is limited by target signature, its luminance/radiance in relationship to the background, 
although the development of cheap fast image processing intelligence is helping to remove difficulties 
in this area.  The day/night poor weather capability is similar to the semi-active laser guided weapon. 

Obvious questions are posed concerning its susceptibility to relatively simple counter-measures, but 
any discussion of this topic is clearly outside the scope of this paper.  And finally the cost of the 
weapon in the immediate future is likely to be greater than that of either the semi-active laser GW or the 
inertial guidance kit for short range weapons, and even though striking advances have been made in solid 
state technology especially in the areas of detectors and fast processors, it is difficult to imagine that 
the weapon will become a cheap option, and therefore the number of weapons within the inventory will be 
limited. 

5    DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

Airborne weapon systems have evolved at a rapid pace during the last decade.  Prior to the mid-6Os 
weapon delivery was generally a matter of deciding upon a standard set of delivery condition, ie  speed, 
height, dive angle, and then flying the aircraft to achieve these specified conditions relative to the 
target.  Little flexibility was available for operational judgement when in the target area, and against 
unfamiliar target scenarios large errors were likely.  Limited corrections could usually be made for 
variables such as wind and target motion, but in general these were somewhat crude.  The success of the 
attack depended totally upon the skill of the pilot achieving his desired flight conditions. 
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The advent of airborne sensors and computing power greatly aided these otherwise intractable problems 
by removing many of the hitherto constraints of the attack, and gave the pilot some degree of preferred 
operational choice in the delivery of dumb ordnance.  The so-called nav/attack .systems emerged and these 
covered delivery of a wide range of weapons over most operational flight profiles.  The systems consisted 
of three key  areas of technology to generate this enhanced capability, Fig 14. 

Firstly there is the sensor area, designed to give the necessary flexibility of not demanding that 
the pilot shall achieve the necessary standard release conditions.  In practice, this allows tactical con- 
siderations to rule.  This area is vitally important for the low-level attack since very small errors in 
achieving the accurate release conditions can result in unacceptable miss distances occurring.  The sensors 
can be divided into: 

(i)   ranging sensors/radar, laser, barometric height, radio altimeter, geometric, etc; 

(ii) velocity sensors - inertial, air speed, Doppler; 

(iii) attitude sensors - inertial, attitude/heading reference, gyros, etc. 

Secondly there is the computing power essential to process the above measurements into useful, 
meaningful information for the crew.  A steady increase in both the number of processors and the amount of 
processing has occurred over the last 10 years.  A single computer with 8K words was at one time considered 
a large machine.  Now, many processors, each with several tens of K words are considered average for the 
present day system.  Much of this increase has gone towards my third key area, the system crew interface, 
where interesting developments in the areas of controls, display formats, moding options, etc have taken 
place.  Typically ground attack aircraft may have head-up displays, helmet mounted sights, head-down 
displays, and other electronic display surfaces.  In the area of input controls, multi-function keyboards, 
proportional hand controllers, and many other discrete input switching devices have to be set up for the 
mission.  Additionally, devices that enable automatic data entry are becoming more common. 

Such systems are admirable for the delivery of unguided weapons from both single and dual seat air- 
craft and depending upon the detail fit, provide either visual attacks with moderate precision or blind 
attacks using target information gained from the radar or navigation sub-systems with an accuracy compat- 
ible with those devices, against a wide range of targets.  However, some important constraints are still 
imposed upon the launching vehicle.  For although a number of unique release points can be achieved by 
flying different elevation flight profiles, a dedicated azimuth steering solution has to be achieved in 
order to register an accurate 'line1 delivery. Additionally this range of elevation release points can 
only provide stand-off delivery at the expense of weapon accuracy.  The need for guided weapons to enhance 
further the delivery flexibility is therefore apparent. 

I would now like to turn to typical system make-ups that are appropriate to the guided weapon types 
as discussed above. The first important point is to recognise that as weapons progress and become more 
complex, then the interaction between the weapon and their system becomes more involved.  No longer is it 
adequate for the system to possess an accurate ballistic model together with an interface that enables a 
single or series of release pulses to be generated.  It the maximum capability of guided weapons are to be 
used to operational benefit then the performance of the aiming system has to be tailored to meet these 
needs. 

The essential elements in the attack process are well-known; to detect the target, to establish the 
correctness of the target, to bring the system to bear on the target, to release the weapon, and finally 
to effect a successful escape by evading enemy defence systems.  Detection was covered in section 3.4 
where it was shown that essentially the process could be defined for any set of conditions in terms of a 
target range and a probability that a line of sight exists. 

For the low level semi-active laser GW option, the essential additional system elements are a desig- 
nator 3nd tracking devices.  Examples of such systems in current usage are PAVE SPIKE, PAVE TACK ATLIS, . 
LATAR, etc.  The designator is a high technology equipment and usually comprises the following sub-system: 
laser, electro-optical camera, common stabilisation and optics, tracking devices, and environmental control 
units.  Although it is a self-contained piece of equipment many benefits arise from integrating its per- 
formance with the standard aircraft nav/attack system.  Its principal performance characteristics enable it 
to be pointed to a very high accuracy over a wide ground coverage and to completely decouple the aircraft 
movement and vibration from sightline that is presented to the crew usually via the electro-optical link. 
This performance enables it to track targets in highly dynamic manoeuvres and to mo;e rapidly from one 
target to the next. 

The equipment can be used from both single and dual seat aircraft.  It is usual for the designator to 
be cued onto the target by either, the on-board radar, the inertial navigation system, visually by the 
pilot using a helmet-mounted sight or head-up display, or in the case of dual seat aircraft by the weapon 
system operator manually steering the sight.  This process determines a coarse sight Iine to the target, 
albeit not an accurate one.  Time of course is involved in this process to achieve the necessary accuracy. 

The use of the sight now differs between single and two-seat crew,  hooking firstly at two-seat crew 
operation* a hand-over to the rear operator enables him to acquire the target, recognise it, and refine 
the sightline aim to the necessary precision.  The pilot, who is completely free of this final aiming 
task can concentrate on the task of survival by monitoring bis electronic warfare system if appropriate and 
undertaking evasive manoeuvres to defeat ground defences.  The time taken to complete this fine aim process 
and the accuracy to vhich it can be completed are key input parameters to assessments as discussed below. 
The weapon sequencing especially against multiple target engagements are under the control of the weapon 
system operator and the fire control system itself.  The ability of the system to engage several targets 
depends upon the speed with which the sight line can be changed from one target to the next together with 
the distribution of the targets on the ground.  Design optimisation of the overall system in terms of field 
of view, its ability to be rapidly changed from target to target, the tracking aids to achieve accurate 
fine aiming, etc, are the keys to the success of the system. 



The tasks in a single-scat aircraft, although similar, have important differences and impose 
penalties which usually manifest themselves in terms of some lost flexibility.  After the coarse aiming 
sequence, the pilot has to recognise the target from the cockpit display of the designator image. This 
demanding task requires a period of concentration 'inside' the cockpit and detracts from the ability 
to fly low and safely.  Following recognition the pilot has to complete the fine aiming task, and manage 
the fire control system.  Considerable care in system design suggests these tasks are realistic and much 
simulation and flight assessment has taken place to establish likely levels of performance in terms of 
the times needed to complete the various phases.  It is very likely, however, that evasive manoeuvres in 
the target area will only become possible after the sighting system has been locked to the target. 

Typical line diagrams for both the single and dual-seat operation of such missiles are given in 
F:g 15. 

Fire and forget weapons allow many system options to be considered, but for this paper I would like 
to limit my discussion to systems appropriate to the inertial weapon and the electro-optical homing weapon 
discussed above. 

Looking firstly at the inertial weapon, in its most simple manifestation, the present nav/attack 
systems can be successfully used for weapon delivery.  The target co-ordinates can he determined in 
standard ways, usually from the head-up display plus the appropriate sensor, and these values used to 
initialise the weapon.  Again, the time to aim,  tca , plays.an important role' in the effectiveness of 
the total system as does the angular cut-off in azimuth of the display system.  This is illustrated in 
Fig 16 together with the typical weapon coverage plot. The delivery sequence after detection is therefore 
relatively simple, with the pilot flying his weapon coverage over the target, completing the aiming pro- 
cess, releasing the weapon and escaping. All tasks are 'head-up' and represent extensions of the present 
techniques which form the basis of ground strike training. 

To achieve greater accuracy, especially at significant stand-off ranges demands a better fixing aid. 
This may well become available with further navigation aids for planned targets, but for 'visually' detec- 
ted opportunity targets, the need exists for better sighting systems.  The use of the designator in this 
role has many attractions, and can be used for precision fixing. The event sequences are very similar to 
those discussed for the semi-active laser guided weapon and will not be repeated here.  However, one dif- 
ference to note is that once an adequate fix has been taken against the required target, the weapon 
release sequence can be initiated, and the designator and pilot become 'freed' for other tasks. 

Marmonisation errors are critical for this type of system updating and careful procedures need to 
>n    ced to achieve adequate performance. This additional accuracy element has to appear in the system 
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"ning now to the imaging 'fire and forget' weapon this presents a more complex range of system 
pos .( .ities.  In its broadest concept, the weapon requires nothing beyond a coarse wide angle aiming 
devi  „ whereby the pilot points towards the target, commits the weapon and repeats the process as 
required.  The .weapon takes care of the rest, by responding to the initial direction given by pilot, 
automatically capturing the target via its imaging head and initiating a release sequence when in range. 
This conceptual pracess, however, requires a degree of back-up from a supporting system if it is to become 
a robust delivery option.  In particular, target recognition may be ssential before weapon release, or it 
may be operationally necessary to identify high priority targets in a relatively cluttered target rich 
scenario against which to mount the initial attacks. Additionally, assistance to the missile in deter- 
mining an adequate locking success rate may require a human involvement, ie  a value of  tfa may still be 
appropriate.  To achieve this may or may not dictate an electronic cockpit display of missile imagery; but 
a crew commitment is implied.  Finally range is an important parameter when the weapon is being released 
under conditions that exploit its full potential.  Some savings do.arise, however, from the lower pre- 
cision needed from on-board sensors and computing but again to achieve 'near limiting' weapon releases, 
caution needs to be applied in implementing such savings. 

In summary, the critical processes that govern the overall system capability appear as common themes 
throughout the guided weapon options considered, effecting one or the other to a greater or lesser extent. 
These are: 

(i) targets - how many? what distribution signature? etc. 

(ii) target detection - what range, offset and probability? 

(iii) time to coarse aim - tca values for MUD, HHS, radar, navigation system etc. 

(iv) target recognition - human, automatic, what range? how long does it take? etc. 

(v) time to fine aim - tfa values for pilot with and without auto aids, how accurate? 

(vi) weapon launch sequence - series, salvo, etc. 

(vii)  boundary constraints - missile coverage, aiming sights field of view, missile homing head 
limits, aiming sights angular coverage. 

(viii) aircraft flight envelope - ground, defence coverage, evasion manoeuvre, manual or automatic 
flight control etc. 

The interactions of these eight areas determine to a large extent the success of the mission ind are 
the principle driving forces that govern the need for modelling, simulation and flight assessment, to 
determine the real capability and effectiveness of particular systems.  The remainder of this paper con- 
siders the use of such techniques in understanding, assessing and evaluating various weapon systems. 

6    SIMULATION 

Simulation is a  much used and valuable technique for investigating the principle effects that deter- 
mine the performance of specific weapon systems either in terms of absolute values or as is more usually 
tha case, in terms of comparisons between systems or the same system under different conditions. 



Simulation, however, often means different things to various people and in the following discussion I 
would like to make a  distinction bntween three types of simulation, to treat each in its own right, and 
to identify the role that each can'perform in giving the utmost confidence that a specific system will 
give the required performance on the day. 

The three areas identified are: 

(i)   the use of mathematical analysis to assess performance, to establish the critical parameters, 
and to arrive at a situation where the most promising system has been selected and optimised to a 
first order of magnitude.  This process is often termed mathematical modelling and with the advent 
of high power ground computing complexes, is used increasingly. 

(ii)  the use of ,huroan-in-Jthe-loopl simulations, to overcome the almost intractable problem of 
representing the human response in mathematical form and to expose experienced operators to the 
system design at an early stage.  Facilities usually cover the research and development phase through 
to in-service training. 

(iii) the use of flight vehicles to validate the previous two stages, to expose the system to a 'real 
world' environment and to demonstrate the engineering of the system. 

Each of the above phases represents important stages prior to the realisation of any system in- 
service, 

6,1  Mathematical modelling 

The use of mathematical models to describe a process or processes is relatively well known in many 
major fields. The approach that is generally adopted is to represent the tota*, process by a number of 
related interactions and then to examine the way in which the whole responds to changes in each interac- 
tion.  In weapon system design, the need for such techniques has grown rapidly over the last five years 
or so as the complexity of the weapon system and the environment in which it is to operate has increased, 
and the constraints become more severe.  Trivial examples are, a 20 km engagement is of little use at low 
level if a need exists in the weapon system for a line of sight between the target and aircraft.  Likewise 
any weapon system that needs 20 s to deliver after target detection will have (in general) a zero 
capability from low level flight profiles.  The model therefore identifies the credibility of specific 
performance parameters within the range of conditions likely to be presented by the operational scenario,, 

Two distinct schools exist as to the best approach to be adopted for arriving at the total answer 
and before citing examples it is valuable to identify the merits of both techniques.  Tnese are generally 
known under the titles of 'Monte-Carlo' modelling and 'Root Mean Square' modelling.  Looking first at the 
latter, this is the simpler approach and relies upon the fact that the total process governing the attack 
effectiveness is driven by a series of forcing functions that are either totally uncorrelated or whose 
correlation functions can easily be identified.  For example, target detection range, attack speed, terrain 
screening angles, aiming accuracy, aircraft flight manoeuvre, etc. Each aspect of the model can be treated 
separately, and provides a parametric output which can be combined with other error sources on an rms 
basis to give a final answer.  Its great merit lies in the fact that the total model is visible to the 
assessor, a positive understanding of critical events is- quickly achieved, a good insight to the process 
is obtained and the model can build in an evolutionary way without becoming overwhelming in its demands 
or computing power and time.  It is also relatively easy to simplify if subsequent running shows that some 
process can be represented by a less rigorous global treatment. 

The 'Monte-Carlo' technique on the other hand has achieved greater acceptance in recent years as 
adequate computing capacity has become relatively easy to obtain.  As the name suggests, the technique is 
a means of handling the total probabilistic nature of the process.  In effect each happening has a most 
likely value, together with a distribution of likely spread about this value.  By inference the success 
or failure of the method rests on the modeller's ability to specify adequately the statistical nature of 
each process involved in the whole.  Given a definition of the events, their sequence and their parameter 
statistics, the technique involves running repeated attack sorties «jsing individual values of all para- 
meters drawn independently from statistical populations with the stated distributions.  Each run of the 
model provides a single answer to .any one output parameter, and by repeated modelling runs a distribution 
of output parameters is built up.  To obtain a picture at each condition at least 30 runs are needed. 
Since each run represents an attack, and may take more or less than real time, it can be appreciated that 
a significant computing commitment is undertaken when adopting this approach.  The technique, however, is 
extremely rigorous with the appropriate statistics being applied at each part of the model, be they normal 
or not. 

Having used both techniques, I believe each does have a valuable contribution to make.  As a first 
cut at the problem, the rms method gives a good rapid insight Into a process, and identifies many of the 
driving factors.  For a better refined answer usually involving more of the contributing factors and to 
check that important interactions have not been overlooked, the MC approach gives excellent results. 

To expand on these points further, the following example illustrates the use of modelling techniques 
to assess the delivery capability of a hypothetical weapon delivery system typified in its capability and 
coverage by Fig 17.  The analysis covers the period-of entry to the target area to weapon impact, but 
excludes any aircraft losses on the way to the target area and during the attack, and weapon lethality. 
Fig 18 describes the attack process.  The aircraft enters the target area with a navigation error that is 
distributed normally with values dependent upon the accuracy of the system, and the time since and the 
position and accuracy of the last fix. A number of probability conditions are now summed in crder to 
determine the range at which the target will be detected (if at all).  Included in this process are: 

(i)  a free line of sight to the target; 

(ii)  detection as a function of range, height, speed and offset; 



(iii)  atmospheric effects; 

(iv)  search aids and any angular limiud imposed, etc. 

This initial compounding is a critical aspect of the model, since in this example it dictates the 
time available in the final attack sequence and hence is a major outer constraint in determining system 
usage. 

The next sequence block to be modelled is the final engagement phase.  Essentially this consists of 
flying the aircraft to bring the target within the weapon's coverage envelope, aiming the system and 
releasing the weapons.  The aircraft model for the first of these stages consists of the statistics 
describing; 

(i)  a pilot response time; 

(ii) a kinematic aircraft model, in terms of speed, roll rate, lateral 'g', etc; 

(iii) a stabilizing time before any aiming can be established. 

Finally, system aiming is covered in terms of event sequencing together with the aiming times and 
accuracies.  This latter point is of some special interest because in general, systems fall into two 
classes; those that require the crew to achieve the best aiming accuracy, in whatever time is available, 
see Fig II, and those that require a 'critical' level of performance to achieve for example a lock-on. 
Both types can of course be embraced by the model given the necessary data to define the known performance. 
By way of an illustration of the latter technique, Fig 19 shows a ty; ical time history of a helmet mounted 
sightline  in moving from position (1) to position (2) under vibration. An initial rapid transfer is 
followed by a period of hunting around F2 until a satisfactory set of conditions are obtained.  Clearly 
the tighter the angular constraints needed at F2, the less likely the task is to be achieved, and hence the 
longer it will take. 

Outputs from such a model are many, but by way of examples, Fig 20a-c, show examples of the varia- 
tions of attack probability against: 

(i)  navigation accuracy; 

(Ü)  detection range, and the influence of terrain screening; 

(iii) aiming time. 

Each snows the robustness of the model to the assumptions and where these become critical.  Clearly 
it is desirable to determine a performance that is on any plateau of the curves. 

Finally the "MC1 technique can be readily extended to multi-aircraft attacks against multi-targets; 
the limitations arising only from the amount.of processing required to undertake the task. 

6.2  Man-in-the.-loop simulation 

A. identified in the above, the event sequencing, the time taken and the consistency/accuracy of 
performance that can be achieved are very vital inputs to the success of the majority of systems.  Precise 
measurement of the man's performance is important and ground based simulation facilities are valuable tools 
to explore and quantify these areas. Most of my remarks will therefore refer to facilities aimed at 
research and a number of such complexes exist. 

The last decade has seen a considerable increase in the amount of weapon system simulation undertaken. 
Traditionally, the aerodynamicist and flight control engineers were the major customers, but it is now 
recognised that the system designer has much to gain from using the dynamic ground rigs.  The problems of 
providing adequate simulation performance, however, are not few and in many cases considerable investment 
is needed if full mission ground attack simulations of repeatable accuracy are to be made,' The increasing 
use of electro-optics in the systems to be simulated, aggravates these difficulties.  The problems are in 
achieving good ground detail, good 'on-line' accuracy, good representation of narrow field of view electro- 
optical sensors together with of course standard good responses from the flying controls. 

I do not wish to cover the details of the various complexities but to highlight some of the different 
approaches that have been used in   this field. 

The UK has had some notable success in developing the special purpose weapon aiming simulator that 
can be produced within a small budget.  This has been adequately reported in the past, Refs 6 and 7. 
Suffice to say that the use of high quality cine film has much to commend itself in terms of realism, cost 
and accuracy and the disadvantages of limited flight manoeuvre and change in aspect have minimum effect. 
On—1 ilia  measurement is practical without the use of video ana lysis equipment,  For designator assessments, 
the cine system can be complemented by a small high detailed model area, viewed with a television system. 
The total package, Fig 2la,b,provides all the facilities necessary within a modest framework.  Other film- 
based facilities have been used for this work, notably the 70 mm film system at Boeing Seattle. 

The main deficiencies with the film-based systems lie in their limited coverage and response to 
flight path changes, and although these have been identified as areas of limited importance, for tactical 
simulations against opportunity targets there is clearly a need for something better. 

Undoubtedly something better implies improvements to the ourside world representation and these are 
inevitably costly.  Two approaches are in use.  First, there is  the large detailed model based systerns 
that employ clustd circuit televi s ion systems viewi ng the modi* 1 in order to reproduce the forward scene 
for the pilot, and any electro-optical sensor simulation.  The facilities, of which a number now exist, 
provide a goad flying area with realistic motion and orientation cues for the pilot,  The television image 
may either b«.' projected on a screen or viewed directly on a col lima ted display.  in the past image detail 
has been a probleti, but modern modelling techniques coupled with providing a smaller flying field now permit. 
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excellent presentations to be produced. Typical scale ratios cover the range of $00-2000:I•. The second 
window, essential tor example for designator or missile homing head simulations, can usually be accommo- 
dated but some compromise in terms ot image performance and co-location of viewpoint is likely. 

These facilities enable realistic target scenarios to be set-up and realistic missions to be flown 
and assessed.  A further important point of application is the capability inherent within- such facilities 
to assess real hardware in a dynamic environment. Tests relating to displays, controllers, video pro- 
cessing, auto-tracking equipment, missile homing heads, etc, can usuall) be integrated with the tasks of 
the crew to provide an extremely realistic on-line examination of the system, "wrinkles and ail", prior 
to field trials. 

The second fruitful avenue to pursue for better outside world representation comes from the technol- 
ogy of computer derived images.  The recent cost effective advances in computer capability now bring highly 
detailed computer generated imagery within the grasp of the simulation designer 3nd, for the future, 
developments in this field will probably set the pace, enabling effects such as atmospheric attenuation, 
partial cloud cover, and thermal signatures.of the scene and targets to be adequately represented.  Some 
limitations, however, are likely in the direct application of flyable system hardware for evaluation 
purposes, because of the software nature of the scene.  However it is possible that some evaluition of 
tracker algorithms may be possible if a very high degree of spatial resolution can be achieved. 

The key feature of work conducted on any of these facilities is a 'controlled environment1, that is, 
the performance of system should be assessed under a set of tightly defined conditions.  Wherever possible, 
the de^ce of randomness in the experiment should be minimise.d to that introduced by the pilot or crew, 

By way of an example. Fig 22 shows the CtP performance of two systems, A and B, in terras of the 
position of the target relative to the flight path at the moment of target detection.  The exercise con- 
strained the pilot to engage the target from four precisely controlled ranges and two target offsets, 
balanced equally left and right.  The results show system A better than B at the larger ranges but vice- 
Vertia  when time is short.  Note the cross-over point favours system B as the offset is increased. This 
type of result is typical of the data that needs to be measured and has considerable significance when 
fed into the mode 11ing studies discussed in section 6.1,  For under poor engagement conditions it may prove 
quite impossible to ever realise the anticipated benefits of 'system A'. However, if the starting con- 
ditions of the experiment had been left to chance, it is likely that little variation would have been 
found in  the results. 

The final example relates to the use of eye and head movement recording equipment.  Fig 23 shows a 
stylised set of results obtained from a head-out, head-in the cockpit task typical of an attack that 
requires visual cueing and coarse aiming followed by head-down recognition and lock-on sequence.  Such 
results showing the titles spent at the relative tasks, the variability of these times as functions of 
engagement conditions, and to some extent the measure of confidence that the pilot has in his automated 
system, are all key inputs to assessments. 

6,3  Flight demonstration 

My third category is flight demonstration, which is   essential element of testing in order: 

(i)  to validate the expected performance of the system, 

(ii)  to establish the hardware realisation of the system, 

(iü) to demonstrate the viability of the system in  .e air to the customer. 

This phase is of increasing importance as systems become more complex, more costly and hence more 
difficult to prove adequately in a research or piecemeal sense.  It is an essential part, together with 
the two previously discussed areas, in establishing a total understanding of the weapon system.  However, 
being the roost costly part too often it is neglected or inadequately covered. 

To manage such a trial successfully requires a represented aircraft, although not necessarily a 
specific type, a representative system, especially in terms of cockpit functions and displays, and a 
weapon or good weapon emulation dependent upon the issue being resolved. 

As generalised in the above aims, the trials should be conducted against an expected performance, for 
in flight, conditions are never controlled precisely and for example trials safety considerations may j 
exclude interesting parts of the delivery envelope. The trials therefore are used to pin down the expected        \ 
performance curves at a number of points from which interpolation or at the worst small extrapolations can 
be made to all the areas of interest.  Exposure tö more than one pilot is desirable, although resources j 
usually limit this activity to about four at the most.  Finally, target scenario is important and rep- 
resentative arrays are important especially where electro-optical techniques are being assessed. 

Hardware realisation is an area that is now being taken more and more for granted by the assessor and 
to some extent this is as it should be.  However, both in determining wnether the equipment meets an j 
adequate standard and as a final cross-check that the standard is adequate, such demonstrations are highly j 
desirable,  F,qually, no theoretical assessment has ever included all the significant effects experienced by i 
the practical application and demonstration has a vital role to play here. 

A further important area in the total proving and procurement of weapon systems, is the. need to 1 
expose the system to the users. This is particularly important if new concepts and technologies are 
embraced, for it is often very difficult for Service personnel to relate well to academic assessments per- j 
formed by the design engineers.  The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and aircrew feed best in the [ 
air environment; a we 11 equipped flight vehicle therefore can become an important sales tool in demon- 
strating new systems to a wide Service interest. 

Finally, to seal the feedback loop from flight assessment to modelling, the flight trials enable a 
first look to be taken at the tactics and deployment of the system under pseudo real conditions.  This 
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usage of the system is an important element, since without it, the analytical studies will have only been 
wording with best estimates in the absence of a practical system,- Many is the time when the real value of 
a technology only emerges after trials, and indeed was not even considered during the early design of the 
equipment. 

An important aspect of the flight assessment is instrumentation, for it almost goes without saying 
that if a close validation is to  be obtained between ground modelling and flight trials, then all aspects 
of the trial need careful recording to make this possible.  Adequate thought is usually given to the 
'on-board* aircraft problems, where a full range of system parameters together with the pilot/crew res- 
ponses should be covered.  Of equal importance- is the relationship of the aircraft with the real world. 
The pos i t ion of the ai re raft relative to the target can be found et ther from specially i nstalied recordi ng 
equipment in the target area or alternatively by using photographic techniques from the aircraft itself, 
however, the area often neglected is that of conditions pertaining in the outside world itself; conditions 
which can dramatically effect the results obtained from the trial.  These include: 

(i)   the target, its position relative to others in  the vicinity, its aspect relative to the air- 
craft's flight path, its signature in the appropriate wavebands relative to the background, and any 
motion effects; 

(i i) the atmosphere, its transmission properties, etc; 

(iü) the terrain, its broad and local features where they affect the flight path and 
intervisibi1i ty 0 

The value of such a data base cannot be emphasised too much, since many of these features are the 
driving influences in relating the measured performance to the expected result as obtained from the 
theoretical modelling.  Indeed, wherever possible the conditions of the trial need to be selected with 
care, to ensure that results are obtained over a sufficiently wide range of engagement conditions, to 
cover the expected operational in-Service usage of the system.  Past experience suggests this is done when 
deciding the aircraft attack configuration etc, but often not with sufficient care on environmental 
matters. 

7    CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this paper has been to review the influences and constraints that govern the delivery of 
tactical air-to-ground guided weapons, and in doing so I hope I have been able to illustrate the need to 
consider the total weapon system delivery performance in the context of the real scenario. The start must 
be made at the target, with information relating to its likely position, concentration, motion, aspect, 
signature relative to its local surroundings, etc, and followed by the influences of terrain and atmosphere 
at the likely places and times where attacks may be necessary. Given this essential framework, the weapon 
system in total can he joined on, to establish an attack capability.  The crew form an essential element 
of the 'total system' and determining their spectrum of performance is a vital link in this process. 

The distinct roles of model ling, 'man-in-the-loop' simulation and flight demonstrati on all have 
valuable contributions to make, but when related each to each other, form a powerful methodology for 
enhancing the understanding of the system, for optimising performance, for establishing the range of 
operating conditions under which a worthwhile performance can be achieved and enabling a sound technical 
choice to be made between alternative options, 
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NEW METHODS IN THE TERMINAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL OF 
TACTICAL MISSILES C/>- ./>..; 

J. GONZALEZ 
CHIEF, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION BRANCH 

AIR FORCE ARMAMENT LABORATORY 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
EGLIN AFB, FLORIDA, USA 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of the guidance law is to determine appropriate missile flight path 
dynamics such that some mission objective might he achieved in an efficient manner. 
There are many classical terminal guidance laws which have been used for tactical 
missiles - each characterized by varying degrees of pc7formancc, complexity and 
seeker/sensor requirements.  The increased accuracy requirements and more dynamic 
tactics of modern warfare render contemporary guidance laws unsatisfactory in many 
applications.  This is especially true in terminal air-to-air missile engagements. 
Improving performance involves a tradeoff between more sophisticated hardware or more 
sophisticated software.  Increased hardware sophistication almost always results in 
increased costs.   Kith the advent of new theoretical methods and low cost/high speed 
microprocessing techniques, the potential exists for tremendous increases in missile 
brainpower with little or no corresponding increase in cost. 
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ACQUISITION 

TERMINAL GUIDANCE 

-Sa« 

FIGURE  1-1 TYPICAL TACTICAL MISSILE TRAJECTORY 

Another way to characterize missile guidance and control is by considering the 
types of targets involved.  Surface targets are generally stationary o.' slow moving, 
although they may be difficult to detect and track.  On the other hand, aerial targets 
are highly maneuvering and unpredictable, but usually easier to acquire.  From a 
guidance and control point-of-view, aerial targets stress terminal guidance the most. 
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r to an examination of terminal air-to-air missile guidance and 
st maneuvering aircraft, not because the other three cases are 
problems, but primarily because I view this as the area of 

e application of. advanced guidance and control techniques. 
air-to-surface guidance and control problem is a subset of 

lcm.  Midcourse guidance, both air-to-air and air-to-surface , 
management and inertial instrumentation problem.  Although 
stimation techniques are applicable to this problem as well, 
ficently different from terminal guidance and control that 
oth problems is not within the scope of this lecture. 
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Detection is the process whereby the seeker senses a certain amount of energy 
(in some region of the spectrum) above that normally expected frciin background or 
internal seeker noise.  Acquis it ion is the p- cess whereby the seeker, after ex- 
periencing one or more incidents oT detection, decides (according to some pre-esta- 
blished criteria or algorithm) that a valid target has been located.  Track ing is the 
process whereby the seeker continually specifies the angular location of the target 
relative to some fixed coordinate syste.n. 

There arc several methods available for tracking a target, depending on whether 
the seeker lias a wide or narrow field-of-view or whether the seeker is gimballed or 
fired to the airframc.  The instantaneous field-of-view is the angular region (usually 
conical) about the seeker ccnterline which is capable of receiving useful energy. 

If the seeker has a large field-of-view, it is possible to fix the angular 
orientation of its centerline relative to the airframe ccnterline. (Sec figure 2-3.) 
The type of tracking information avialable in such case is an indication of the angle 
between the 1ine-of-sight (straight line from missile to target) and the missile 
ccnterline.  This, plus possibly other information, is available for missile guidance. 

FIXED 
'DETECTOR. 

3X 4 
If 

TARGET 

: .1 I 

FIGURE  2-3  BODY-FIXED (STRAPDOWN) SEEKER 

If the seeker has a narrow field of-vicw  it is usually mounted on a gimballed 
platform.  The seeker maintains the target within the narrow field-of-vie i  by rotating 
t'ie platform.  (See figure 2-4.)  If the platform is inertially stabilized, the 
rotation is accomplished by applying torques which are proportional to the target 
displacement fiom the field-of-view center.  The tracking information provided by 
tnis type of seeker is an indication of the in^rtial rotational rate of the line-of- 
sight.  Thi."s plus possibly other information, is available for missile guidance. 

TWO  AXIS   GIMBALS 

INSRTIAL 
PLATFORM 

TARGET 
FIGURE    2-4    GIMBALLED SEEKER 
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Other information which the seeker might be capable of providing to a guidance law j.s missile-to- 
target range and/or range rate. Radar seekers are the only ones which currently provide such information. 
(Active radar seekers can provide both, semi-active radar seekers can provide range rate, and passive 
radar seekers can provide neither.) Techniques involving modern estimation theory are being studied 
which might provide this same capability for passive seekers arid/or other frequency spectrums. 

The next three subsystems can be thought of as the "brain" of the missile. The filter operates on 
the seeker data to produce a clearer "image" of the target behavior by extracting the pertinent kinematic 
variables. The guidiince law decides the best trajectory (physical action) for the missile based upon its 
knowledge of the missile's capability, target capability, and desired objectives. A conrand is then sent 
to the autopilot, whose function is to determine what "muscle" control (actuator position) is required to 
best execute the camand. The guidance law and filter are the major subjects of this paper, and each 
will be discussed in great detail later. However, the makeup of this "hrain triad" depends heavily on 
the nature of the other subsystems, so I will finish my review of these before 1 dismiss them from further 
consideration. 

The purpose of the actuator is to alter the external geometry of the missile such that the net 
forces which result will approximate the guidance law command. This alteration may take the form of a 
wing deflection, tail deflection, canard deflection, thrust control, or seme combination of these. 'Hie 
first three alterations change the aerodynamic properties in such a manner that the proper moments and 
forces are achieved. Actuators require an external energy supply to accomplish their task. 

The airframe serves two purposes. First, it is the container for all the other subsystems (including 
the payload). Secondly, by proper design and in partnership with the propulsion, it can be used effective- 
ly to produce the required lift and drag forces for accomplishing the mission objectives. 

By virtue of Newton's Second Law and all its ramifications, these net forces determine the missile's 
kinematic variables, such as position, velocity and acceleration. These variables, in combination with 
those produced by the target, result in something new for the seeker to see. 

3.  CLASSICAL GUIDANCE LAWS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 

The guidance and control laws used in current tactical air-to-air and ground-to-air missiles are 
based largely on classical control design techniques. These control laws took birth over 25 years ago 
and have evolved into fairly standard design procedures. Though the specific guidance and control law 
varies from one missile to another (depending on its size, weight, cost and manufacturer), the following 
basic characteristics are common to all of the missiles in the present Air Force inventory: 

(1) The overall control of the missile is divided into two or more 
loops. The outer guidar.ee loop controls translational degrees 
of freedom, while the irwr, autopilot loop controls missile attitude. 

(2) Proportional feedback is used to correct missile course in the outer 
loop (commonly referred to as proportional navigation or "pro nav"),. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the pro nav concept. Pro nav is quite successful 
against nonmaneuvering targets. 

(3) In the inner loop, the roll, pitch and yaw channels are uncoupled 
and are typically controlled independently of each other. 

(4) Sensors typically measure aspect angles in pitch and yaw planes and 
rates may also be available. Advanced sensors may measure other variables. 

(5) No explicit state estimators are used and the signals are filtered 
to reject high frequency noise. 

(6) All commands are amplitude or Torque constrained to ensure autopilot and 
missile stability. 

Classical controllers have two major advantages, simplicity in design and simplicity in implementation; 
but they also have several problems. Table 3.1 indicates bow characteristics of classical short range 
air-to-air missile guidance and control laws lead to advantages and disadvantages in design and imple- 
mentation. 

Early missiles used a pursuit form of navigation in which steering ccmiands were generated to drive 
the angle between the line-of-sight (LOS) and missile velocity vector to zero. That is, the missile 
steers to head straight for the target.  This worked well for non-moving or slowly moving targets but 
was seriously degraded for fast targets such as those found in the air-to-air environment. In the air- 
to-air mission tlie missile trajectories were clearly suboptimal and usually ended in tail chases. 
However, this guidance law does have the advantage of being relatively insensitive to system noise. 
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FEATURE OH 
CLASSICAL 

MISSILE CONTROLLER ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Pro Nav Guidance (1) Requires.only LOS rate 
information from the seeker'. 
LOS rate is often available 
from somewhere in the seeker 
tracking loops. 

(2) This information is used 
in a simple., easy to implement 
manner.  Also autopilot design 
bee mes more universal; more 
independent of the properties 
of the seeker. 

(1)  Much more information 
about the pursuit/evasion 
problem is known or 
available.  Not using 
this information in the 
guidance law degrades 
performance. 

Uncoupling of 
Steering and Roll 
Motions 

(1) Can use classical control 
theory to select autopilot gains. 
Effects of variations in para- 
meters is well understood. 

(2) The resulting autopilot 
design is not very involved. 
The autopilot can be imple- 
mented w_*h either digital 
or analog circuits. 

(1)  The missile angle of 
attack, and thus the 
missile's maneuverability, 
is limited by the autopilot. 
These limits are imposed 
to keep the mi ssile 
flight stable, but the 
limits could be raised 
if a different method 
of autopilot design were 
used. 

Dither Adaptation 
Scheme 

(1)  Allows a larger flight 
envelope, but still is easy 
to implement.  Can be implemented 
with analog or digital cir- 
cuits.     ' 

(1)  Only partially 
adaptive.  Other adaptive 
methods, perhaps more 
involved, could be used 
that would improve 
missile performance. 

Direct Use of 
Sensor Data 

(1)  Reduces on-line data 
processing requirements. 

(1)  An optimal control 
law will require use of 
information that is not 
directly measurable. 

Burning All the 
Engine Fuel at Once 

(1)  Engine design is simpler. (1)  May not be optimal 
solution for minimizing 
miss distance. 

TABLE 3-1 MAJOR ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
OF CLASSICAL G5C DESIGNS 

Several methods which would have the missile lead the target were considered. 
The goal was to have the missile travel a shorter path to the target, which would in 
effect increase missile range capability.  One method considered was a fixed lead in 
which the missile steered to a heading that was a fixed angle ahead of the target. 
When the target merely changed course, the missile performance degraded leading to 
excessive maneuvering in an effort to re-establish the lead angle when simply using a 
new lead angle would have resulted in a more favorable trajectory. 
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development of proportional navigation was a major brea 
uidahce. In pro nav, steering commands are given so as 
rate to zero. Subsequent studies using optimal control 
"optimal" guidance law when the missile and target have 
le is inertialess, and the only optimal criterion is to 
ance. However, assuming constant missile velocity is a 
ects considerable thrust and drag effect. Because thru 
pro nav is not optimal even against constant velocity t 
reover, the targets seldom have constant velocities. D 
pro nav is easy to implement and, for many years, provi 
erformance. Therefore, it has seen considerable use, a 
to unf'.ltered system noise. 

k-through in homing 
to drive the line- 
have found pro nav 
constant velocity, 
minimize terminal 
serious assumption 

st and drag are 
argets (see Figure 
cspite its short- 
ded satisfactory 
1 though it is somewhat 

Several varieties of pro nav are in current i.se.  Fcr the most part, these 
differ as to how the navigation gain is determined.  The navigation gain is the ratio 
of commanded steering rate to the LOS rate ( y/ö 1.  The overall navigation looo jjain 
is called the effective navigation ratio and is equal to: 

( VA» ) (3.1) 
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where 

Vm = missile speed 

Vc = closing rate 

(It should also be mentioned that the "optimal control derivation" of pro nav results 
in a time-varying  A  .)  In most missiles, normal acceleration (ac) is commanded 
instead of turning rate.  Since ac » V'mY, then 

In many missiles a constant gain is used, 

ac = KÖ , where K = AVC, assumed to be a constant. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

MISSILE TRAJECTORY BASED 

ON PN (DECELERATION PHASE! 
CONSTANT VELOCITY 

TARGET TRAJECTORY 

NA MORE DIRECT MISSILE PATH 

NOTE:   IN THE DIRECT PATH. LINE OF SIGHT RATE IS POSITIVE BEFORE 
BURNOUT AND NEGATIVE FOLLOWING BURNOUT 

FIGURE     3-1 PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION GUIDANCE AND A MORE DIRECT 
APPROACH  PATH 
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There have been several attempts to combine the good features (while simul tan':ei;. 
eliminating the bad ones) of proportional navigation and pursuit guidance into an 
overall composite guidance law.  One such approach ii to compute guidance signals •• 
based on both laws, provide a time varying weighing factor for each, and sum the 
result.  Such an application usually weights pursuit guidance heavily at long rangis 
where the noise problem is most severe and the accuracy requirements less severe. 0^ 
course, a knowledge of time-to-go or range is required. 

Dynamic lead guidance provides results similar fo the weighting techniquj but 
for different reasons.  At small line-of-sight rate frequencies (which typically 
occur at long ranges) the guidance law behaves like pursuit guidance, at large lint- 
of-sight rates (which typically occur at short ranges) it behaves like pro nav.  The 
advantage is that no estimate of range or time-to-go is necessary; the behavioi 
transitions "automatically" based upon the frequency of the input signal.  It also 
has the advantage of better performance in atypical situations (e.g., large li;ie-of- 
sight rates at long ranges).  However, stability problems can occur if significant 
noise is still present when the guidance law transitions to a pro-nav type behavior, 
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Table 3.2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each of these guidance 
laws when they are used in combination with classical low pass noise filters. A law 
called command-to-line-of-sight is also included although, strictly speaking, it is 
not a terminal guidance law beacuse it requires no terminal missile seeker. The 
launch aircraft merely tracks the target, tracks or computes the missile position, 
and sends commands to the missile to guide it along the launch-aircraft t-o target- 
aircraft line-of-sight. 

GUIDANCE LAW- ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

1.   Command-to-Line- 
of-Sight Guidance 

No terminal 
seeker required 

Very inaccurate 
against moving 
targets and with 
winds. 
Data link required 

2.   Pursuit Noise insensitive 
Easy to use with 
strapdown seekers 

Inaccurate against 
moving targets and 
with winds 

3.   Proportional Accurate against 
constant velocity 
targets. 

Inaccurate against 
accelerating targets 
Stability is sensitive 
to noise. 

<i.   Pursuit + Pro Nav Between 2 and 3 
in terms of 
accuracy 

Between 2 and 3 

5.   Dynamic Lead Between 2 and 3 
in terms of 
accuracy.  Easy to 
use with strapdown 
seekers. 

Between 2 and 3. 
Stability problems if 
transition to pro nav 
occurs when significant 
noise is present. 

Table 3.2 Comparison of Classical Guidance Laws 

As mentioned already, the autopilot performs the function of translating th'! 
guidance law command from the "brain" into some signal which the "muscle" can understand. 
In generr.l, this translation depends upon the aerodynamic and kinematic properties of 
the airframe and the physical properties of the surrounding air mass. For example, a 
20g lateral acceleration command for a high lift missile going Mach 2 at 10,000 ft 
requires a much different actuator command than for a lower lift missile going Mach 1 
at 20,000 ft. 

The reliance on classictl control techniques in autopilot design usually results 
in an autopilot with three independent channels for yaw, pitch, and roll.  These 
throe motions :re assumed uncoupled because classical control techniques are in 
B<--neral limited to single input, single output linear systems (their extension to 
mu5?-, input, multi-output systems is quite complex).  In flight, inherent aerodynamic 
interactions comprise coupling modes between steering and roll motions.   Therefore, 
the channels of the autopilot are not independent and this leads to stability problems. 
The cr.ss-cou7.1ing stability problem gets worse with increasing angle-of-attack.   To 
partially c,eccjp1e the roll and steering control systems, autopilot designers limit 
ih» s rerinfc response speed so that the roll system bandwidth is two to four times 
ihi- steering system bandwidth.  -Use, the designers limit the angle-of-attack 
missile can use. 

The autopilot gains in each or   ,he channels are often variable.  This variation 
is required to produce the optiPr.sr »eriormrtiice for different Mach numbers, dynamic 
pressures «nd control effectiveness,  'fvo approaches have been used to vary the 
gains.  In the ;*<rst, the gains n.a scbfcial'-d based on Mach number, density and 
possibly other st-ites.  Ir the second, :/ h ^h frequency dither signal is used to 
cmverge the roiss/le gains to desired .••<'U<es. 

To simplify our discuss ion, we \.'.l    'snvne   that the guidance law and autopilot are 
designed independent!)'.  Not only is trus assumption not necessary, but better guidance 
lew? tan be designed :f the autopilot c har3;,.e"i ft ics are included in the guidance 
Jaw derivation.  To do so, hovever, Makes  he problem too vehicle dependent which in 
tuvt further dilutes generality.  In addition, autopilot design and mechanization 
techniques are now available winch risult in very good guidance law command execution, 
regardless of the airframe or guidan:e law characteristics. 

4.   A/^'ANCED CUIDANf "CEPTo 

A review of Table   L  quickl' r«voals that fv.?rv is no perfrect guidance law. 
Even the n. ;t accurate r e fproj./rti val navigation) is susceptible to noise and 
accuracy degradation against ar :eleri.cing targets.  (It also has r<oor performance i 
large of f -bor'jsight angle iaup.ncs fcr shoi t ranrt. air-to-air missiles.  The of f- 
boresight an".'< is" the ang'.u between :''.e la inch air«, r-.f t's velocity vector and the 
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line-of-sight from launch aircraft to target aircraft when the missile is fired,") It 
is this quest for more accurate missile performance at lower cost thit has prompted 
the initiation of our research and technology programs in advanced guidance and 
control theory. 
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FIGURE   4-1    FUNCTIONAL COMPARISONBETWEEN CLASSICAL 
AND MODERN GJIDANCE AND CONTROL 
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ing the late 1960's and early 1970's, a few missile designers did take a 
look at applying the modern control theory developed during the late 1950's 
y 1960's to tactical missiles.  Basically, such an approach would replace the 
filter with an optimal estimator such as the Kaiman filter.  In theory, this 

low one to "optimally" separate the signal from the noise by using information 
e missile dynamics and noise covarianees rather than filtering based only on 
y content.  In addition, missile/target states other than line-of-sight rate 
estim-ted, even if not measured, provided they were mathematically observable. 
turn, would allow one to design more advanced guidance laws based upon 

control theory, because such theory usually requires complete information 
ng the missile states. 



Unfortunately, the conclusion reached at that time was that, except in the most 
simplistic and unrealistic cases, the mechanization of such algorithms in real time 
on board a small tactical missile was unfeasible because most of the calculations involved 
procedures which could not be accomplished efficiently with analog circuitry.  Thus, 
control engineers continued to design missiles based upon the classical "intuitive" 
concepts. 

Fortunately, several things have changed since the early 1970's to give us 
renewed optimism.  First, new theories have appeared and old ones have been extended 
and refined.  Second, several new numerical techniques for solving complex equations 
have been developed, and such techniques require fewer and less time-consuming calculations. 
Finally, and probably most important, we have witnessed the birth of the microcomputer. 
This revolution now allows us to perform more calculations, more often, more accurate, 
at less cost, and in a smaller volume than anyone would have imagined just ten years 
ago. 

In Octob 
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approaches wh 
the resulting 
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improvement. 

er of  1977,   the  United  States 
lied  research  program  to  inve 
chniques that  have  potential 
e  performance.     Figure  4-2  ou 
st igation During  the  first 
ing  stand ird  textbook  theorie 
Kxtended Kaiman  Filtering. 

eoretical baseline  by  uncover 
en  applie j  to  the  short  range 
performance  with  classical   t 

filtering The  overall   concl 
cation of modern control   thco 

Air Force Armament Laboratory initiated a 
stigate and extend those modern control and 
application for improving short range air- 
tlines in broad generalities the major 
18 months of the program, the problem was 
s, such as Linear Quadratic, Linear Quadratic 
The results of this initial investigation 
ing the deficiencies of these standard 
air-to-air missile scenario and by comparing 
echniques such as proportional navigation 
usions showed that a simplistic and straight- 
ry results in very little performance 
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KtSEARCH FOR TACTICAL MISSILES 

But this initial investigation did accomplish a rather detailed evaluation of 
those theoretical aspects which need further development and those practical aspects 
which are important in increasing missile performance.  We have now extended our 
study into several new areas, many of which have never been examined in any grert 
detail.  Time and space limitations will not allow me to elaborate on all the metho- 
dologies listed in figure 4-2.  (See references 1 and 2 for more details on all these 
techniques, plus many more.  Reports on preliminary results from our study will be 
available in early 1980.) 
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My approach will be to review the highlights of nonlinear and linear optimal 
control theory, pointing out the general advantages and disadvantages of the theory 
for our particular application.  Then I will apply the linear quadratic (LQ) theory 
to a rather simple air-to-air missile control problem.  The purpose of this is three- 
fold.  FirFt, it illustrates the procedural techniques for applying sjch theory. 
Second, it provides an excellent framework for discussing the advantages and dis- 
advantages of various assumptions which can be and often are made.  Third, it vividly 
illustrates the limitations of proportional navigation by showing that pro nav is but 
a special case of LQ theory based on some rather restrictive assumptions. Finally, I 
will briefly describe the role of optimal estimation in missile guidance and control, 
showing how the estimation and control problem are actually inseparable under most 
conditions. 

5.   GENERAL OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 

Before I give an example of how optimal control theory can be applied to the 
derivation oi tactical missile guidance laws, I would like to review some of the more 
salient features of this theory.  Time and space limitations will not allow me to 
examine the theory in its most general form, nor will it allow me to present it in 
any mathematically precise detail.  (See reference 3 for a complete treatment.) 
However, I do intend for this presentation to highlight its usefulness and its limita- 
tions. 

Consider a dynamical system represented by the following set of nonlinear 
differential equations: 

x = f (5t, u, t) ,   where (5-1) 

X A state vector of the system, 

x A_ the time derivative of the state vector, 

u A' the system control vector input, and 

f(-) A_a vector function whose components are nonlinear functions of the 
state and control vector components and of time. 

Such a system may also be subject to terminal equality constraints of the form 

<»(ti,tf,xi,xf)=0 where (5-2) 

t. A the initial time 

x.A the initial state, 
-a— 

tcA^ the final time, 

x,A the final state, and 

j[)(-) A a vector function whose components are nonlinear functions 
of tHe initial and final state vector components and the initial 
and final times. 

The theory can also handle inequality constraints on both the control vector and 
state vector, but this generality will be omitted here for the sake of brevity, even 
though it is an important consideration in practical applications. 

Now the optimal control problem can be stated as follows:  Select a control 
vector u(t) , for t-ltft  such that we minimize some performance index (or sometimes 
referred to as a cost functional) of the form: 

t3(tirt£,xi#xf) + G,(t,x,u)dt, where (5-3) PI 

g(*)Aa scalar function'of the terminal times and states and 

L(')Aa scalar time-varying function of the state and control vectors from 

Let us pause for a moment and consider the generality of the problem. 

(1) It includes any system that can be represented by a set of nonlinear time- 
varying differential equations.  (It can also be applied to systems represented by 
difference equations, but we will not consider these here.) 

(2) The system and controls can be subject to a large class of equality or 
inequality constraints. 

(3) The performance index includes both initial and final conditions, plus the. 
time history of the control and state vectors.  Note also that the performance indrx 
is more flexible than it appears upon first consideration.  For example, if we wish 
the system state to follow some predescribed state reference trajectory xr(t), then 
our performance index might be 



PI = c*ip[x(t)-jtr(tg
TÄ(t) [xftj-j^ftj] dt 

where A(t) is some time-varying weighting matrix, which allows us to choose what portions 
of the state trajectory we feel are most important in terms of being "close" to the 
reference trajectory. 

If one determines that the only important performance objective is to force Xf to 
be äs "close" to some y_f as practicality allows, then we might choose 

PI = (xf-yf)
T A(Xf-y_f) + Cu(t)TB(t)u(t)dt 

The integral term is included to add realism, since omitting it will result in a mathe- 
matical solution which will require an "infinite" control.  (An alternative approach 
could be to omit the integral term and place an inequality constraint on u(t) instead.) 

Although this formulation has tremendous generality, the practical disadvantages 
become evident when we examine the solution.  There are many representations of the 
solution, all of which of course give the same answer.  Peihaps the most popular repre- 
sentation is in terms of the Hamiltonian.  Define the following quantities: 

H(t, x, u, X)   _A L (t, x, u) + X     £(t, x, u) , v,h.'re H is called the Hamiltonian and 
* is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers so often used in the calculus of variation's; 

G (ti# tf, xi( xf, v) = gtti, tf, xi( xf) + vT* (t±,   tf, xi# xf), where v is also 
a vector of Lagrangian multipliers. 

It can be shown that the solution to the problem stated in (5-1) through (5-3) is 
given by 

L--I «-«> 
X = 5Ü (5_5) 

|_-=0 (5-6, 

%=-Alti (5-7) 

%-Al (5-8) 

3^7    ' t. (5-9) 

IS. =-HL 
3tf     

fcf (5-10) 

Now lat us examine a typical solution procedure in order to illustrate how difficult 
the solution can be in general. 

Step 1:  Solve eq. (5-6) for u(t). 

Step 2:  Solve eq. (5-5)  for A(t).  Note that, in general, this involves the soil • 
tion of nonlinear differential equations, which may or may not have an analytical closed- 
form solution.  Also note that this differential equation may be coupled with eq. (4-5), 
another nonlinear differential equation. 

Step 3:  Substitute the solution for 'XfO"from step 2 into the solution for u(t) in 
step 1.  Then substitute this form of u(t) into (5-5). 

Step 4:  Solve eq. (5-5) for x(t).  This is also a nonlinear differential equation 
which might be coupled to eq. (5-4). 

Step 5:  Note that the solution to x(t) and A_(t) involves 2n unknown constants, 
where n is the dimension of the state vector.  Use all given initial and final con- 
ditions for x(t) along with the solutions to eqs. (5-7) through (5-10).  This should 
result in 2n equations in 2n unknown constants, which in theory can be solved completely. 

It rhould be obvious by now that there are very few conditions under which closed 
form solutions for u(t) exist.  In general, complex numerical techniques must be employed, 
involving a large amount of data and numerous calculations.  There are two other disad- 
vantages to this formulation which should be noted.  First, the solution is initial 
and/or final condition dependent.  Hence, ior each launch condition and target maneuver 
in an air-to-air missile engagement, the solution must be completely re-calculated. 
Also note that, in general, the solution for the optimal control  depends only on time. 
This is what we refer to as an open-loop solution since it does not depend directly upon 
the missile state x(t).  (If it did, we would refer to it as a closed-loop or feedback 
solution.)  This fact has severe consequences in pratical solutions, since the actual 
state trajectory will in general diverge from the optimal one if th.'re is any error in 
our dynamic model (eq 5-1). 
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Before we leave the general nonlinear theory, I want to discourage any pessimism 
concerning its potential application to future tactical missiles.  Recent studies 
(Reference 4) which we have conducted show that, when advanced numerical techniques 
are used in combination with the computational power of modern microprocessors, 
reasonable solutions can be obtained for somewhat simplified nonlinear formulations. 
In addition, a feedback solution can be approximated by re-solving the problem at 
appropriate time intervals in real-time on-board the missile.  Although such ä solution 
would not be the optimal one from launch to fuzing, it does offer significant advantages 
.over proportional navigation and may be the only approach when the system involves 
significant non-linearities.  The disadvantages of the general non-linear theory led 
researchers in the early 1960's to search for less general, but more tractable, 
formulations of the optimal control problem.  The result was Linear Quadratic Theory, 
some features of which I will discuss now. 

6.   LINEAR QUADRATIC THEORY 

Linear Quadratic Theory is a subset of the general nonlinear optimal control 
theory.  The key elements in the formulation are the same:  a dynamical system model, 
a performance index (or cost functional), and appropriate constraints.  The difference 
in formulation lies in the fact that the dynamical system model must be linear, the 
cost functional must be quadratic in nature, and only a limited üet of constraints 
are allowed.  The linearity assumption is the most severe for air-to-air missiles. 
Nonlinear aerodynamics, nonlinear equations of motion, and nonlinear kinematics are 
prevalent in air-to-air missile engagements.  The nature of these assumptions will 
become more obvious when we work a simplified example later. 

The limited nature of the allowable constraints are somewhat less of a problem. 
Two of the more important constraints (terminal state xf • _0 and u(t)< uma ) are 
still allowable.  The problem ol" allowing only quadratic cost functionals is usually 
workable.  This is primarily because we are still allowed to use a time varying 
weighting matrix and most intuitively reasonable costs are of a quadratic (or positive 
definite) nature. 

There are several techniques available for applying this linear theory to non- 
linear systems.  Some of the most common ones are: 

(a) Ignore the nonlinearities by postulating what seems to be a reasonable 
linear model of the nonlinear system and hope that this will not significantly decrease 
the overall optimality of the solution (See Reference G). 

(b) Compute some optimal nominal trajectory using nonlinear theory.  Then 
linearize the nonlinear system equations about this nominal trajectory, using small 
perturbation theory.  Apply the optimal linear theory to the linear perturbation 
equations.  This will result in two control functions, one for the nominal trajectory 
(ü wW) and one for the perturbation trajectory (u LW)'  One disadvantage of this 
approach is that it forces the missile trajectory to follow the optimal nonlinear 
trajectory for our model, and this trajectory may be far from the true optimal trajectory 
for the actual missile.  Another drawback is that the optimal nominal trajectory is a 
function of initial conditions.  Hence, one either has to compute a new optimal 
nominal trajectory for each launch condition (using the complex solution process 
outlined in section 5) or contend that the differences in optimal nominal trajectories 
for various launch conditions are unimportant in the overall optimality of the solution 
(See Reference 7). 

(c) Linearize the nonlinear equations about the current value of the state 
vector and re-solve the linear problem on-line at various points along the trajectory. 
This technique will usually cause the solution to "forgive mistakes" made in the past 
due to invalid linearity assumptions (See Reference B). 

References 1 and 2 should bo consulted for other examples of applying Linear 
Quadratic Theory to nonlinear systems.  There are two major deficiencies associated 
with all these methods.  First, there is no apriori analytical global method of 
determining how much we sacrifice in optimal performance (i.e., how much does the 
performance index increase) when we use these approximations.  The only real way to 
evaluate this is through extensive computer simulations.  (All promising techniques 
studied in our research program are evaluated using extensive and detailed computer 
simulations.)  Secondhand more important, there are not even analytical methods 
available to ascertain whether or not the colutions remain stable!  (This is not 
exactly true.  There are a few special types of nonlinearities for which analytical 
methods have been developed to ascertain stability.  See Reference 5). 

If linear theory has all these drawbacks, why do we continually pursue it? The 
answer lieu in the eloquence of its properties and relative ease of implementation. 
To illustrate this, I will now formulate the problem and discuss the solutions.  (See 
References 3 or 5 for a complete treatment.) 

LJ 



Let our linear dynamical system be represented by: 

x(t) = F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t), (6-1} 

where F(t) and G(t) are matrices and the rest of the notation is the same as that 
used in section 5. 

Our quadratic performance index is denoted by 

PI = Xj A x- + C f[xT(t)0(t)x(t)+uT(t)R(t)u_(tTJ dt, (6-2) 

where R(t) is a symmetric positive definite matrix, Q(t) is a symmetric semi-positive 
definite matrix, and A is semi-positive definite. 

Although certain constraints can be applied to the state and control vectors, they 
are too specialized to examine here.  Minimization of the performance index (6-2) 
results in 

u(t,x) = -R_1Ct)GT(t)P(t,tf)x(t), (6-3) 

where P(t, tf) is found by solving the matrix Ricatti nonlinear differential equation 

-P(t)»P(t)F(t)+PT(t)P(t)-P(tjCCt)R"1(t)GT(t)P(t)-«3(t), <6"4) 

subject to P[tf,tf) • A. 

Sometimes it is possible to make additional assumptions to simplify eq. (6-4). For 
example, if F, G, Q,. and R are constant matrices and tf-»o», eq (6-4) reduces to the 
algebraic Ricatti equation given by 

PF+FTP-PGR_1GTP+Q = [o] (6-5) 

The solution to equation (6-4) is not immediately obvious, but several techniques 
have been developed throughout the years to solve it, many of which are extremely 
efficient on a digital computer.  Equation (6-5) is even easier to solve on a digital 
computer.  The solution for u(t) in eq (6-3) has several attractive properties.  The 
most important ones for our application are discussed below: 

(a) Note that the solution for u(t, x) and P(t) are independent of x. or xf. 
This is extremely important because it means that the problem need b« solved only once 
(off-line) and this solution will be valid for all initial and final conditions.  This 
was not the cas° for the nonlinear theory. 

(b) u(t, x) is a function of the system state x(t).  The fact that u(t, x) 
is a feedback control law means that it is less sensitive to noise, external disturbances, 
and modeling errors.  Such a property is called robustness in the literature. 

(c) Let u(t, x) = K(t)x(t), where K(t) = -R-l (t)GT(t)P (t, tf).  K(t) is 
called the control gain.  All the information needed to determine K(t) can be computed 
off-line and stored in a missile computer.  Furthermore, if F, G, Q, and R are constant 
and t£*oo, K becomes a constant.  However, as the true missile system is not linear, if 
we use the on-line linearization technique discussed previously, we must compute a new K 
for each new value of F, G, Q, and R. 

Besides the general disadvantages already noted at the beginning of this section 
for linear theory, there are two others which deserve mentioning.  First the solution 
depends on a good choice for tf.  At first one might argue that tf is a "free" para- 
meter, subject to the designers selection.  In theory this is true, but in practice tc 
really determines how good our solution is.  A review of eq (6-2) reveals that the 
choice of tf not only affects the minimum value of PI but also drives the optimal 
trajectory solution and the final state xf.  In the air-to-air missile problem, select- 
ing a given value of tf in effect determines the terminal miss distance for a given 
launch condition.  If the true objective is to minimize terminal miss distance, then the 
problem now becomes one of selecting the "optimal" tf which results in the minimum miss 
distance!  T.n effect, we have the freedom to select the missile time of flight from 
Haunch to intercept.  The problem now becomes one of selecting both the u(t, x) and the 
tf which will result in the smallest value of PI. 

The other disadvantage of the linear theory is the requirement for a real-time 
knowledge of x(t), the relative target/missile state.  Since our missile model is only a 
crude linear approximation and since we have no definite knowledge of future target 
manuevers, x(t) must be determined on-board the missile.  Current sensors provide an 
estimate of only a few missile states.  To increase the quantity and quality of our 
missile sensors would also add significant cost. 

An alternative approach is to use optimal estimation theory to extract the mathema- 
tically observable states from the limited measurement data.  But before we examine this 
topic, let us focus further on the advantages and disadvantages of Linear Quadratic 
Theory by discussing a simple example. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

More detailed information concerning the application of LQ theory to tactical 
missiles can be found in references 6 and 8.  The example which I will use here was 
selected primarily for its tutorial merits.  Consider the engagenent scenario and 
terminology outlined in figure 7-1.  Let M be the missile and let r^, v^, and a^ be 
the missile's position, velocity, and acceleration vectors relative to an inertial 
reference frame.  Let T be the target and let r_, vT, and a_ be the targat's position, 
velocity, and acceleration vectors relative to the same inertial reference frame. 
Now define the following quantities: 

x, 4 the target/missile relative position in the y direction (*1-
r
T 

_rHv' 

x2 — -t"e target/missile relative position in the z direction (X2-r.j -tu ) 
Z    z 

x A the target/'missile r^-'ative velocity in the y direction 

x. A the target/missile relative velocity in the z direction 

x-, A the target/missile relative acceleration in the y direction (x,=aT -a^ ) 
-> - J   *y    y 

x. A the target/missile relative acceleration in the z direction (x.=a„ -a„ ) 
4 — 4  iz  Hz 

a    A LOS (line-of-sight) angle relative to the y axis of the inertial reference 

frame 

R A scalar distance from missile to target (the line-of-sight). 

-ä-T 

FIGURE    7-1     SIMPLIFIED   PLANAR   AIR-TO-AIR   ENGAGEMENT 

Straight-forward  kinematic  relationships  give  us  the   following   linear model   for 
our dynamical  system: 

x3 = aT "aM (7-1) 
y    y 

x4 = aVaMz , 
Throughout this example I will be making numerous assumptions, not necessarily 

because they must be made in order to solve.the problem, but rather because I want to 
terminate this derivation with a guidance law that resembles proportional navigation. 
In doing so, I will have explicitly stated all the assumptions which are involved in 
claiming that proportional navigation is the optimal guidance law which minimizes 
terminal miss distance. ""  " "       ~  

Assumption ill:  The engagement takes place in one plane.  This assumption is 
made solely to simplify our derivation. 

Assumption #2:  Let a• = 0.  This implies that the target has constant velocity 
(both magnitude and direction).  Of course, this is far from true in air-tc-air 
missile engagements. 
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Assumption # "i:  Let the control vector be the missile's ineriial acceleration 
vector (u 3 a,,).  Tnis assumption has far. reaching consequences.  It effectly says that 
we have complete and immediate control over all three acceleration components of the 
missile.  Since low cost thro'ttable short range air-to-air missile engines have not 
yet been developed, we actually have little control over the missile's acceleration 
component in the direction of its centerline.  The £;celeration in this direction' 
equals the thrust of the missile minus its axial drag.  The. thrust is usually designeä 
to maximize missile velocity early in flight so that the tiro? for target evasive 
maneuvers is minimizeu.  The drag is usually uncontrollable once the missile has been 
designed. 

He can control the miss 
line. However, this cannot 
For aerodynamic control, the 
angle-of-attack which in tur 
controlled through a feedbac 
normal accelerations. In of 
tional inertial properties o 
It should be mentioned, howe 
some very effective and effi 
major reason we have chosen 
considerations (reference se 

ile acceleration components perpendicular to its center- 
be accomplished instantaneously as required by our model, 
airframe must undergo rotations to produce the proper 
results in normal forces, the magnitude of which are 

k loop using accelerometers which measure the actual 
feet, our model has neglected the rotational and transla- 
f the missile and have assumed a perfect control loop, 
ver, that recent classical techniques have resulted in 
cient control loops for autopilot design. This is one 
to decouple our guidance law studies from autopilot 
ction 2). 

We can now write eqs   (7-1) as 

*1 - x 

x2 = x 

A, = u 
(7-2) 

- %! 

X 
Or, in vector notation, 

X = Fx + Gu 

Ufas * B3 °- 
where lAa 2x2 identity matrix. 

Let our performance index (see section-6) be 

T r*t T 
PI = xiAx, + 1/2 \  u Rudt 

where A 

xiAx,   *   1/2 \      u  Rud 

ß 61 
and R = f 

[o bj. 

(7-3) 

(7-4) 

¥ ol 
This reduces to the relationship 

PI >= x~(tf) • x"(tf) + l/2b 5 
f CUj + u")dt (7-5) 

OBSERVATION:  Our performance index is designed to minimize terminal miss distance 
and the integral of the control effort over the flight duration.  If b is small, we 
are willing to expend whatever acceleration is required to minimize terminal miss. 
(Of course, our real missile must be capable of producing and sustaining such 
accelerations.)  If b is large, we will in effect limit the magnitude of acceleration 
available to achieve small miss distances.  In other words, we are free to choose how 
much we wish to "pay" for terminal accuracy, since acceleration capability is related 
to monetary cost. 

From section 6 we have 

u(t,x)=-R_1GTP(t,T)x(t)=-l/b    [o  ! 1*1   P(t,T)x(t) and 

"0 
-P « PF 

T     -IT r~o; n nsi <r 
+ F P-PCR    G P * Q = P ___!___   +   _.j__     P 

Lo:oJ h\t 
Vb|biQ 

(7-6) 

(7-7) 

The above equations can be solved analytically to produce 

u(t) 

lü>iü*fe r.Jii-^rj'.Aii ^(^..-i.-it^. ,.w.^.iii.,i^',-,^i"i^w-*'i'*-iii;fi.^u. 

5L_ 

0 

0 H       o ] 
3bn3 

3b*tJ 

(7-8) 

^^.•^•'±-^--- A 



where t • fi t - 
g - f 

t. 

Assumption M;  Let b = O.  This means that we have a missile that can exert 
unlimited control (if necessary) and we are willing to pay the cost. 

Equation (7-8) now becomes 
3      3 "iCO. 

t. g 

3      3 
u2Ct) - --TX2 x4 

g        tg 

Reverting back to figure 7-1 we can establish the following relationships: 

Xj - R cos a 

X]  » R sin a 

(7-9) 

(7-10) 

(7-11) 

^1 R a  sin a • R cos a 

X4 o ki  - R a cos c + R sin a 

Assumption *5:  First, choose the inertial y-direction such that a   remains small 
over the entire trajectory.  Note that, once the inertial coordinate system has been 
selected, we cannot change its orientation during flight, since this would violate 
our inertial requirement.  Hence, our assumption is based on the hope that the engage- 
ment scenario will not result in large changes in o .  Our small angle approximation 
becomes quite questionable if o varies more that a total of 30  throughout the engage- 
ment.  (Cos 15° = .97 and sin 15° » 0.26.)  This assumption i3 seldom (if ever) 
stated in similar derivations and has led to much confusion and erroneous conclusions. 

Equations (7-11) now become 

= R xl 

x2 = R o 

X-) " -Rio +  R 

xA   = Rö + ka 

Assumption t6: Let t 
applied researchers. The ratio 
assumption that the relative ve 
is because ft = -R  for all t 

tf-t 
accurate for all t if our solut 
earlier, tj (and thus t„) is ac 
depends on t^; tf should not be 
If it is, then the opitmal solu 
such that Xj is minimized when 
tjr to result in the smallest x^ 

(7-12) 

R/fi.  This is the least understood assumption among 
nale ususally given for it is based on the additional 
locity component along the LOG remains constant. This 
if and only if ft is constant.  Remember, tg must be 

ion is truly optimal.  However, as I have stated 
tually a design parameter!  The vzime history of ft 
chosen based upon the assumption that ft is constant! 
tion will simply force the missile to fly a trajectory 
t = tj, but we have no guarantee that this Is the best 

Assumption #7:  Let Uj = O.  Xotc that i:j is the control along the y direction. 
If a  is small, and if the missile tnrust vector is directed primarily along the LOS, 
we may as well assume uj = 0 since we can't control the thrust anyway.  However, we 
should realize that this is a poor assumption for two reasons.  First, air-to-air 
engagement scenarios do not usually result in thrust directed primarily along the 
LOS, especially if we have a large initial boresight angle.  Secondly, the optimal 
control law requires that we control acceleration in this direction. If we dcn't, 
optimality will suffer. 

Substituting t = -R/R and eqs (7-12) into (7-10) results in 

U2 ^ = " 3 (-f R0+3 (- ] (-R°+'Ra'>  " 3 R ° 
Our final guidance law now reduces to 

u (t) 

<x 

"1 (t) 

- 3 R c 

0 

3 R o 
(7-13) 

i^Ba^j^'Äi^aSÜ 



When we compare this result to the description of proportional navigation in 
section 3, we find that it is identical to proportional navigation with an effective 
navigation qain of 3, provided that we assume a«  is the missile acceleration perpen- 
dicular to v\..  When Assumptions 5 and 7 arc- vai'rd this is approximately true.  In 
practice, navigation gains of 4 to 5 are commonly used based upon classical control 
theory ana.,jis. 

Figures 7-2 ana 7 
inner launch boundary, 
highly inaneuverable ir>i 
a 0° boresight launch 
1 (Gl) uses the simpli 
calculation used in G2 
acceleration along the 
estimate during an act 
improvements can be ac 
boresight launches. No 
boresiahr. launches but 
launches. This is pri 
boresight launcnes at 

3 show the effecf that assumptions 5 and 6 
These figures represent the inner launch 

sile using three different guidance laws, 
and figure 7-3 is for a 40° off-borcsight 1 
fied calculation for tirae-to-go (assumption 
is based on an approximation of the relati 
line-of-sight. Although this quantity may 

ual engagement, these plots do show that si 
hieved by carefully selecting t,, especiall 
te also that assumption 5 (small a) has lit 
can significantly degrade performance in 1 
marily due to the fact t:.at the assumption 
very short ranges. 

have on the missile's 
boundary for a 
Figure 7-2 is for 

aunch.  Guidance law f 
6).  The time-to-go 

ve missile/target 
be difficult to 
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tie effect for 0° 
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We have stated all the assumptions in mathematical terms - let's now see what 
type of engagement scenario is required for them to be valid.  Assumption's 2 and 5 
require that the Carget have relatively' constant velocity and the missile is launched 
in a direction close to the line of sight.  Assumption 3 requires that the missile 
have a very good autopilot, and assumption 4 requires that the missile have sufficient 
manuverability to accomplish all required accelerations:  Assumption 6 imposes the 
additional requirement that the missile's velocity is relatively constant. Assumption 
7 is difficult to interpret because it results from events over which we have no 
control.  It is interesting to note that the scenario we have just described is 
typically the kind encountered in air-to-surface engagements.  Thus, for such engage- 
ments, proportional navigaton is close to being the best guidance law for minimizing 
terminal miss distance.  Missile designers have realized for years that pro nav works 
very well in these situations.  However everyone of these assumptions is significantly 
violated in a typical air-to-air engagement. 

It should also be mentioned that, in cases where these assumptions are invalid, 
we should not conclude that the missile will drastically miss the target or go unstable. 
It is still possible to get acceptable performance in many of these situations.  What 
we can conclude is that, under these conditions, pro nav is not the best guidance law 
for minimizing terminal miss.  We could do better, perhaps much better. 

In concluding this section, I would like to mention that a portion of our research 
program is devoted tv. alleviating the need to make many of these assumptions.  Assump- 
tions 1 and 4 did not have to be made - they were done solely for convenience and the 
purpose of illustrating proportional navigation. Assumption 2 was not required for 
mathematical tractability  but rather for practical considerations.  If we had not 
assumed that the target acceleration was zero, an additional term would have appeared 
in our guidance law requiring a continuous knowledge of target acceleration.  Since 
the target is being observed by the missile, and since the missile is not an inertial 
reference frame, it is impossible to measure this quantity directly.  However, we are 
studying optimal estimation techniques which could allow us to estimate this quantity 
based upon inputs from other measurements. 

Assumption 3 has prompted us to design better autopilots.  As I have mentioned 
before, we are making excellent progress in this area. 

Assumption 4 was not strictly necessary, but allowing b>0 would have increased 
the minimum value of x, since the use of missile acceleration would have increased 
the performance index.  This has led us to design more manueverable airframes which 
can produce large normal accelerations with little penalty in drag or cor.'. 

Assumption 5 actually involves a linearization technique.  Our research is 
looking at alternative methods of linearization, including such things as making 
some missile/target relative states the independent variable rather than time. 

Assumption 6 is also a subject of our research.  It is possible that we should 
consider a dual coupled optimization problem, one that finds both the optimal u(t) 
and optimal t, which together minimize Xj. 

Assumption 7 has prompted other Air Force Laboratories to study the design of 
low cost throttable rocket engines.  We ourselves- are treating the problem by looking 
at mathematical techniques which will represent the lack of thrust control as a 
mathematical constraint in the problem formulation while still allowing us to use LQ 
theory. 

Finally, we are examining the structure of the performance index itself, both in 
terms of linear and nonlinear theory.  Evidence from previous efforts indicate that 
the minimization of terminal miss distance (x,2 + :<2 ) maV n°t be the best approach 
to achieve the most improvement in missile performance.  This is partially due to the 
effect of other phenomena which aren't being modelled and also a re-examination of 
our mission objectives.  It is difficult to translate subjective mission goals into 
mathematical equations.  There might very well be other states which are a better 
indicator of terminal miss distance or which would produce better overall results. 
Certain of these quantities could be included in the integral term with time varying 
weighting matrices. 

8.   MISSILE AND TARGET STATE ESTIMATION 

In discussing the optimal control problem, I briefly mentioned two potential 
drawbacks associated with applying this theory to tactical missiles.  One drawback 
was the need to have an accurate and current knowledge of the system models.  This 
is true whether we are using the nonlinear or linear theory.  Secondly, the linear 
quadratic theory results in a feedback solution for u(t, x) requiring a complete 
knowledge of all the states in our system model.  Additional assumptions and approx- 
imations could reduce this requirement, but the statement is true in general. 

Completely accurate system models are never possible, even if we are using the 
nonlinear theory.  The aerodynamic properties of a missile can only be approximated, 
even if we supplement our experience with extensive wind tunnel and free flight 
testing.  Many of the missile subsystems include unknown nonlinearities and noise 
characteristics which, at best,' can only be modelled by stochastic processes.  Even 
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our six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion often include simplifications made for 
practical considerations.  If we choose to linearize our system model in order to 
apply the linear theory, the model becomes even more inaccurate and could reguire 
periodic updating throughout the missile trajectory. 

In a small low cost tactical missile, few of the relative target/missile states 
which are required for a feedback guidance law are directly measurable.  Typical 
sensors on-board such missiles consist of two rate gyros (pitch and yaw), two normal 
accelerometers, and a roll gyro.  Sometimes pitch and yaw attitude gyros and a roll 
rate gyro are also included, either as additions or replacements for the other sensors. 
All of these sensors have been used in the past for autopilot rather than guidance 
law implementation.  They also require their own models, including appropriate sto- 
chastic models for noise. 

Additional state information, of course, is provided by the seeker.  This sensor 
has been the principle source for guidance law information in the past.  The primary 
quantity measured by the seeker is inertial line-of-sight rate; a radar seeker could 
also provide range rate and range.  The seeker is also a dynamical system, and it 
must be deterministically and stochastically modelled in the same manner as the other 
sensors.. The seeker gimbal angles (angles between the seeker axes and the missile 
axes) can also usually be measured for little additional cost, but they have seldom 
been used in the past for guidance law or autopilot implementation.  Our current 
research has shown that these angles contain much valuable information, since they 
provide an approximation of the missile/target boresignt angle.  Recent studies have 
also indicated that including the target inertial acceleration in our model can also 
significantly increase performance (see equation 7-1), but currently there are no 
missile sensors which can directly measure this quantity. 

A review of the simple example in section 7 will reveal that one effect of our 
many assumptions w<<s to reduce the requirement for relative missile/target state 
information.  At the time we claimed such assumptions were made to obtain a closed- 
form analytical solution, but an equally important motive of applied researchers has 
beer, that, without such assumptions, the guidance law would require state information 
that is simply not measurable.  For example, our final solution (pro nav) requires 
that we measure only ö and R, the first of which is always available and the second 
of which is available from either an active or semi-active RF seeker.  However, if we 
had not made the other assumptions, we would have also required a knowledge of 
te-l ' X-jO, R, °, and aT.  This is true even after the initial assumptions that the 
dynamics are linear, the autopilot is perfect, and all motion occurs in one plane. 

Clearly, the gap between required state information and measured state information 
creates a significant problem if we are to apply modern control theory to develop 
advanced guidance laws.  The additional requirement that our models be accurate for 
both linear and nonlinear formulations and in the presence of stochastic processes 
presents additional challenges.  For this reason, an important part of our research 
program is devoted to the study of advanced optimal estimation techniques for tactical 
missile application.  Figure 8-1 is a simplified functional description of the use of 
optimal estimation in tactical missiles.  The objective is to provide accurate estimates 
of all states and model parameters required for the advanced guidance law without 
significantly increasing the sensor requirements (and therefore cost) for future 
tactical missiles.  As we will see, the computational requirements for such algorithms 
are similar to those for the optimal control algorithms.  However, the one important 
difference is that the estimation algorithms always require repeated solution on- 
board the missile in real time.  This is primarily due to the fact that they are 
continually processing measurement data to update the estimates for the constantly 
changing states and model parameters.  If it were not for the microprocessor revolution, 
wc would have little hope of being able- to use such theory in the tactical missile 
scenario.  The next section will briefly discuss the general theory and cite some of 
the advantages and disadvantages of its use in tactical missile applications. 

9.  OPTIMAL ESTIMATION THEORY 

There are many different optimal estimation techniques currently undergoing '. 
research, some of which we are investigating in our own research program (refer back 
to figure 4-2).  There is no way the scope of this paper will allow me to even mention 
all these techniques, much less discuss them in any detail.  References 10 an 11 
contain some information on each of these techniques, plus a compilation of many more 
references.  My approach will be similar to that used in the previous sections on 
optimal control theory:  I will briefly outline a particular theory and then describe 
some of its major advantages and disadvantages for .tactical missile application.  See 
reference 9 for a much more complete treatment of both theory and application.  J_st 
as before, the theory I have chosen to outline is one of the simplest but yet most 
eloquent - the Kaiman Filter.  Most other techniques under study involve some type of 
theoretical or practical extension of Kaiman filtering theory. 

In our previous discussion of optimal control theory, we assumed a continuous 
model of our system.  However, betause of the large and repetitive calculation require- 
ments for the Kaiman filter, we must assume that the updated state estimates will be 
provided only at discrete points in time.  This leads us to formulate a discrete 
model of our system.  (This also requires us to re-evaluate our optimal control 
solution, since it requires a continuous knowledge of the system state vector.)  In 
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addition, the Kaiman filter not only requires a linear dynamical system model but 
also a linear measurement model.  A discrete linear system satisfying the above 
requirements may be represented by 

*K+1 =  <K*K + 
F
KHK 

+ *1& 

IK  = HK*K + ÜC 

(9-1) 

(9-2) 

where (9-1) is a first order Markov process model for. our system dynamics and (9-2) 
is a zero order Markov process model for our measurements.  The following definitions 
are in order: 

21K ~ fc'le systera state vector at time t = tfc 

7_K — tne system measurement vector at time t = tj. 

Uj, A_ the system control "ector at time t = tj, 

ÜK ^L the  system process noise vector at time t = t^ 

v A_ the system measurement noise vector at time t = t. 
~k K 

i A a matrix relating the state at t = tj.+i  to the state at t = t. 

rK A_ a matrix relating the state at t = tk+1 to the control at t = tk 

Bj; *. a matrix relating the state at t = tv, to the process noise at t = t. 

H A a matrix relating the measurement vector at time t = t^ to the 

state vector at t = tj.. 
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FIGURE   8-1   ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF OPTIMAL ESTIMATION FOR 
TACTICAL MISSILES (CLASSICAL VS MODERN APPROACH) 

To  describe  the   Kaiman  filter  for  the  system,   the  following  notation  is  required: 

Efc = ED^k]     =    Statistical expectation of x. . 
äkj = 1  if  i=j  or 0  if  i/j 
Cm <&' *j> = E [<2K " äc>  <*j - %TJ 

£k/k = Estimate of  xk given y_R,   v_k_x,..« ^. 

-k/k-1   =    Estimate of x^ given y_k_1(   Zk_2'"'>   i^,- 

V A 

-k/k l-k"Ä/k 
^ACov (xk/k_r tk/k^) 

pk -Cov <^k/k' ^k/k> 

(Kronecker delta) 

(Covariance). 



If now a linear system p.oilel is assumed, and it is further assumed 

1) Cov (vk, Kj) = 0, all k,j; 

2) Wj. is ;. white noise process with cov (vv, Wj) = K^, S^j,; 

3]  vk is a white noise process with cov (v. , y_.) = Rk 
äjk; 

then it can be shown that the minimum mean-square error line 
£k+l Siven Zo> Zl Ik is given by: 

:-k + l/k - *kEk/k-l + rkuj. H- 0^ + Kk (VJ.-H^J..!-^). (9-3) 

near estimate of 

Here the gain Kj. is given by 

h - Wk (Wk^k)"1 p-4) 
and Mk and P. are given by 

\ = *k-ipk-i*k-i + 0k-iV-!ek-i (9"5) 

Pk = Mk-Mk"k(HkMkHkr+Rk)"V
,k • (9'6) 

To implement this, the system matrices tk, r k» ok>"y 
aruJ the n°isc covariances 

K„  and Rk and the noise expectations vk and tr,. must be supplied, along with an 
initial state estimate xn, , = ETx~j and its covariance M0=Cov rx0,jQ . 

For clarity, the filter can be broken up into a predictor, which takes the state 
estimate xk/j_ and extrapolates it to K+l, yielding Xv + i/v» anc' a corrcctor, which 
takes the new data vector v, +, and uses it to improve this estimate, yielding 
Xj. + 1/k+l-  These equations are: 

Predictor- =k+l/k = *k-k/k + rkHk + eÄ   ' (9-7) 

Corrector- xk+1/k+1 - ?K+1/k • Mkn HkJx (Hk+1Mk+1HkJ1*Pk)-
1 (y_k+1 -Hk+1£k+l/k"Vk) (9-8) 

The Kaiman filter is the optimal filter for state estimation if: 

(1) The criterion of optimality is minimum weighted mean square error; i.e., 
the minimization of J = E p(x-x)TA(x-xl] where A is a symmetric, positive 
definite matrix. 

(2) The system is linear. 

(3) All information required is available (Ck rk C^ Hjj K,  Rk EfxJT, 

Cov[xo, JQ,  wk, vk). 

(4) Either 

a) XQ, w., v. (j = 0, ...,k) are independent jointly Gaussian random 
vectors meeting the previous assumptions, or 

b) The estimator is constrained to be a linear function of 

x^ and y_j (j = 0, l,...,k). 

It may be noted that for the missile problem, requirements 2, 3, and 4 are not 
met.  This means that the Kaiman filter will probably not be optimal for this problem. 
However, a suboptimal filter based on a variation of it may yield desirable results. 

Despite its theoretical optimality for the mathematical problems posed above, 
there are difficulties to be overcome in the application to practical problems. 
These include divergence, degradation of control performance, and large computational 
requirements. 

Divergence can occur due to inaccuracies in the system model (including un- 
accounted- for nonlinearities or simple errors in the selection of coefficients for 
the system matrices), inaccuracies (including state dependence) in the statistical 
models of the system and observation noise processes (w, and Vj.) > and simple compu- 
tational truncation and roundoff errors.  Even small errors of these kinds can produce 
divergences in which the state estimate errors either converge to finite values other 
than zero or become infinite.  The intuitive explanation for this is that the errors 
cause the covariance matrices Mk and Pk to take on unrealistically small values, thus 
causing the filter to essentially ignore the incoming data (See reference 9).  This 
problem is commonly overcome by either limiting the memory of the filter or using a 
variation on the filter to explicitly account for model errors. 

Computational inaccuracies may even result in calculated covariances which are 
not positive semidefinite, with disastrous consequences.  The use of "square root" 
algorithms avoids this difficulty.  (See reference 9). 
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It has been shown that an optimal state-feedback controller (based on LQ theory), 
with a Kaiman filter estimate of the state substituted for a direct measurement of 
the state, will always have degraded performance, even if the models are perfect. 
However, it has also been shown that this is the optimal solution to the corbined 
linear control/estimation problem if the optimization criteria is to minimize J = E fPI] -, 
where PI is given by equation 6.2. But, in the nonlinear case, the estimation'and 
control problems are not in general separ ble.  This means that a controller which 
would be optimal if perfect state information were available may no longer be the 
best controller if only estimates of-the state can be used. 

Finally, the computational requirements of a Kaiman filter, can become very 
large, especially if the number of measurements or number of states is large.  For 
real-time processing, this may force a simplification of the filter algorithm or 
system model, and will at least require the use of very efficient algorithms and 
programs.  This will of course be true of any filter selected for this problem. 

Techniques have been devised to permit consideration of non-white and cross- 
correlated measurement and system noise.  These essentially amount to ways to restructure 
the system model to permit direct application of the Kaiman filter, which remains 
optimal and conceptionally unmodified. 

Of more present concern are problems which force a modification of the filter. 
These problems include: 

1) Nonlinear state and/or measurement equations. 

2) State-dependent noise processes. 

3) Uncertainty in the system model. 

4) Uncertainty in the statistical properties of the noise processes. 

The missile problem suffers from all of these difficulties, although it may be 
possible or advisable (if established by more specific analysis) to gloss-over or 
ignore some of them without excessive penalty. 

10.  SUMMARY 

In this lecture I have tried to describe the functions of major tactical missile 
subsystems, review classical guidance 'aws, and summarize some of the features of 
modern control and estimation theory.  In doing so, I have attempted to exhibit some 
of the major advantages and disadvantages of each technique, both in general and in 
relationship to short range air-to-air missile applications.  Because time and-space 
have not permitted me to cither discuss all the techniques or treat in much detail 
the ones I did discuss, I have given adequate references which will allow the interested 
reader to pursue this subject matter in whatever detail he chooses.  I iope this 
presentation has conveyed some appreciation for the exciting future that optimal 
control and estimation theory will have in solving our common defense problems in an 
economical manner. 
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GUIDANCE  SIMULATION  TECHNIQUES 

by 

Philip C. Gregory 

Martin Marietta Corporation Aerospace Division 
P. O. Box 5837 

Orlando,   Florida     32855     U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

Early guidance simulations were extensions of flight control simulations.  Since 
the guidance techniques were inertial, it was easily shown that the dynamics of the 
two loops could be decoupled.  Thus/ most fimulations of the flight control system 
were performed on analog computers which grew to hybrid digital systems as the non- 
linear effects became better known.  The inertial systems were modeled on a digital 
computer because of the small parameters which were important in predicting their 
performance.  Inner loops were frequently simulated by analog computer or simply 
designed by conventional servo analysis techniques. 

This began to change with the introduction of terminal guidance, (initially 
radar for ground-to-air and air-to-air missiles, and then television for air-to- 
surface weapons).  These technologies did not lend \_hemselves to simulation, thus 
resulting in many flight test failures.  The failures provided the justification for 
more complex hardware in-the-loop simulations and additional technology evaluation 
and math modeling - the basis for simulations in use today. 

This paper examines the economic and political constraints which allow, justify, 
and require simulations.  Factors such as range time availability and cost increases 
are shown to drive the designer toward providing 100 percent assurance of each test. 
A six-degree-of-freedom hybrid simulation will be described, and equipment plus oper- 
ating costs will be identified and contrasted with range costs. 

The simulation described is an accurate aerodynamic simulation model used in a 
six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulation program for an air defense missile.  The 
program provides a 6-DOF simulation of the missile system, including detailed non- 
linear models of the airframe and associated aerodynamics, the autopilot, inertial 
reference unit, control actuation system, and gyro and accelerometer sensors.  Imple- 
mented on both digital and hybrid simulations, the 6-DOF simulation program serves as 
the primary tool for flight test planning, postflight data analyses, and preflight 
predictions of missile performance characteristics. 

Extensive wind-tunnel test programs provided input for development of the basic 
aerodynamic model.  The simulation program was used during control test vehicle 
flights and showed close ag .ement between preflight predictions and flight results. 
Observations of minor differences between actual and predicted characteristics served 
as indicators to further refine the aerodynamic model. 

Aerodynamic model evaluation required development of two simulation programs. 
One simulation utilizes all pertinent .telemetty and radar measurements of flight data 
and solves ehe appropriate equations to yield the uncertain aerodynamic character- 
istics.  The other simulation employs a complete linear derivative model that uti- 
lizes an aerodynamic derivative model rather than a conventional aerodynamic coef- 
ficient model.  This linear model determines the correct coupling flight transients 
by matching flight test responses, and these results are used to update the conven- 
tional aerodynamic model. 

TABLE I 

NOMENCLATURE, SYMBOLS, AND ABBREVIATIONS 
USED iN FIGURES AND TEXT 

ACC     Acceleration CTV     Control test vehicle 

A/D     Analog-to-digital converter CMD     Command 

A/P     Autopilot DCU     Digital coefficient unit (see 
Note 1) 

ATT     Attitude 

[Bl      Matrix for transformation from        EAI     Electronic Associates, Inc. 
inertial axes to body coordinates 

g       Acceleration due to gravity 
CLOBBER Selective input routine for 

updating input data HOI     Hytran operations interpreter 

CASPRE   EAI diagnosis routine HSL     Hytran simulation language 

im 
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I/O 

IRU 

KDAC 

MPXR 

HTI 

MACH 

P'U 

t 

6-DOF 

PS 

I/« 

,\ . 

a 

6. 
i 

e 
pa 

9 
ya 

&c 

RGo 

X 

Input-output 

Inertial reference unit 

Multiplying digital-to-analog 
converter 

Multiplexer 

Multi-time interrupt 

Mach number 

Priority interrupt 

Dynamic pressure 

6-degrees-of-freedom 

Microseconds 

Integrator 

Angle between projection of 
missile velocity, velocity 
vector and referenced control 
fin 

Aerodynamic wind angle 

Total angle of attack 

Control fin i  deflection angle 

IRU pitch attitude command 

IRU yaw attitude command 

IRU roll attitude command 

IRU yaw rate command 

IRU pitch rate command 

Launcher-frame downrarigq 
position 

Launcher-frame vertical 
position 

Launcher-frame crcssrange 
position 

Launcher-frame downrange 
velocity 

Launcher-frame vertical 
velocity 

Launcher-frame crossrange 
velocity 

Component of missile velocity 
vectory along X-axis with 
respect to wind 

Component of missile velocity 
vectory along Y-axis with 
respect to wind 

TW 

V 
TU 

LP 

hr 

tlCP 

NCY 

°PE 

0 
YE 

Component of missile velocity 
vectory along Z-axis with 
respect to wind 

Total missile velocity relative 
to wind 

Total inertial velocity 

Component of missile velocity 
vector along X-axis 

Component of missile velocity 
vector along Y-axis 

Component of missile, velocity 
vector along Z-axis 

Acceleration along X-axis 

Acceleration along Y-axis 

Acceleration along Z-axis 

Acceleration component along roll 
axis 

Acceleration component along 
pi ten axis 

Acceleration component along yaw 
axis 

Pitch acceleration command 

Yaw acceleration command 

IRU pitch gimbal signal to 
autopilot 

IRU yaw gimbal signal to 
autopilot 

IRU output roll command to 
autopilot 

Angular roll rate about missile 
X-axis 

Angular yaw rate about missile 
Y-axis 

Angular pitch rate about missile 
Z-axis 

Euler yaw angle 

Euler pitch angle 

Euler roll angle 

Euler yaw angle rate of change 

Euler pitch angle rate of change 

Euler roll ^ngle rate of change 

Note 1   A DCU is a digital coefficient unit and it replaces the older servo 
potentiometers. 

No.te 2   The four languages are Fortran IV, Assembly, Ilytran operations 
interpreter, and Hytran simulation language. 

Note 3   ADC's are used to output data to the disk while normal calculations 
are being performed. 

,,*i. 
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THE WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Anyone who i.as followed the course of weapon system research and developrent is 
aware that.funding is becoming scarce, projects are more expensive, and poor perfor- 
mance is frequently used to terminate projects. In this environment, guidance simu- 
lation has prospered. There is no longer any question of whether simulations should 
b'* made or not. Prior knowledge of the missile flight-path is needed to define the 
s,»fe use of test ranges, to plan test instrumentation, and to establish an estimate 
of the missile system behavior to compare post-fligl.t and pre-flight data. 

In today's funding environment, the buying agencies have established careful and 
methodical approaches to evaluate each phase of weapon development and ensure that, a 
sound basis of technology is available.  Thus, programs proceed from advanced devel- 
opment through full-scale development and then production over periods as long as 
eight or ten years.  With the stretch-out of development time, there has also been a 
tendency to start more programs than following-year funding will allow to be contin- 
ued.  Therefore, projects are competing for funding.  This places a heavy emphasis on 
successful flight demonstration for public relations purposes.  Simulation is there- 
fore used to evaluate even more conditions than required from a design viewpoint in 
order to furnish confidence of successful system operation.  A recent complex missile 
system which used extensive simulations has experienced a success rate of 78 out of 
8Ü firings. 

If one considers the economics of simulation versus testing, it is easy to 
understand the increased use of simulation.  The most expensive hybrid simulations 
cost approximately $1,200.00 per day to operate.  Doubling this amount to support the 
analysis of the data develops a cost of $300,000 for six months of simulation.  This 
much simulation will evaluate every conceivable combination of system parameters.  By 
contrast, actual flight tests cost from $30,000 to $60,000 per week of range time 
with an additional expense of $100,000 to $2,000,000 for the expendable weapon.  The 
non-recurring costs of the simulation are not a factor since they occur even if 
little parametric simulation is done. 

ANALOG/HYBRID FACILITY 

The Orlando Division of Martin Marietta Corporation owns and operates one of the 
few multiple hybrid computing installations in the world.  The facilities include 
Electronic Associates Inc. (EAI) 231R-V, 8812, and 781 analog computers, EAI 8400 and 
Adage Ambilog A200 digital computers, EAI 8900 and Martin Marietta 5200 hybrid com- 
puters, and other scientific computing elements.  Telephone linkages have been devel- 
oped such that these hybrid computers can be operated by an ordinary telephone line 
from remote locations.  (The computers have been operated from both the Netherlands 
and Germany.)  The user has control over the simulation and receives both analog 
strip plots and digital output data. 

The analog/hybrid computer facility is used by engineering personnel for 
missile-control and guidance-design studies, design tradeoffs, and flight-test evalu- 
ation.  The facility, by tying directly into a system test laboratory, allows pre- 
flight checkout of missile hardware both before and after final assembly.  It is 
large enough to handle four complete large-scale 6-degree-of-freedom simulations sim- 
ultaneously, since it contains four hybrid computing systems configured as shown in 
Figure 1. 

Each of the two EAI 8900 hybrid computing systems consists of three 8812 analog 
computers, one 8400 digital computer, and one 8930 data interface.  The 8812 units 
represent the state-of-the-art in solid state, 100-voIt, general purpose analog com- 
puters that have a computing bandwidth of 50 kHz, extensive parallel logic, elec- 
tronic mode control, servo-set potentiometers of highest accuracy, electronic 
resolvc-rs and multipliers, card-programmed function generators, high-speed data Jog- 
ging printers, and repetitive operation capability.  The main features of the 8400 
digital computer and 8930 hybrid data interface are shown in Figure i. 

The 5200 system is composed of all-electronic (no. moving parts) EAI 231R-V 
analog computers, one hybrid data interface, and one Adage Ambilog 200 digital com- 
puter.  The analog computers are equipped much the same as the 8812 units previously 
described, differing only in bandwidth (10 kHz for the 231R-V), and in a lesser 
amount of parallel logic.  A unique feature of this facility is the- size of the data 
interface, i.e., 238 multiplying digital-to-analog converters (MDAC), and 4 analog- 
to-digital (A/D) converters with 32-channel multiplexer capability (128 channels of 
A/D conversion) and 408 sense and control (logic-level) lines each. 

The 790 system contains the latest state-of-the-art EAI 781 analog computers 
that have a 100 kHz bandwidth and digitally set coefficients, enabling problems to be 
set up in seconds. 

Each of the two EAI 8400 digital computing systems (subsystems of the 8900 
hybrid computing systems) brings to the programmer a completely integrated and unique 
combination of capabilities for scientific real time and batch computation.  These 
advanced, medium-scale systems, in conjunction with an advanced operating system, 
effectively handle real-time applications associated with simulation, hybrid 
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8900 SYSTEM (Al 
8400 DIGITAL COMPUTER 

881! 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

8930 INTERFACE 
32K CORE I32BIT WORDS! 
1.75 i.S MEMORY CYCLE TIME 
FLOATING-POINT HARDWARE 
CONSOLE WITH PAPER-TAPE READER AND 

PUNCtf. ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER 
CAHE READER AND PUNCH 
4 MAG TAPE DRIVES 
1 DISK 
1 LINE PRINTER (600 LINES/MINI 
2 REMOTE DISPLAY/CONTROL STATIONS 
1 GOULD PRINTER/PLOTTER 

80 MDAC 
32 CHANNEL MPXR WITH A/D 

CONVERTER 
16PRIORITY INTERRUPT 
72 SENSE. 72 DISCRETE 

LINES 
MODE CONTROL ANALOG 

HEADOUT 
AUTO POT SET 
20DCU 

881? 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

8812 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

B900 SYSTEM IBI 
8400 DIGITAL COMPUTER 

8812 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

B930 INTERFACE 
48K CORE (32-eiT WORDSI 
1.75 *S MEMORY CYCLE TIME 
FLOATING POINT HARDWARE 
CONSOLE WITH PAPER TAPE READER AND 

PUNCH, EUCTRIC TYPEWRITER 
CARD READER AND PUNCH 
MAG TAPE DRIVES 
1 DISK 
1 LINE PHIWTER (600 LIN'S/MINI 
1 GOULD PRINTER/PLOTTER 

80 MOAC 
32-CHANNEL MPXR WITH A/D 

CONVERTER WITH < ADC 
16 PRIORITY INTERRUPT 
72 SENSE. 72 DISCRETE 

LINES 
MODE-CONTROL ANALOG 

READOUT 
AUTO POT si T 

8812 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

8812 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

5200 SYSTEM (Al 
AMBILOG 200 DIGITAL COMPUTER 

231 RV 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

INTERFACE 
16K CORE 130-eiT WORDSI 
2 uS MEMORY CYCLE TIME 
SPECIAL HYBRID MULTIPLY. ADD, 

COMPARE UNITS 
CONSOLE WITH PAPER TAPE READER AND 

PUNCH. ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER 
17-1N OSCILLOSCOPE WITH LIGHT PEN 
2 MAG TAPE DRIVES. 1 CARD READER 
FAST HDWE DIGITAL MULTIPLY/DIVIDE 
1 LINE PRINTER SHARED WITH 790 

SYSTEM (A) 

78 MDAC 
32-CHANNEL MPXR WITH A/D 

CONVERTER WITH 4 ADC 
6   PRIORITY INTERRUPT. 

MODE CONTROL 
30 SENSE. 30 DISCRETE 

LINES 
AUTO POT SET. ANALOG 

READOUT 

231 R V 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

231 R-V 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

780 SYSTEM (A) 
AMBILOG 200 DIGITAL COMPUTER 

ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

INTERFACE 
16K CORE (30 BIT WORDSI 
2 (iS MEMORY CYCLE TIME 
SPECIAL HYBRID MULTIPLY. ADD, 

COMPARE UNITS 
CONSOLE WITH PAPER TAPE READER AND 

PUNCH. ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER 
17 IN  OSCILLOSCOPE WITH LIGHT PEN 
FAST HDWE DIGITAL MULTIPLY/DIVIDE 
1 LINE PRINTER SHARED WITH 5200 

SYSTEM (Al 
1 GOULD PRINT'R/PLOTTER 

96 MDAC 
32-CHANNEL MPXR WITH A/D 

CONVERTER 
24 PRIORITY INTERRUPT 
96 SENSE,96 DISCRETE 

LINES 
432 DCU 

781 
ANALOG 
COKSOLE 

781 
ANALOG 
CONSOLE 

Figure 1.  Features of 8900, 5200, and 790 hybrid systems 

computation, scientific on-line monitoring and control', and general-purpose 
scientific computation. 

The EAI 8400 digital computer hardware consists of the following: 

Central processor 

With arithmetic and control logic hardware for a wide range of operations, this 
unit includes high-speed, floating-point arithmetic with both 32- and 56-bit preci- 
sion; byte manipulation in 16-, 8-, 4-, 2-, or 1-bit bytes; extensive test and branch 
operations; special register functions; and other arithmetic and control operations. 

Magnetic core memory 

The capability of this unit includes 32,000 or 48,000 words of high-speed (1.75 
microseconds) core memory (with a memory word consisting of 32 data or instruction 
bits, 2 special executive bits, and 2 parity bits). 

Multilevel interrupt structure 

This unit includes extensive interrupt control (32 levels) with masking for 
dynamic priority assignment. 

Automatic data channels 

These elements contain two data channels, each with autonomous automatic data 
channel processors. 

Peripheral input/output complement 

This complement includes, four magnetic tape drives (52/60 kHz at 556/800 bpi) 
and one disk, one high-speed card reader (800 cpm) and punch (100 cpm), one line 



printer (600 1pm), one paper^tape reader console with register displays and on-line 
typewriter. 

The EAI 8400 operating system incorporates both digital and hybrid programming 
features in a single integrated software system that provides efficient operation by 
ensuring maximum system utilization with a minimum of manual intervention.  This' 
system operates under the control of a resident monitor that accommodates a variety 
of language processors, including the macro-assembler, the Fortran IV Hytran opera- 
tions interpreter (HOI), and the Hytran simulation language (HSL).  The processors 
(except HOI, which is interpretive) generate object code with a common format that 
enables them to be combined with programs from the subroutine library by the linking 
loader.  The user can prepare programs in a mixture of languages, calling on library 
programs, linkage routines, and input/output and control facilities of tne monitor. 
Software provio^d with the system includes a monitor, processors for four distinct 
languages, a linkinc loader, an input/output control system (IOCS), a hybrid run-time 
library, debugging and utility routines, system diagnostics, and a complete mathe- 
matical library. 

TACTICAL MISSILE SIMULATION 

The hybrid facility has been used to simulate many military missile systems dur- 
ing design and development stages.  In general, these simulations normally include 
the simulation of aerodynamics, autopilot, actuators, and, when applicable, inertial 
reference units (IRUs).  Aerodynamic data, obtained from wind-tunnel tests, are 
usually programmed on function generators that may be either card-programmed, hybrid, 
or digital function look-up routines.  The autopilot and actuators are generally pro- 
grammed on the analog portion of the simulation.  Tie-in with hardware is usually 
included as an  option, with the actual missile autopilot substituted for the simu- 
lated autopilot. 

Programs of 2-, 3-, and 5-degrees of freedom are used when single-plane or 
fixed-velocity studies are sufficient for evaluating missile performance changes due 
to autopilot compensation changes, actuator changes, or other parameter or module 
modifications not requiring a complete 6-DOF study. 

All; DEFENSE 6-DOF SIMULATION MODEL 

The design criteria for an air defense hybrid simulation model are determined 
primarily by the complexity of the non-linear aerodynamic functions, the frequency 
response requirements of the missile's pitch, yaw, and roll control loops, and the 
large quantity of required simulated error sources.  The simulation represents the 
six degrees of freedom of the vehicle, with comprehensive modeling of the aerodynam- 
ics, rocket motors, on-board programmer, inertial reference unit (IRU), autopilot, 
body-mounted sensors (three linear acceleroraeters and three rate gyroscopes), control 
surface actuators, winds, atmospheres, and error sources.  The hybrid computer simu- 
lation flow diagram is presented in Figure 2. 
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representation of the missile's control hardware contains all the major non- - 
linearities required for evalution of stability and performance.  The simulation must 
be maintained in real time in order to permit insertion of.actual missile hardware 
for some phases of the program.  The IRU model has pitch and yaw degree of freedom, 
with simulation of the pitch, yaw, and roil integrating rate gyroscopes, gimbal-angle 
limits, torque limits of the pitch and yaw platform-drive motors, and electronic- 
amplifier oynamics and compensation.  t'quations of motion used are based on a spheri- 
cal, nonrotating earth with gravity. 

The initial-turn flight phase provides a desired change in azimuth and elevation 
angles after the missile has cleared the launcher.  The missile is steered along a 
precalculated trajectory by use ot an inertially stabilized attitude reference system 
IRU aligned to the desired heading angle in pitch and yaw.  This closed-loop body- 
attitude control system provides the pitch/yaw control loop with a constant input 
attitude command signal. 

For attitude control guidance, the same pitch-yaw autopilot model is used, but 
it receives error signals resulting from IRU rate commands as well as gain changes. 
The roll loop maintains the required roll attitude, receiving similar gain and atti- 
tude commands, together with other commands that switch in an integral compensation 
network.  In the acceleration guidance mode, the autopilot pitch and yaw control loop 
accepted acceleration commands by switching ill the body-mounted accelerometers. 

The rocket-motor model consists of a highly detailed thrust profile, selectable 
from a group of several stored in memory, with the capability of expanding and con- 
tracting either or both amplitude and time duration of any selected profile, such 
that either thrust or total impulse, or both, could be varied as desired.  Thrust 
ignition also could be time shifted wit)   spect to related events.  Uncorrected 
thrust is corrected for altitude, noting •* jur.d-level pressure of the location at 
which the profile was measured.  Propeilant weight, missile weight, remaining 
impulse, missile center of gravity, and inertias are all derived from the generation 
of thrust.  Thrust amplitude and duration are subject to both random and tsmperature 
effects.  Thrust misalignment as an error source is provided in three dimensions. 

The body-coordinate-axis system was selected for this simulation to avoid noise 
contamination of coordinate second-derivative terms, and to avoid, in the forward and 
inverse transformation resolvers, mismatch inherent in the inertial axis system mech- 
anization.  In addition, a slight equipment edge favored the body-axis system.  The 
existence of a potential scaling problem in the cross-product terms of the U,   V, W 
equation mechanization in the body-axis system could reduce resolution at lower 
levels. 

The guidance programmer model duplicates time and amplitude granularity of the 
attitude, rate, and acceleration coraands, and issues correct mode and gain band 
switching to the autopilot.  The control-actuator model contains servo-valve dynamics 
and all major non-linearities pertinent to performance, such as current limits, hinge 
moment: load, pressure feedback, and fin deflection limits, and provides histories of 
coil current, differential pressure, hinge moments, fin rates, integrated fin travel, 
battery capacity, and other factors.  Accelerometer models are provided with bias, 
cross-axis acceleration error, and angular misalignment.  Gyro models include bias, g 
and g-squared sensitivity errors, snd angular misalignments.  The autopilot, model is 
equipped with mode and gain-band switching, correct dynamic ranges, a number of moni- 
tor points with a fixed ratio between hardware and simulation levels for all monitor 
points, and such error sources as biases, gains, and limit errors. 

Interface with actual missile hardware (autopilot, iin actuators, programmer, 
and inert.ial platform) provides coupling at matched signal levels with impedance 
match and loading isolation, when needed.  Switching logic under digital control 
selects all or part of the necessary hardware components, and monitors 56 points, 
which are run-to-run selectable.  Immediate hardware/all-simulation comparisons are 
used to check the validity of the models and to detect hardware abnormalities. 

AERODYNAMIC MODEL 

Required to predict the aerodynamic nature of the missile for any Mach numbers 
aerodynamic roll angle, attack angle, or combination of fin deflections within the 
operational envelope, the aerodynamic model task can be quite complex.  This model is 
carefully built up through iteration between wind tunnel and flight test data.  The 
final model may be defined by 36,000 pertinent data points packed into 18,000 core 
locations.  Final mechanization of a typical model includes 20 functions of four arg- 
uments, 10 functions of three arguments, 5 functions of two arguments, and 40 func- 
tions of one argument.  Interpolation of all arguments except for the high-speed fin 
motions is performed digitally, with fin interpolation accomplished by analog cir- 
cuitry in a pseudo-hybrid fashion, to ensure adequate dynamic response to fin deflec- 
tion in real time.  Control, table access, interpolation, and handling routines for 
function generation occupies as many as 2500 core locations; mechanization of the 
aerodynamic model requires 20,000 memory locations, including data tables and gener- 
ating routines. 

The format of the aerodynamic model, especially the fin coefficients, is ideal 
for simulation.  The undeflected fin characteristics are extracted from the total fin 
coefficients, and are cpmbined into the missi'e total body coefficients, leaving a set 
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of incremental fin coefficients that vanish as the fins approach zero.  This results 
in symmetry with respect to fin deflection and requires the use of data for only one 
fin polarity, with coefficient polarity switching handled by switching logic.  Since 
incremental coefficients vanish as the fins approach zero, polarity switching is 
smooth and without discontinuity. 

The incremental fin coefficients are based on single-panel data.  The effects of 
.interaction of adjacent fin deflections are modeled by means of multipanel correction 
factors applied to the single-panel fin coefficients.  Aerodynamic generation 
requires approximately 17 of the 25 ms fast-frame time. 

SIMULATION EQUIPMENT'AND PROGRAMMING 

Hardware requirements 

The 6-DOF hybrid simulation completely fills one EAI 8900 hybrid system, using 
all 708 amplifiers, 498 auto-set potentiometers, 9 electronic revolvers, and 144 mul- 
tipliers in three EAI 8812 analog consoles.  All 80 multiplying D/A converters and 32 
multiplexed A/D converters of the interface are required.  Although the digital pro- 
gram was divided into three overlaying sections (each stored on disk for instant 
recall into memory as needed), one overlay (together with root segment, common, and 
resident monitor) required 43,840 locations of the 4'9,000 In the core memory of one 
EAI 8400 digital computer.  During normal running, the model is supported by three 
magnetic tape drives, one card reader, one line printer, seven 8-channel strip 
charts, three X-Y plotters, one remote text display and control station, and one disk 
drive.  When flight hardware is brought into the system, a fourth 8812 analog console 
is required for interfacing.  The simulation normally captures 80 data values every 
100 ms (missile time) and dumps real time to disk for a non-real-time dump of 160,000 
values to magnetic tape at the end of the run.  Special runs require data grabs every 
20 ms (missile time) for a maximum of 800,000 total values dumped from disk to tape 
at the end of the run.  These tapes dumps are in format, ready for off-line data 
reduction.  The following is a summary listing of the simulation's hardware 
requirements: 

One 8400 EAI digital system, of which the following were required:  49,000 
magnetic-core memory locations (32-bit words), 1.75 microseconds cycle time.- CPU 
with high-speed floating-point hardware, byte manipulation, multilevel interrupt 
structure (32 levels, with masking), console register, 16-bit manual/program- 
mable control, and register displays. 

Three 8812 EAI analog consoles, of which the following were required:  708 
amplifiers, 144 multipliers, 498 autoset potentiometers, a quantity of 10-card 
nemory diode function generators, 9 electronic resolvers, 65 servo-set limiters, 
63 comparators, 135 AND gates, 45 D/A switches, and 51 operational relays. 

One EAI 8930 interface, of which the following were required:  32 A/D multiplex 
converters, 80 D/A multiplying converters, 16 external interrupts, 24 A/D sense 
lines, 24 D/A control lines, 3 16-bit input data words, 3 16-bit output data 
words, and 1 automatic data channel processor. 

Peripheral gear, of which the following were required:  1 line printer (600 
lpm), 3 magnetic tape drives (7 track), 1 disk drive, 1 frminal, 1 remote dis- 
play and control station, 1 card reader (800 cpn), 1 card punch, and 7 8-channel 
strip charts. 

Software requirements 

The hybrid simulations require a particularly versatile resident monitor that 
can handle several types of processors, permit the use of on-line debugging routines, 
and provide timer control, external priority structured interrupts, easy control of 
input-output, parallel automatic data channel operation, and other services, retriev- 
able from software system in disk storage, as needed.  The monitor occupies 5352 core 
locations. 

The 6-DOF simulation has the following multifrarae timing requirements:  25 ms 
for function generation, integration, A/D, D/A, and all computations; 1C0 ms for data 
capture to dis,., A/D, D/A, -ind slower computations; and 200 ms for issue of program- 
mer commands to autopilot. 

An executive program is used to simplify the handling of the multiframe timing 
and scheduling, including program initialization, A/D and D/A conversion, mode and 
program sequencing, real time data capture, and interrupt servicing.  The program 
uses 1536 core locations, sharing memory with the simulation. 

To provide rapid but thorough automatic setup and checkout of the analog mechan- 
ization, the EAI hybrid operating system ;HOI) was used, together with a program 
written in HOI language, to compute potentiometer settings, set potentiometers and 
MDAC values, and conduct stacic checks based on both model equations and on analog 
wiring.  The HOI program and the interpreter HOI do not share mep.ory with the simula- 
tion.  Capture of large amounts of data in real time is accomplished by means of the 
teal time disk I/O software routines.  On-line debugging of the digital program 
requires the essential EAI CASPRE routing, which shares memory with the program. 
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The EAI function table processor and function dump are used in preparation of 
digital function-generation routines and tables (off-line).  Extensive off-line data^ 
processing of the run .data tapes is performed by the T10Ü data-processing program to 
provide statistical analyses and automatic data plotting for evaluation. 

Data acquisition and output 

Run-history data samples of 80 pertinent variables are captured evfry 0.1 seconj 
and dumped into disk storage in real time, using real time I/O software, and are then 
dumped to magnetic tape at the end of the run in TIOC data-reduction format.  lor 
special cases, the model can be slowed down by time scaling   Jampling could be done 
as frequently as every 7.0  ms (missile time) for finer gran«   ity of output.  A disk 

-time limitation of approximately 60 ms (maximum) pre   ;s increasing the real 

sei,- _-. , ... ,,   -.  ,  
and the status of the model are cutputted to monitor and to provide a permanent 
record of status at the time each run is made.  Analog tracings of 56 variables are 
recorded on strip charts throughout each run, while three parameters of special 
interest can be recorded on X-Y plotters. 

Extensive off-line data reduction can be performed by a digital data analysis 
program that uses the 6-DOP output magnetic tape as input.  Being a comprehensive 
analysis package, this analysis program provides a wide spectrum of analytical capa- 
bilitier..  These capabilities range from simple digital listing and plots to compos- 
ite overlay plots and tabulations of comprehensive statistical analyses. 

Run control 

Automated but flexible control of the program is accomplished by means of 
instructions, parameter change, and option selection input by typewriter, card 
reader, and console register switches.  As many as 280 error sources and parameters 
can be varied about their nominal values and automatically snapped back to nominal 
after the run.  Nominals can be changed as easily, but are not changed at the end of 
the run.  Run control also permits the user to select any one of 10 atmosphere 
models, 6 '/ind profiles, and 7 thrust profiles.  The thrust profile can then be 
shifted and reshaped to model hot or cold motors with or without a change in total 
impulse.  In addition, to increase the effectiveness of the simulation, run control 
provides some 34 options, some of which are:  hardware mode No. 1 (hardware autopilot 
and control actuation system only); hardware mode No. 2 (hardware programmer, iner- 
tial platform, autopilot, and control actuation system); halt at end of run.; verify 
but do not set potentiometers; initialize for new output tape (MTU; terminate run in 
hold mode; digital start interrupt; output run history to line printer; automatic ' 
selection of gain band; initialize new run series; print list of input commands; do 
not set or verify potentiometers; fine printout option; output run history to tape; 
change time scale; put coded run number of strip charts; change strip chart speed; 
change strip chart spacing; use roll-coupling filter; get CASPRE debugging routine; 
change normal potentiometer setting tolerance; change critical potentiometer setting 
tolerance; read input commands in CLOBBER mode; suppress multipanel fin correction; 
and commands from magnetic tape. 

Improved potentiometer setting routine 

The potentiometer-setting routine included in the EAI system library was greatly 
improved by the use of an iterative technique that forced the potentiometers to be 
set to much higher accuracy than that attained with the standard routine.  This 
results in significant improvement in quality and efficiency of both the setup and 
the run control of this simulation. 

pseudohybrid function generation 

Because of the amount of digital work dor° in the tastest time frame, particu- 
larly function generation, the shortest realizable frsme time is 25 ms.  The result- 
ing update frequency is much too low for inte polating on the relatively fast-moving 
fins.  Consequently, a compromise technique for multivariant generation of fin coef- 
ficients was developed whereby interpolation on all arguments except tin deflection 
is done with analog circuitry.  In this way, instantaneous injection of fin effects 
on missile kinematics are realized, with no update e-rors so long as fir. deflections 
are within + 10 degrees.  When fins are deflecting at a high rate and through large 
angles, update errors equivalent to as much as 20 degrees 'Of deflection could exist 
for as long as 50 ms.  In generation of an erratic function such as hinge moment, 
such update delay errors become appreciable and the model has to be slowed down to 
obtain the required sampled frequency. 

Setup and checkout of program for operation 

Setting up the 6-DOP hybrid proqram consists of installing analog patchboards on 
three consoles, inserting function CeTds into generators, mounting a 6-DOF disk pack, 
bringing in the HOI program from the disk, setting potentiometers for static test, 
performing the static test (wire test), setting potentiometers for a dynamic check 
run, and performing the dynamic check run. 
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Initially, the setup required approximately 60 minutes, including the time 
required to manually trim a large number of potentiometers (which failed to set with- 
in tolerance) for the dynamic check run.  The improvement in the potentiometer- 
setting routine previously mentioned drastically reduced the number of potentiometers 
that were set out of tolerance.  This, together with the insertion of noise- 
suppressing capacitors around critical components during static test, resulted in a 
reduction of checkout time to approximately ?0 minutes. 

Originally, in order to allow insertion of a complete section of the HOI pro- 
gram, a modified programming technique was developed that, while packing the program 
into core more efficiently, resulted in awkwardness and inefficiency in the process 
of making changes to the program.  The HOI program was then coded in a straight- 
forward manner that resulted in higher efficiency.  To achieve this, however, it was 
necessary to redivide the HOI program into its functional sections and store each 
section as a file on disk. 

Hardware-in-the-lodp 

The 6-DOF hybrid hardware-in-the-loop capability allows the simulation to be 
interfaced with the autopilot, control actuation system Hardware, and simulated- 
flight missile.  This capability allows the guidance programmer, autopilot, and con- 
trol actuation system to be checked out in normal operation modes. 

HYBfUD SIMULATION AND THE FLIGHT-TEST PROGRAMS 

The 6-DOF hybrid simulation has been the primary analysis tool for several test 
programs.  The simulation allowed for extensive real time statistical, stability, 
performance analysis, and hardware-in-the-loop studies that could not be done by dig- 
ital simulation. 

Some 280 system error sources and controllable parameters could be varied about 
their nominal values and automatically returned to nominal at the end of a run on the 
6-DOF hybrid program.  Of the 280 parameters, 36 were initial condition values and 
any one of seven sets of 36 initial condition values was selectable, together with 
the option that any of the 280 elements, either inside or outside the selected ini- 
tial condition matrix, could be changed simultaneously.  This could be accomplished 
with the same ease and in the same manner that any controllaole parameter could be 
changed, thus providing the capability for complete analysis of all possible toler- 
anced conditions that would ensure a successful flight. 

A key step in validating the simulation was the successful accomplishment of 
hardware integration tests.  Major subsystems, such as the autopilot and control act- 
uation system, were integrated with the simulations and were then tested under 
extreme conditions to ensure that the simulation models accurately represented the 
hardware.  These tests were accomplished as soon as breadboard or prototypes became 
available.  Matching of hardware and simulation data in a benign environment is a 
prerequisite to successful matching of hardware and simulation in a flight environ- 
ment, so the ultimate test, was the integration of a complete missile with the 6-DOF * 
hybrid.  All flight trajectories were then flown with the missile, which had an 
active programmer, inertial reference unit, autopilot, and control actuation system. 
Comparison plots between the si. Mlated system and the hardware system were made for 
all key system performance parameters to ensure proper operation for the entire 
flight. 

Structural bending data and flexible-body analytical models were verified by 
stability and frequency tests performed on a ground-vibration survey missile.  The 
purpose of this series of tests was to verify the stability of the missile, determine 
various frequency responses of the missile and subsystems, and validate analytical 
models at the flexible-body frequencies.  The results were used to synthesize the 
autopilot filters required to assure stable operation in flight under both nominal 
and toleranced conditions.  During the tests, the missile was suspended in low- 
frequency slings, and both launch and burnout flight conditions were tested.  An 
active inertial sensor assembly (gyro and accelerometers), inertial reference unit, 
control actuation system, and autopilot were used in the tests, with all but the 
autopilot contained in the missile.  Other important subasserablies not functionally 
required for the test were simulated by equivalent mass models to obtain the designed 
weight distribution throughout the missile.  The autopilot breadboard was designed to 
operate in several different modes so that both open-loop and closed-loop tests could 
be performed with and without the autopilot filters. 

Flight-test planning 

Missile flight-test planning, like many other design activities associated with 
large systems, is an iterative procedure, since it is outside the capabilities of 
existing mathematical techniques to set up the system as an analytical optimization 
problem subject to a set of goals and constraints.  Generally, this iterative proce- 
dure involves simulating the system, observing the system response to a set of in- 
puts, and then providing a new set of inputs that hopefully will more nearly provide 
the desired response.  The weakest portion of this procedure is the data analysis, 
i.e., the observation of system reaction to inputs in sufficient depth to provide the 
basis for perceptive decisions on future inputs. 



Digital and hyorid computer techniques, along with the statistical methods, 
greatly simplify the flight planning task, and result in shorter transition times 
from system definition to final analysis and to a clearer, more profound understand- 
ing of the missile system.  The 6-DOF hybrid simulation makes it possible to change 
both the missile system and its environment in many different ways to provide vast 
amounts of information on the effects of large numbers of independent error sources 
on geometrical and missile-performance variables.  These data, used as inputs to the 
digital analysis program, provide a wide spectrum of analysis capabilities.  The 
progress of flight-test planning is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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time scale in order that motions of the parameter could be evaluated.  Figure 5 is a 
typical preflight prediction expanded-time plot for body pitch-rate gyro output.  A 
typical overlay comparison plot between flight and preflight predictions is presented 
in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5.  Pitch-rate-gyro output, 
nominal with 3-sigma dispersions 

Figure 6.  Pitch accelerometer out- 
put (transverse acceleration in pitch 
plane), flight and predicted, with 3- 
sigma dispersions 

In addition to the statistical predictions, overlay comparison plots between 
flight and preflight predictions were made for 25 performance parameters which 
include inertial reference unit roll attitude command, IRU roll gyro output, IRU roll 
integrator output, IRU autopilot command, autopilot roll command, body roll-rate 
gyro output, pitch-, yaw-, and roll-fin command, control fins 1 through 4 positions, 
control fins 1 through 4 hinge moments, longitudinal acceleration, downrange, cross- 
range, and vertical velocity, total velocity, total normal load, and total angular 
rate. 

A prime consideration of the flights was the relative stability (phase and gain 
margin) available in all control loops during flight.  A special stability analysis 
performed on the 6-D0F hybrid provided a realistic and accurate check of stability 
characteristics,  «fter the nominal trajectory was obtained, a series of off-nominal 
trajectories, off-nominal autopilot gains, and aerodynamic tolerance flights was per- 
formed.  The off-nominal trajectories were configured to approximate the + 3-sigma 
trajectories, and the autopilot gains and aerodynamic fin effectiveness were changed 
to approximate the expected + 3-sigma change in low frequency and high frequency gain 
margins. 

The advantage of this approach was that the actual angle of attack and aerody- 
namic roll angle were considered.  The use of the hybrid offered many advantages, the 
most, important being that all system non-linearities were modeled, and therefore more 
accurate results were obtained.  However, the results were not a true 3-sigma dis- 
persed value, since the combination of trajectory'and autopilot tolerances used to 



obtain these data was not a random occurrence.  The maximum values obtained for the 
important,trajectory, autopilot, navigation system, and control actuation system var- 
iables were reviewed as worst-case values representing a larger than 3-sigma 
dispersion. ,; 

The results of this special study were used to ensure that the predicted disper- 
sion characteristics of the test missile were within its rated operational capabili- 
ties, and also to determine if the particular missile would complete its flight 
before dispersions became sufficiently large to result in very low stability. 

Flight-test results 

Ten flights were completed representing a nine month test program conducted at 
White Sands'Missile Range.  The first missile performed exactly as predicted until an 
error in the range safety system prematurely aborted the flight.  The remaining nine 
missiles were successfully flown according to plan, and all program test objectives 
were realized.  The success of the test flights allowed analysis to be focused on the 
comparison of predicted versus measured flight values, with refinement of the simula- 
tion models as the projected goa]. 

Accomplishments in this successful flight-test program were many.  Missile 
integrity was demonstrated in 17 maximum acceleration tests and in 24 maximum angle- 
of-attack. tests;  79 pitch/yaw coupling tests were performed to provide aerodynamic 
and stability characteristics data; and 978 pitch/yaw acceleration commands and 117 
roll commands were executed in the flight program to test the missile's response 
characteristics in all autopilot gain bands. 

The test series not only proved the design of the missile's control system, 
structure, and aerodynamics, but also validated the 6-DOF hybrid simulation model. 
In all cases, actual flight dynamic responses matched preflight predictions generated 
6 to 12 months earlier.  Comparison plots, showing that the 6-DOF predicted simula- 
tion data were virtually identical to flight data, indicated not only a competent 
missile system design but also a .high degree of sophistication in simulation tech- 
niques.  The use of the hybrid simulation techniques eliminated the need for a large 
number of flight-test missiles to verify missile design and performance capabilities, 
and thus saved time and money. 

The flight-test program was designed to maximize the coverage of the specified 
performance.  The objective was to fly trajectories that would test the missile 
system, satisfy all   flight-test objectives, and be compatible with all aerodynamic, 
structural, control system, and range safety constraints. 
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Figure 7.  Body yaw-rate gyro output, 
flight and predicted with 3-sigma 
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Figure 8.  Yaw accelerometer output 
(transverse acceleration in yaw plane' 
flight and predicted with 3-sigma 
dispersions 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A comprehensive hybrid simulation of missile flight dynamics and subsystem oper- 
ating characteristics can  be used for effective prediction of missile flight perfor- 
mance.  For a representative missile, this required three analog-computer consoles 
and one digital-computer console with a 48,000-word core memory and an interface 
unit.  This simulation can also be used effectively for statistical analysis of 
effects of random variables and for hardware-in-the-loop studies in real time. 

Comprehensive simulations must be supported by extensive wind-tunnel and sub- 
system test programs to provide input data compatible with the degree of sophistica- 
tion of the analytical simulation. 

The flight results to verify the simulation and design were in close agreement 
with the preflight predictions made 6 to 12 months in advance of the flight. 
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SUMMARY 

A unifying approach is proposed for the systematic investigation of missile gu'dance 
techniques in guidance law and information processing design. It is based on the consequent 
distinction between the well-modelled kinematic world and the fuzzy real world together 
with the separation of the overall guidance problem in a steering problem and a feedDack 
problem. The approach provides for insight in guidance law structures and information 
requirements as well as in the necessity and the potential benefit of applying modern 
control theory. Modern filtering and controller design techniques are reviewed for this 
purpose. 

The exemplified investigation of the two-poir.t and three-point guidance principles shows 
the kinematic guidance law character of extended proportional navigation and of line-of- 
sight guidance and the possible improvement of system behaviour by the application of 
modern control techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The guidance, lato as part of the guidance loop (fig. 1.1) represents an essential component 
in the design of guided missile systems [1]. The information, which is needed to perform 
the guidance task of missilr-target intercept, determines basically the configuration of 
necessary •sercicu and infoimation processing. The demands on the missile accelelating 
capability as an important system parameter depend strongly on the kind of guidance law. 
Concerning with the proportional navigation, constant bearing and line-of-sight guidance 
laws [2J these relations are illustrated in fig. 1.2. 

A unifiying approach is proposed to investigate missile guidance   techniques   in the areas 
of guidance law design and information processing with the advantage of a systematic 
design and analysis procedure of missile guidance loops. Furthermore insight can be 
gained about the necessity and potential benefit of applying modern control theory [3]. 

The approach is based on a consequent distinction between the "uetl-modelled  kinematic 
woild1'   and "the iuzzy ital woild"   (fig. 1.3). This provides for a rather clear insight 
into the necessary guidance law structure and allows to associate guidance law components 
systematically with distinct guidance properties. Furthermore the overall guidance 
problem is separated in a "steeling   problem"  and a "feedback  problem"  motivated by the 
insight in the information structure of control problems offered by control theory. This 
concept admits the application of mathematical tools to the nonlinear steering problem 
and of control theory to the linear (linearized) feedback problem. As a consequence 
guidance laws can be structured in fcedfo/uoald and   feedback  control  terms   (4, 5). 

The different steps of the solution approach are as follows! 

(i)  A guidance  principle   is formulated as a reasonable idea for missile-target intercept. 
The principles of two-point guidance (fig. 1•4a) and three-point guidance (fig. 1.4b) 
are investigated in chapter 2. From the viewpoint of these guidance principles pro- 
portional navigation and constant bearing guidance belong to the first guidance class, 
whereas line-of-sight guidance can be associated with the latter. 

(ii) The solution of the overall guidance problem, i.e. how to guide the missile to 
satisfy the guidance principle, is first t-eated under the well-defined kinematic 
relations  of  motion.   The concept of the  separation  into  a  itecring  and  a   feedback   problem 
involves the determination of nominal conditions for exact   satisfaction of the guidance 
principle and of stabilizing measures for an aitjnptot ic   satisfaction of the guidance 
principle in the presence of deviations from the guidance conditions. 
The solution of the steering proDlem provides for initial conditions oü the missile 
motion and the acceleration of the missile along the nominal course. The relation for 
the necessary acceleration is denoted as steering law. A stability analysis shows that 
the kinematic deviation behaviour is not asymptotically stable, i.e. errors in the 
initial conditions and the construction cf ' •» steering law will cause unsatisfactory 
deviations from the nominal course. To stabil ..:e the kinematic deviation behaviour a 
feedback of the deviations is necessary. Hei. „• the resulting k incr.atic  guidance   laio 
consists of the steeling   late  and the Stabilizing   feedback.   It illustrates the fixed 
structure and information needs of the steering law and votsible   information 
requirements, structures and parameter sets of the feedback lav;. 
Proportional navigation and line-of-sight guidance represents stabilized kinematic 
guidance laws for two-point guidance and three-point guidance respectively. 
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(iii) The guided missile while operating in the real world  is subject to disturbing 
conditions e.g. limited and noisy information, missile and sensor dynamics, constraints 
on missile acceleration etc. Since real world effects cannot be comprehended completely 
and described perfectly, the real world guidance problem is a iuzzy  problem.   It has to 
be solved by an iteiative  itep- bij- ttep procedure   to find an "optimal" solution in the 
sense of keeping the n.issile motion "sufficiently close" to the. nominal course of 
kinematic guidance with regard to essential real world affects such as dynamic delays 
and noisy measurements. Hence real world affects the design of the feedback portion 
of the guidance law and necessitates information processing. 
The step-by-step procedure is characterized by the analyiii   of essential effects and 
their influence on the system performance, by the iynthchii   of suitable information 
processing and guidance law algorithms and by the simulation  of the guidance loop to 
evaluate the system performance. 

Design considerations using frequency  domain   control   techniques     usually involve 
parameter  determination  in the kinematic quidance laws and in noise suppressing filters. 
The Wiener filter approach [6, 7] is limited to single-input-single-output systems with 
time-independent system parameters and noise statistics, assumptions which are in general 
violated in missile guidance. 
To include real world properties more systematically in the solution of the missile 
guidance problem modern, time,  domain  control  techniques   offer attractive advantages in 
this case of a multi-input-multi-output system with time-varying system and noise para- 
meters. Optimal (nonlinear or linear) tittering   technique*   I 8, 9] provide for noise 
suppression and additional information processing about guidance loop states from the 
noisy measurements. Optimal control   fan' design   techniques   110, 11, 12] lead to extended 
feedback control structures and parameter determination algorithms to compensate the 
disturbing influence of missile and sensor dynamics. A briif review of modern control 
techniques is given in chapter 3. Finally some examples demonstrate the benefit of 
applying modern control theory in the case of proportional navigation and line-of sight 
guidance (chapter 4). 

2. Two-point and Three-point Guidance 

2.1 Review of Proportional Navigation Derivation 

The well-known approach to proportional navigation [2, 5] is reviewed to demonstrate the 
different viewpoint of the proposed concept for the investigation of missile guidance 
law and information processing design. 

Choice. o& the. guidance. law structure: 
The choice of the guidance law structure for proportional navigation can be motivated 
by the attempt to avoid the disadvantages   o<( the.  puXiu.it guidance law,   i.e. the 
kinematically unfavourable missile course with high demands on the missile normal 
acceleration [21. Pursuit guidance means that the missile velocity vector v_(t) has 
always to be directed to the target. Using the notation of fig. 2.1 this can be realized 
by a missile turning rate Ö (t) equal to the line-of-sight angle rate *(t). TO circumvent 
the disadvantages of the pursuit course the modified guidance law 

Qra(t) = K(t) o(t)  ;  K(t) >   1 (2.1) 

seems to be reasonable since it provides for a missile lead angle <°m(t) as a basis for 
a more suitable guidance course. The guidance law structure (e.q. 2.1) is the basic 
Structure  o&  proportional  navigation. 

Guidance, law paramter determination  by an analysis oj the. kincmatical behaviour: 
The condition ö(t) a O characterizes the collision course in the case of constant speed 
missile and non-manoeuvring targets  12]. Hence it is interesting to analyse proportional 
navigation with regard to this condition. For this purpose a relation for the line-of- 
sight angle acceleration o(t) will be derived from the general kinematic relations 
(fig. 2.1) 

r • b  = vt . sin <pt - vm sin ^ ; a(tQ) = oQ 

(2.2) 
f = vt • cos <pt - vm cos 9m   ; r(tQ) - rQ 

by differentiation and substitution: 

rö"+2ro=-v  • cos o> 6 - v sin <J> + m       m m   m     m 
<2-3> 

+ V  • cos co  0  + v  sin <P ; o(t ) = ö 

This is a general differential equation which governs the line-of-sight angle o(t) as a 
function of the missile turning rate 6ra(t).  Substitutlnc the proportional navigation 
(eq. 2.1) yields: 

rö  + (2r  +  v     coso     K)ö  =  -  v     sin<3     +  vt   cos<Pt   6t   +  v,   s-lnt?. ;   o(t   )   =  ö        (2.4) mm mmtttttoo 

If the missile  velocity  ii   constant  and the target   ii   net manoeuvring,   the righthand 
side of eq. 2.4 vanishes. The behaviour of o(t) is governed by a homogeneous differential 
equation. If the gain factor K(t) of proportional navigation (eq. 2.1) is chosen as 

»iiiS 



K  =  -  A     •      :       A     >  2 (2.5a) 
n v     •   cos<P„       ' n in m 

and   substituted  into eq.   2.4 

r  3  +  r   (A     -  2)   Ö = O   ;     o(t  )   =  o     , (2.5b) 

the solution of this differential equation tends to zero for the missile-target-closing, 
i.e. r(t) < O. For a detailed analysis an analytical solution for eq. 2.5b can be 
obtained as follows [131: Assuming f('t) ?  0 the substitution of 

p = - In —  ;  1 > — > 0  ;  O < P < ~ (2.6a)  . 
r       — r —        —  — o o 

and the application of the differential relations 

h "i h  >  h ' ~ r • h <2-6b> 
yields the first-order differential equation with a constant coefficient 

§p- Ö + (An - 2) 6 = 0 (2.7a) 

This equation can easily be solved. Eliminating the substitution the solution of eq. 2.5b 
is given by 

A -2 
o = ao ( i ) n     . (2.7b) 

o 

The graphical illustration (fig. 2.2) shows that the angular rate 6(t) decreases linearly 
for \    =  3 and approaches the zjro-line asymptotically for A > 3. The collision course 
condition of ö(t) = 0 is satisfied exactly at the final poinS r = 0 with a vanishing 
turning rate 6 = 0. Hence the disadvantages of pursuit guidance are avoided by the 
proportional- navigation guidance law (eq. 2.1) with the gain factor K(t) given by eq. 2.5. 

Furthermore fig. 2.2 shows that the line-of-sight rate 6(t) of the proportional navigation 
tends to the collision course condition o(t) a 0 for increasing values of the navigation 
constant A . Therefore the latter is viewed as a special case of proportional navigation 
in this approach, which is reached in the limiting case of A- •» ». 

txteniion  jjoi varying miaile  .speed and taxget ma.nozuvie.ii 
The proceeding discussion of proportional navigation has assumed constant missile speed 
and a non-manoeuvring target. Removing this assumption the differential equation 
(eq, 2.4) is no longer homogeneous. The solution will not tend to zero except the guidance 
law of proportional navigation is extended to compensate the driving functions of eq. 2.4: 

6m = K •' ' C"V SiTOm + \ simt + vt °°s<pt 6t]/(vm " ««V (2'8) 

This type of guidance law is denoted by extended plopoitional navigation. The first term 
in the brackets represents the well-known dh.ag compeniation, whereas the other terms pro- 
vide for taiget manoeuvlt  compeniation. 

2.2 Two-point Guidance Priniciple and Proportional Navigation Guidance Law 

The two-point guidance,  principle.; 
The principle of two-point guidance is based, on relations between the target T and the 
missile H without any external reference point. To guarantee  miaile-taiget  intt-lcept 
there is a reasonable idea: 

The missile M will intercept the target T, if it is guided such that an 
observer in the missile stater? the target to be approaching on the line 
to the target's initial position (fig. 1.4a). 

This corresponds to the requirement of a constant line-of-sight angle o(t) *  OQ = const 
with respect to an inertially fixed direction (fig. 2.1). Given the initial 
line-of-sight angle o(t ) = o the two-point guidance principle can be formulated by 
the kinematic guidance  conditzoni: 

5(t) - o  =0 (2.9a) 
o 

SCt)       =  O , (2.9b) 
t  < t < tf I 

S(tj       =0 "~       ~ I (2.9c) 

[r(t)      <0I+). (2.9d) 

It is emphasized thot the approach of two-point guidance applies the underlying concept 
of constant bearing or collision course guidance [?] as initial point-of-view. 
+) 

The closing condition is not analysed. It induces inequalities on the velocity 
ratio H„ = v / v. [14]. 



Kinematic   model  o&  motion: 
The kinematic model is based on the equations   o&   lelative   kinematics   (eq. 2.2) and  «{ 
the  missile,  kinematici.     A normal missile acceleration amn(t) provides for a proportional 
turning rate 0m(t) of the velocity vector y (t) and a tangential missile acceleration 
amt(t) causes a proportional variation of the missile speed vm(t).  The accelerations 
are considered to contain control commands as well as disturbing effects. 
The target velocity vt(t) and flight direction 0t(t) are the external (driving) functions 
of the relative kinematics.  Us.'.ng the lead angle relations 

«>m " em " °  <•      «t = 6t - ° (2-10) 

the kinematic model of motions is given by (fig. 2.1): 

ö =  r"1 .[vt-sincpt - vm-sin<pmJ  ; a(tQ)   = OQ (2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

Ö "  v "'.am„ ; G„(t- )  = 8„„ (2.11c) 

v  •cos)i - - V m • cosip m ; r(to) = r 
o 

m   mn ' W = 6mo 

amt ' W = V mo 
v = a . ; v (t )  = v (2.1 Id) m    mt m o     mo 

Differentiation and substitution in eg. 2.11 yields a relation for the line-of-cight 
angle acceleration d(t) needed in the further considerations: 

8 = r" -I- 2-i- -Ö- coal    >a_ - siiu>    -a.  + v.  -cogp.   -6.  + sirf.\ •v.l; ö(t ) = a. (2.12) m  mn     m  mt   t    tt     tt    oo 

Solution o$ the: steeling  pioblem; 
The steering problem involves the deteimination o$  the   itee. paiametcis   o&  the  kinematic 
model   to satisfy the kinematic guidance conditions (eq. 2.9) exactly. The missile normal 
an1 tangential acceleration a  (t) and  a  (t) can be chosen (eq. 2.12) to satisfy the 
condition (eq. 2.9c) of a vanishing angle acceleration ö(t) =0 for t  < t < tf. This 
implies a constant angle rate ö(t) = ö . By a suitable choice of *:he  initial lead 
angle <p   (or the initial speed v  ) i8 eq. 2.11a a vanishing value of ö = 0 can be 
obtained to satisfy the condition"10 (eq. 2.9b) of a vanishing angle rate  6(t) = 0, 
t < t < tf. The satisfaction of the angle condition (eq. 2.9a) follows directly. 
Summarizing the solution of the steering problem consists of relations for 

• the Initial lead angle <p     : mo 

55  = arc sin (it." • sin (P.) (2.13a) mo v to 

with the speed ratio 7. 

*v = ^m '  vt  '  *v *    ° (2-13b) 

• the steering law for the missile accelerations: 

_        _ _       cos<p. . sirw 
a   + tan ip  a . = v.   9L +  ~       v. (2.14) 
mn       m mt   t costp  t coscp    t 

IT' m 

Since the angle rate condition (eq. 2.9b) is satisfied for t < t < t<-, the lead angle 
relation (eq. 2.13a) de&cribes the lead angle <?   (t) for t < t < tf. m        o —  — i 

Stability analysis: 
Loosely spoken, stability characterizes the system property of returning to nominal 
conditions under the influence of initial errors and of moving "close" to the nominal 
conditions unter the influence of "small" external disturbances. Hence the stability 
of,  the  kinematic guidance  conditions   (eq. 2.9) has to be investigated to ensure the 
satisfaction of the guidance conditions in the presence of initial lead angle errors 
and of steering law construction errors. 

The stability analysis applies the "linearized" point of view due to the assumption of 
only "small" deviations from the kinematic guidance conditions which is finally ensured 
by a "well-designed" guidance lav/. To set up a kinematic  deviation  model   the actual 
behaviour of the guidance conditions is linearized about the nominal behaviour of the 
guidance conditions (eq. 2.9 or equivalently eqs. 2.13, 14) by a first-order Taylor- 
expansion. The deviation variables x.j(t) and x,(t) are defined: 

6a =o-o=o-o o 

x, = 6 a =o-o=6 
(2.15a) 

In view of the following feedback problem the input variables u.(t)_and u2(t) as 
additional components of the normal and tangential missile acceleration commands are 
introduced: 

J 
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u,  = 6 a   =a   -a 
1 on     tin   mn (2.15b) 

u.  = 6a,. = a.  -a.. 
2 mt     mt    mt 

Applying the rule of Taylor-series expansion [ 10| to the relation of the line-of-sight 
angle acceleration (eq. 2.12) the kinematic deviation model can be derived: 

*, - x2 i     x](to) = 0 

x     =  r       [-   2-r-x2  -  cosij>m  u1   -   sinij>m  u2l   + (2.16) 

+  steering law construction errors   ;  x^(t ) = x. 
2      O     Zo 

representing a system of linear, time-varying differential equations of first order. 

An approximate  stability analtjiib   [10)  with the assumption of piecewise constant or 
"frozen" coefficients of the deviation model is performed using the "characteristic 
polynomial" p(s) of the deviation model 

p(s) = s2 + 2 • r / r • s (2.17) 

Since the (necessary and sufficient) conditions for the stability of a second-order 
system are violated, i.e. not all coefficients of the characteristic polynomial-are 
positive, the stability of the deviation behaviour is not guaranteed. 

Solution  o£  the  stabilizing   feedback  problem: 
The input variables -u-tt) and u2(t), i.e. additional acceleration commands, can be used 
to modify the dynamical behaviour of the kinematic deviation model by the feedback of 
the deviation variables x,(t) and x_(t), e.g. by the lineal  feedback  law 

u, + tan (p • u, = k, • x. + k- • x, (2.18) 
l Itl 2 1 \ 2 2 

To determine parameter sets for the feedback coefficients k.(t) and k?(t), which stabilize 
the deviation behaviour, the "characteristic polynomial" p (s) of the closed-loop 
deviation model is analysed c 

p (s) = s  + r  -(2r + cos» -k,) s + r  • coscp k,  . (2.19) 

The previously mentioned conditions for stability of a second-order system are satisfied 
by the choice of the feedback coefficients 

(2.20a) 

2 (2.20b) 

By a suitable choice of An >> 2 an arbitrarily fast approach to the kinematic guidance 
conditions can be achieved which guarantees the missile-target intercept under kinematic 
world conditions. 

The kinematic guidance law &o\ two-point guidance: 
Summarizing the kinematic guidance law consists of the steering law (eq. 2.14) and the 
stabilizing feedback law (eqs. 2.18, 20) for the normal and tangential missile 
accelerations: 

k.,   > 0 

k,  =  -  A    • 
2              n 

r 
'     An costpm 

a       +  tan v     •   a  .. = v..  •    =—  •   6.   + 
sin<f>. 

mn m        mt t       cos<p t       coscj 

- k.   •   6 a - A     •    =— •   6 o 1 n       costp_ 

(2.21) 

The kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.21) provides for the asymptotic stable satisfaction 
of the kinematic guidance conditions (eq. 2.9) in the presence of initial lead angle 
errors and steering law construction errors. For exact implementation target information 
16 (t) , 6 (t), v (t), v At)},   kinematic information [o(t), 6(t), r(t)] and missile 
information [8 (tf, v (tfl would be needed, m     m 
Requirements   and properties   o{  the  kinematic  guidance  law: 
A discussion of the kinematic guidance law provides for insight into some basic re- 
quirements and properties of two-point guidance, especially a different interpretation 
of the proportional navigation guidance law. 

1.   Implications of a constant-speed missile and non-manoeuvring targets: 
In the case of a constant-speed missile (v = 0) and non-manoeuvring targets 
(9., v. = 0) the steering law (eq. 2.14) implies a vanishing normal missile 
acceleration 

1=0 , (2.22) 
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i.e. the kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.21) consists of the stabilizing feedback 
law only. 
The nominal two-point guidance course is a straight line betweer. the initial missile 
position and the collision point and is identical to the well-known collision 
course [21. The nominal missile flight direction is determined by eq. 2.13. The 
closing velocity v  = - r is constant. 

Demands on the missile acceleration in case of target manoeuvres: 
The demands on the missile acceleration a (t) along the nominal two-point guidance 
course . 

am = ä + tan <p a" .  , (2.23) m   mn       m mt 

which are caused by target manoeuvres, can be derived by substitution of the lead 
angle relation (eq. 2.13) into the steering law (eq. 2.14). The acceleration ratios 

; 0° <c{v < 180° (2.24a) 
'   t  t'       V/K  - sin (p. 

la I sintp • m1 

'at - TO" = "v " 7~T ~2—' 1 t' 7K,. -sin ifi. 

m   =  H„ •  »• , .*• «—r (2.24b) 

v     "t 

are illustrated in fig. 2.3 as a function of the target lead angle <?.(t) = 6 (t) - ° 
and with the speed ratio M„(t) - v (t) / v (t) as parameter. The demands on missile 
acceleration a (t) exceeds the driving target acceleration only in the case of a 
tangential manoeuvre near the turning point. Since this kind of manoeuvre is 
typically negligible the two-point guidance principle is favourable from ths view- 
point on system demands. 

3. Implications of a constrained missile lead angle <5 (t)t 
If the missile lead angle 5s (t) is limited to a maximum admissible value <P" m!>„ in in max 

e.g. due to a constrained field-of-view of a target tracking onboard sensor, a 
minimum condition on the velocity ratio K  can be derived from eq. 2.13: 

«v .> sin<Pt / sinJpm max (2.26) 

If the velocity condition is satisfied along the nominal course, the technical 
constraint (eq. 2.25) is not violated. For technical reasonable values of 
<5      > 30 the minimum condition (eq. 2.26) is satisfied by a speed ratio *v > 2. 

4. Normal and tangential missile acceleration efficiency: 
The kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.21) indicates that normal as well as tangent'al 
missile acceleration can be applied to satisfy the guidance principle. But their 
efficiency depends on the missile lead angle <5 (t): For lead angles ^-Jt) >   45 
the necessary tangential acceleration a  (t) is1 less than the necessary normal 
acceleration a  (t). 

inn 
5. Interpretation of proportional navigation in terms of a two-point guidance principle: 

A comparison between the extenaed proportional navigation guidance law (eq. 2.8) 
and the kinematic guidance law based on the two-point guidance principle (eq. 2.21) 
shows two essential differences: 

The kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.21) relates the lead angle 
values <p(t) to the initial line-of-sight angle o due to the 
relation ü>=6>-a = e-o. o 
It contains a feedback term proportional to the line-of-sight 
deviation 6o(t) from the initial line-of-sight angle o due 
to the relation 6o = o - o = a - a   . ° ' •* o 

Hence the two-point guidance condition on the target to approach the missile under 
the initial line-of-sight angle o  seems to be the reason for these differences. 
This condition can be weakened, since it is not necessary that the target 
approaches under the initial line-of-sight angle b   , but under the given instan- 
taneous line-of-sight angle o(t). In this case of> °an initantaiicoui   tvlO-po-Lnt 
guidance principle,   the kinematic guidance conditions (eq. 2.9) reduce to 

5(t) - o(t)     =o      t < tf 

5<t)        = 0 

S(t)        = 0 (2.27) 

tr(t)       < 0] . 

 I 
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Repeating the previously shown derivation step3 the kinematic   guidance   li-x 

_ cos<p       .    sin'P  . - 
a   t tan if >a  = v •  =^ • '8  +  =ß-  v  - A •  -r— - 6 6 (2 ?ßl 
TO       m rot   t co T   t  cow  t   n cos3 H.*oi m m jn 

can be derived to satisfy the instantaneous two-point guidance conditions (c-q.2.27) 
Essentially the lead angles <P (t) and (p (t) are related to the -cnitaiUaiieoul 
Ctne-oj-'Jtgfct angie o{t). Furthermore the stability analysis is only to be per- 
formed for the deviations o:   the line-of-sighc angle rate,- since the angle con- 
dition is satisfied by definition. A comparison with the extended proportional 
navigation guidance law (eq. 2.8) shows the identity of both guidance laws! 
Especially it turns cut that the plopoKtionat   navigation   texm   (eq. 2.1) can be 
interpreted as the stabilizing   feedback   te\m  of the kinematic guidance law 
(eq. 2.2S) . 

Analysis   c $  leal tioild  ejects: 
Real world effects violate the assumptions of the kinematic guidance law. Hence theil 
influence  en   the  deviation  behavioux   (lorn  the.  kinematic  guidance  conditions   has to be 
analysed. As a typical example the influence  o$  aitsite   dynamics   on  pxopoxtiouat 
navigation   is discussed. Recalling this is the kinematic guidance law for the instan- 
taneous two-point guidance principle assuming a constant-speed missile and nonmanoeuvring 
targets. It is referred to [5, 14, 15) for the analysis of target manoeuvres, sensor 
dynamics and measurement noise. 
To approximately describe the real world effects with regard to missile dynamics a 
second-order, linear model for the missile dynamics is inserted in the guidance loop 
model (fig. 2.4). Assuming "frozen" parameter  of the guidance loop model the 
characteristic polynomial p(s) can be evaluated: 

p(.) = s3 • 2 if • E[n Um)s
2 •*  Um(4 I En • Vs - um

2 1 (An - 2) (2.29) 

The necessary stability conditions of positive polynomial coefficients lead to 

• the loteei  limit  on the navigation constant A > 2 known alto 
from the kinematic stability analysis (eq. 2.20b) and 

• a feedback  invariant instability  for "snail" distances r(t), 
which arises if the relations 

i-i 4F 
r  < =J^— or rm < —2 (rl (2.30) 

m m m 

hold. Assuming for example the values u  = 5 s~  and F  =1,0 the instability occurs 
for r < 0,8 |T|. In a_head-on fight situation with   ' high closing velocities 
v  = |T| e.g. 800 m s   the guidance design engineer has to give due regard to 
tRis effect. 

Together with the necessary conditions the following condition 

2 <! + Sm %> <4 I 5m + V + *m I (An " 2> > ° (2-31) 

is sufficient for stability which leads to 

an uppe-x  bound  on the navigation constant A : 

-  (5 u - iii (u - 4g ill) 
A < 2 [1 + £ —2—B  E m m r (2-32) 
n Irl 

Substituting the above-mentioned numerical values the admissible region for stabilizing 
navigation constants A  is shown in fig. 2.5. 

The stability analysis including the missile dynamics makes evident that the kinematic 
guidance conditions (eq. 2.27) canno: be satisfied within the final region by the pro- 
portional navigation guidance law. Therefore it is necessary to investigate the terminal 
miss distance behaviour with respect to tiissile dynamics. The results of (151 are illu- 
strated in fig. 2.6. 

Guidance  Cam synthesis  andex  teat  ucild  conditions : 
The synthesis of the guidance lav; together rfith the necessary Information processing 
using available measurements is first considered from the   "conventional"viewpoint. 
Continuing the example of proportional navigation as realization of the instantaneous 
two-point giidance principle undr-r the above-mentioned assumptions there are typically 
two design steps: 

Guidance law synthesis by parameter determination: 
Applying the structure of proportional navigation (eqs. 2.1, 4) as the guidance, 
law to be realized it remains to determine the value of the navigation constant 
A*  (eq. 2.4) providing for a "sufficient compromise" of the deviation behaviour 
unOer teal world conditions.. The influence of the factor 1 'cos <2  can be included 
in the consideration. 

U. 



Information processing by noise suppr«selng filters: 
The realization of proportional navigation fig. 2.7, requires information about the 
closing velocity v  = |rl and the line-of-sight angle rate o(t), which can be 
obtained from a missile homing radar sensor by a Doppler-frequency measurement and 
by the differentiating property of a target tracking unit, obviously to be seen 
from the transfer-function of the line-of-sight tracking unit 

Fm(s>  =  —1_ . (2.33) 

KTT 

T '      1+1- 

Slr.ee the measurements are corrupted by noise e.g. radar glint noise suppressing 
filters are implemented. Frequency domain techniques e.g. Wiener filtering are 
applied for a suitable design. 

If the proscribed specifications on guided missile behaviour cannot be satisfied by the 
conventional solution the above-shown approach Indicates systematically -two aieab   Jet 
potential   impicve.me.nt  of the guided missile properties: 

Inclusion of the steering law into the guidance law design (eq. 2.28): 
Due to the omitted steering law in conventional design tatget manecuvxei   and mlalte 
velocity variations   act as external disturbances on the deviation behaviour rrom 
the kinematic guidance conditions (eq. 2.27) which cannot be compensated sufficient- 
ly by the stabilizing feedback lav/ of proportional navigation. 

Extensions of the stabilizing feedback law: 
To stabilize the deviation behaviour from the kinematic   tdance conditions with 
regard to delaying   elements   in  the  guidance  loop  it is r,. -esszry to extend the 
feedback law to include additional deviation variables. In the case of missile 
dynamics (fig. 2.5) the extended feedback law 

6amn .- " An EcV  6 °  '  k1  6a " k2 6a (2-34) 
m 

leads to the closed-loop characteristic polynomial p (s) 

pc(s)  -  83 • (2r/r • 2Fm „B • %
2 k2) 62 f 

1- I2"r/r (2^ (Jm + um
2 k2) + o^2 (1 + k,) ] B + (2.15) 

+ um
2 r/f 12(1 + k,) - Anl 

The necessary conditions   Jot stauility  lan   be  satii f,ied  in this situation by the choice 
of feedback gains 

k2 > - 2 (?/? + EraUra)/%
2 

k, > - 2 r/r(2 F    u> + u* k,)/u„ - 1 12.3 -) ' in m   m 2   m 

An > 2 (1 + k,) 

The necessary parameter regions for the above-mentioned numerica? values (E  « 1 , 
um "   5 , |r| = 800) are illustrated in fig. 2.8. ra 

Both measures will in general require the availability of additional information which 
can be obtained fron additional sensors e.g. missile accelerometers or partially can be 
drawn by processing on the present measurements. Hence a thiAd area  has to be considered: 

Information processing for noise   suppression  and in&irmatian 
reconstruction   Jtom noisy measurements. 

To  solve  the  debign problems   related to the three areas of possible improvement of 
guided missile properties mcdeKn  control  theory  offers solution techniques 

to estimate complete information from noisy measurements by 
optimal   filtering  theory  and 

to determine suitable structures and parameter sets of the extended 
feedback law by optimal  control  theory. 

Both areas of modern control fheory are roughly reviewed in chapter 3. 

2,3 Three-point Guidance and the Line-of-sight Guidance Law 

Due to the unifying property of the proposed approach to guidance law design this section 
is identically structured as the previous section. Hence the application to c'istinct 
guidance principles e.g. in midcourse guidance Is straight forward. For reason of the 
iimiLed spa -,e  the presentation of this section is kept briefly. 

The three-poin^ guidance principles 
Tne guidance principle of three po.nt guidance is based on relations between the target T 
and the missile M relative to a reference point 0. The reasonable   idea   $oi missile- 
target  inte-.cep''.  can be formulated: 
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The missile H  will intercept the target T if it approaches the 
target on the line between the reference point 0 and the target T. 

Using the missile and target line-of-sight cngles e (t) and e.(t) relative to the 
reference point 0 (fig • 2.9) the three-point guidance principle can be expressed- by the 
kinematic  guidance  coiiditioni : 

tm(t) - £t(t)  » . 0 (2.37a) 

Sn(t) " Et(t)  = O (2.37b) 

era(t) - c't(t)  = 0 (2.37c) 

(^t " rm <  0) . (2.37d) 

Kinematic model  o^  abiotute,  motions 
The kinematic rsodel of absolute motion consists of the missile motion model (section 2.2) 
and the relations of the absolute kinematics to be derived from fig. 2.9: 

c„    "    v     •   sino    /  r )     c   (t  )     »     cmn (2.38a) mm ram mo mo 

r       =     v cosio ;     r   (t  )      =     r  _ (2.38b) ramm ra    o mo 

6       =     1/  v a ;     8   (t  )     »     e (2.38c) m '     ID        mil m    o mo 

v       =     a   . ;     v   (t   )      =     V (2.38d) m rat n    o flic 

From these equations the relation for the line-of-sight angle acceleration e (t) can be 
derived; 

e       •     r  ~     •   [-   2v     cos<p     •   c     +  cost?     a       +  sir<p     a   . I   ;   e   (t   )   »   c   _ (2.39) ra m ra m m m    mn m    mt m    o mo 

Solution o£  the.  iteeling  ploblem: 
Applying an analogous derivation as in chapter 2.2 the kinematic guidance conditions of 
three-point guidance (eq. 2.37) are exactly satisfied by the following conditions: 

The initial missile line-of-sight angle e  and initial 
Biijoile  lead angle u>      = 8       -  e 3   mo   mo   mo 

IBO -  ct(to, (2.40a) 

V> "  arc sin at(to' *  'mo '  V> ' • i2-AOh) 

The missile acceleration by the steering law 

*ran + tar,7pm *nt  = Vcos5m ' fc't + 2*m ht (2-41) 

Since the aiigle rate condition (eq. 2.37b) is satisfied for t  < t < t,, the lead angle 
behaviour <a   (t) is described by eq. 2.40b also for t < t < t,.- 

Stability anatyiit: 
The kinematic  deviation  model  to describe the actual deviation behaviour from the 
kinematic guidance conditions (eq. 2.37) due to errors in the nomial conditions 
(eqs. 2.4u, 41) contains the deviation variables 

x1 
s o c 

m 
=1 c 

m - c 
m 

X2 = 6 c ra 
£5 e 

m - E 
m 

U1 " 6 a mn - "mn - amn 

U2 - 6 amt » amt - amt 

(2.42) 

Linearization of eq. 2.39 by a first-order Taylor series yields the kinematic deviation 
model for three-point guidance . 

1 2 •  • I VV - x,0 
x„ =  r ~ • t- 2v • cos* • x, + cos». • u, + sin<p • u-l; x.lt ) • x,_     (2.43) 2 m        m     m  2      ml      m  2   2 o    2o 

Under the assumption of  frozen" parameters the examination of the characteristic 
polynomial p(s) 

p(s) = s  + 2 v  • cos<p  / r  • s (2.44) 1 in      mm 

indicates a deviation behaviour, which is not asymptotically stable since the coefficient 
of s  is zero 
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Solution  ok  the itabilizing   jcedbacfc ploblem: 
To modify the dynamical behaviour of the deviation model the linear feedback law 

u1 + tan*m U2 = ~k1 X1 " k2 X2 <2'45) 

can be applied. Examining the characteristic polynomial pc(s) of the closed loop 
deviation model 

PC
(S) = **   + V1 " (2 *• COS% +. COsim ' K2» -s + V1 • cos*in • k1      .     (2-46) 

stabilizing parameter sets of the feedback law (eq. 2.45) are given by 

k1  =  0 • rm / cos vm  ; ß > O (2.47a) 

k, > - 2 v  . (2'47b) 2 —     m 

The  kine.ma.tic  guidance, law  faoi thie.c-point guidance: 
Summarizing the kinematic guidance law for three-point guidance includes the steering 
law (eq. 2.41) and the stabilizing feedback law (eqs. 2.45, 47): 

amn + tan *m amt = Vcos<V Et + 2^n «t " 0 '. Vcos5m ' 6 em " k26^m       (2-48> 

It provides for asymptotic satisfaction of the kinematic guidance conditions (eqs. 2.37, 
38). In the case of k. = O the kinematic guidance (eq. 2.48) corresponds to the well- 
knc.vn line-of-sight guidance law [5]. 

Pn.ope.ntie.ii  and le.quile.me.nti  ok, the kinematic guidance law: 

1. Implication.0 of a constant-speed missile and non-manoeuvring targets: 
Examining the steering law of three-point guidance it is to be seen that the 
assumptions v , 6., v = 0 do not cause the steering law acceleration (eq. 2.41) 
to vanish - a basic difference to two-point guidance. 

2. Implicationr- of a constrained missile accelerating capability: 
Investigating the influence of the above mentioned property of three-point 
guidance for the case of a constant-speed missile with a maximum admissible 
normal acceleration a m max 

mmax   • (2'49> 

shows a further, disadvantage. There are regions around the reference point, where 
the kinematic guidance conditions of three-point guidance (eq. 2.37) cannot be 
satisfied without violating the system constraint (eq. 2.49). The bounds of these 
regions, where the limitation is just violated at interception, are derived in 
[16l. They are illustrated in fig. 2.10 in a normalized (x*, y*)-plane with the 
velocity ratio x = v / v. as parameter, v   m   t   c 

3. Implications by constrained missile lead angle: 
Assuming the admissible lead angle cp (t) to be limited to a maximum value ip m m max 

|<P (t) | < <P (2.50) 1 m   ' — m max 

for technical reasons as limited beamwidth of onboard beacons or retroreflectors, 
a minimum condition on the velocity ratio x can be „erived. 
Substitution the relation for the target line-of-sight angle rate e (t) according 
to eq. 2.38a into the nominal lead angle condition (eq. 2.40b) it follows that 
the maximum value of <P vt) for a fixed target lead angle <i>. (t) is obtained at the 
collision point r (t,)m= r.(t.). After reordering eq. 2.40B under this condition, 
an inequality formthe velocity ratio x is derived 

X, > sin (p.. I      / sin ip (2.51) v —     t I r =r. '    vm max • m t 

which is equivalent to the condition (eq. 2.26) of lead angle limitation in two- 
point guidance. 

For reason of similarity to the results of section 2.2 about the anaysis of real 
world effects [17] and to the considerations about the synthesis under real world con- 
ditions these steps of approach are omitted. 



3. Review of Modern Control Theory With Regard to Missile Guidance Demands 

3.1 Information Processing by Optimal Filtering Techniques       .;• 

Information processing represents a iubi tantial  link  be.tvio.tn  the in£oAm.at-ioii  ntedi   o$ 
tke. guidance, laut and the. poaiblz inioimatinn  o^ei oh   the.  heaiible tenioi  equipment 
of a guided missile system. Especially the considerations about extended guidance lav? design 
are influenced by two features: On one hand information Can be obtained from noisy measure- 
ments only; on the other hand direct information sensing cannot be performed for each signal 
by physical and/or economical reasons. 

Filtering theory provides for tooli   oh  in{,o\mation  pioccaing  on  noiiy  iruaiulementi. 
It is based on the reasonable idea to separate the measurement signals in time-coiKelated 
iignali   and timc-uncoi-xciatcd  dii tulbanca.   The later do not possess any information 
about the past which may be useful in the future: They are purely random. Therefore 
filtering techniques aim at  estimation o(J the  complete  time-colielattd intimation. 

The correlated portion of measurement signals includes the information signals as well 
as time-correlated disturbances, i.e. coloured noise. To describe their dynamical 
behaviour mathematically differential equations can be used (concept of shaping filters 
[181). From the physical point of view uncorrelated disturbances represent noise with 
negligible time-correlation relative to the correlated signals. Mathematically they can 
be modelled by white noise [8)-. Restricting the review to the linear, Gaussian case, 
filtering theory is based on the mathematical   lleal wohld)   model: 

o measurement model: 

z  =  H x + v (3.1a) 

z(t): m-dimensional measurement vector; 

v(t): m-dimensional measurement noise vector with white, 
Gaussian noise v(t) ~ N(0,R(t)); 

x{t): n-dimensional state vector for correlated signal modelling 

• state space model: 

X  =  Fx  +  Gw  +  DU  ;  x(tQ) ~  N(XQ, PQ) (3.1b) 

w(t): s-dimensional input noise vector with white, Gaussian noise 
w(t) ~ N(0, Q(t)) ; 

u(t) : r-dimensional deterministic input vector 

The matrices F(t), G(t), D(t) and H(t) are of appropriate dimensions. Since the state 
vector x(t) contains all useful information the design aim of filtering theory con- 
sists of developing algonithmi   to  pioduce  a itate  citimate  x(c) using the available 
measurements Z(T) , t  < t < t. In the case of high  quality demandi   on  tke  Citimaticn 
pen&oKmanc£  it is advantageous to formulate the estimation problem as an optimal 
hilteiing  px.oble.rn  with regard to the estimation-error variances as performance measure: 

Given measurements z(x), t < x < t based on a state vector model (eq. 3.1). Find a 
state estimate x(t) of the°actual state x(t) such that a quadratic performance 
criterion J on the error-coyariance matrix P(t) = E (x(t) x^t)} ,/ith the estimation 
error vector x(t) = x(t) - x(t) is minimized: 

J = trace P(t) -» min . (3.2) 

The solution of the optimal filtering problem is given by the well-known Kalman-Bucy  &il- 
ten   [81, which consists of 

• a linear vector differential equation for the state estimate x(t): 

x = F x + Kf(z - H x) + Du ;      x(tQ) = xQ (3.3a) 

• a nonlinear matrix (Riccati) differential equation for the error-covariance matrix 
P(t) to be integrated forward in time: 

P = F P + P FT - P HT R_1 H P + G Q GT ;   P(tQ) = PQ (3.3b) 

• and a computational rule for the filter feedback matrix Kf(t): 

Kf = P H
T R~1   . (3.3c) 

The block diagramm (fig. 3.1) shows the solution structure of information processing by 
optimal filtering. 

Though realization aspects of digital (onboard-) computers would require a discrete- 
time presentation of the review of control and filtering techniques [8, 101, the 
continuous-time discription is used for reason of basic understanding. 
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The solution of the filtering problem by the time domain approach of Kalman-Bucy filter- 
ing offers eaentiat  advantage  as against the frequency domain approach of Wiener fil- 
tering [6 ) : 

• The cases of multi-noise-inputs and multi-sensors-configuration can be treated 
within this framework. 

• The real world model (eq. 3.1) is formulated to include time-varying system co- 
efficients and statistic parameters. 

• There are numerically efficient algorithms to solve the matrix Riccati equation 
by means of a digital, computer [10,  19J. 

• If real world and real world model coincide, the estimation accuracy of information 
processing can directly be obtained from the diagonal elements of the error-cova- 
riance matrix P(t).  Else it has to be determined by sensitivity analysis [8] or 
simulation [21]. 

3.2  Controller Design by Optimal Control Techniques - 

The discussion about stabilizing   feedback   latin  in  gu.ida.nce.  lav! deiign   (chapter 2) has 
emphasized the need for controller design techniques which provide for extended  it1u.ctu4.ei 
and for palametel determination  atgotithmi   to satisfy stability and system performance 
requirements especially with regard to real world effects. 

To review optimal  control  techniques   hand on  the.  time-domain approach   (state-space 
approach [10]) the distinction between optimal control techniques with free design pa- 
rameters and specification-oriented optimal control techniques is advantageous.  This 
classification of control techniques gives insight in the meaning of "optimality" and in 
the necessary design procedure of distinct design techniques. 

(i) Optimal  Contiol Techniques  with flee  Veiign   Parameter  Determination: 

To satisfy prescribed system specifications in a (more or less systematic) step-by-step 
procedure a controller design technique needs free parameters to be determined iterative- 
ly until satisfying system behaviour is achieved.  For this purpose an optimality cri- 
terion can be formulated which includes free design parameters.  The minimization of the 
optimality criterion provides for a unique solution which is continuous in the free de- 
sign parameters:  small variations of the design parameter will cac:e small variations 
of system properties under observation.  Hence optimaility is of secondary importance 
for this class of control techniques.  The Gaussian, quadratic optimal design procedure 
as typical example is reviewed in the following [18]: 

• The design procedure is based on a rea3 world model according to eq. 3.1. 
An optimality criterion J is formul :itc., as follows: 

J = E{xT(tf) Sf x(tf) + J (xT L x + uT M u) dt)  ; (3.4) 
fco 

It assumes a fixed control intervall t0 < t < tf.  The symmetric weighting ma- 
trices Sf, L(t) > 0 and M(t) >  0 represents the free parameters of the design 
procedure.  By variation of the coefficients of the weighting matrices the final 
and transition behaviour of the state vector x(t) as well as the control input 
behaviour u(t) can be influenced. 

• The derive a control design technique a functional optimization problem is for- 
mulated: 

Given the batch of measurements z(r) , t0 < T <  t, of a dynamical system governed 
by (eq. 3.1).  Find the control input vector u = u(z(f), t) such that the opti- 
mality criterion (eq. 3.4) is minimized. 

• The well-known solution of this optimization problem separates in two parts 
according to the certainty - equivalence - principle [18]: 

The linear control law with state-vector feedback: 

x(t) = optimal state estimate . (3.5a) 

The optimal feedback matrix Kc 

Kc = M
_1 DT S (3.5b) 

can be calculated by integration of a nonlinear matrix Riccati differential 
equation for the (n,n) matrix S(t) backward in time: 

S = - S F - FT S + S D M_1 DT S - L  ,      S(tf) = Sf  .     '    (3.5c) 

The optimal state estimator or  Kalman-Bucy filter (eq. 3.3) to provide for 
the optimal state estimate x(t) using the instantaneous measurements z(t). 

The structure of the resulting closed-loop system is illustrated in fig. 3.2. 

„.-. J .. 



•  Some tAie.nt.ial propertiei  ci  Gau.iAi.an  quadratic  control' are summarized: 

A1:  The functional optimization problem leads to a diAirable   feedback   control   of 
tin inA tan taneoui   measurement!»   z(t). 

A2:  The A tabilittj of   the  cloAed-loop  iijstem  can be proven examining system pro- 
perties as observability and controllability [10]. 

A3:  The overall design procedure separates in two   independent  deAign  AtepA   cor- 
responding to the considerations about feedback laws arid information process- 
ing in chapter 2. 

A4:  If real world and real world model coincide the average  behaviour  o(   the 
cloAed  loop   AiJAtem  can be examined by the state covariance matrix 
X(t) = E{x(t) xT(t)} and the control covariance matrix U(t)..= E{u(t) uT(t)}. 
For this purpose the estimation error covariance^matrix P{t) of eq. 3.3b and 
the estimation state covariance matrix X(t) = E{x(t) xT(t)} as solution of 

X = (F - D Kc) X + X(F - D KC)
T + Kf R K*  ;    X(tQ) = 0 (3.6) 

are necessary to evaluate the relations for X(t) and U(t): 

X = X + P ;       U = Kc X Kc  . (3.7) 

If the modelling assumption is not satisfied the system performance is 
examined by sensitivity analysis and/or simulation. 

D1:  In most cases the design of the control law (eq. 3.5) requires extenAive  com- 
putational work   to find a proper set of free design parameters Sf, L(t) and 
M(t). 

D2:  The solution of the optimal control problem strongly depends on the value of 
the   final   time  ti  which is not exactly known in irissile guidance.  This may 
lead to the necessity of on-line computation of the optimal controller. 

D3: On-line computation  of the optimal parameter sets Kc(t) and Kf(t) requires the 
solution of two Riccati equations (eq. 3.5c, eq. 3.6c), each of which repre- 
sents n-(n+1)/2 nonlinear differential equations. •••' 

D4:  The realization  of  the  controller   (eq. 3.3, eq. 3.5) requires the implementa- 
tion of a full-order state estimator and a full-order feedback law.  In case 
of a sophisticated real world model this may cause problems by realization 
effort and reliability.     Hence the controller design is usually based on; 
lower-order approximate real world modelt. 

(ii)  Specification-oriented Optimal Control Techniques: 

To treat the guidance design problem more  AijAtematically With  reApect to  the guidance 
ApecificationA  of moAt accurate Aijitem performance and of,  low realization  effort  it is 
advantageous 

to use a physically meaningful performance measure in terms of the variances of the 
state variables and/or 

to put constraints on the structure of admissible solutions for the guidance 
problem. 

Two examples for these types of optimal control techniques are given below. 

The proportional  feedback,   mean  Aquare  optimul control problem  is formulated as follows: 
The real world model is given by eq. 3.1.  Find the parameters of the proportional 
feedback law as most simple realization 

u = Kp z , (3.8) 

such that the instantaneous performance measure J on the variances of ths state va- 
riables 

3  = E{xT(t) 6(t) x(t)}   ;   6(tj > 0 (3.9) 

is minimized.  The symmetric weighting matrix 6(t) serves to express the distinct 
accuracy demands on the states and in time. 

The optimal solution for the feedback matrix Kp(t) can be computed from 

K* = - [DT 8 D]-1 • DT • e • X • HT • R_1 (3.10a) 

T where the state covariance matrix X(t) = E{x(t)x (t)} is solution of the matrix diffe- 
rential equation 

X + X • F£ + D • K* • f    •   K*T . DT + G • Q • GT ;   X(t ) = P     (3.10b) 
P o 

F- = F + D K* H  . 
C P 

This control design technique suffers of the general  diiadvantage  of,  proportional  output 
feedback:   stability of the closed-loop system cannot be guaranteed in general [10]. 

;... <s£A. 



The to ixt Kot tun. de.ii.g-n technique.  o,< vaiiance  optimal, diituxbance. compii.nia.tion   [20] is mo- 
tivated by the distinction between time-correlated disturbances, acting on the system dy- 
namics and measurements, and the physical states, to be controlled most accurately.  In 
this case a performance measure is meaningful which contains the variances of the physi- 
cal states as well as of the disturbance estimation errors.  The minimization of such 
performance measure provides for a most accurate physical state control by a proper di- 
sturbance compensation. 

The design techniques assume  the izpalation  o$   the  leal  woild  model  in  a  diituibancc 
model  and a  physical  itate  model   (fig. 3.3).  During the derivation it turns out to be 
necessary that all physical states can be influenced separately by the control inputs 
corresponding to an invertible control input matrix D(t).  This situation is satisfied 
in proportional navigation or in line-of-sight guidance by the application of regular or 
pseudo-inverse matrix calculation rules 121].  Using the notation of fig. 3.3 a   pei&oi- 
mance  mediale  J including  the  physical  states'x-j (t) and the estimation errors S?2((t) = 
*2> >  " '   ' " x-(t)) can be formulated as follows: 

E{[x^(t) ~T x2 (t)]e(t) rXl(t 

! x (t 
L 2l 

e(t) > o (3.11) 

The compensation control problek. is formulated as a functional optimization problem: 
The real world model is given by eq. 3.1 with an invertible input matrix D}(t).  Based 
on a batch of measurements Z(T), to < T < t, find the control input u = U(Z(T), t) such 
that the performance measure J in eq. 3.11 is minimized. 

The solution structure (fig. 3.4) is governed by a proportional feedback of the instan- 
taneous measurements z(t) and a feedback of the disturbance estimates x9(t) 

z + K, x2 (3.12a) 

(F 22 K2 H2) X., x2(t0) "20 
(3.12b) 

To determine the optimal parameter sets for the gain matrices Kj(t) , K2(t) and K3(t) 
the subsequent equations have to be solved: 

K = 

LK2 

D"1 P HT R~1 

with the covariance matrix P(t) 

P = E { '- "Mx* S*j} 

p(t0) = P0 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.13c) 

(3.13d) 

which is solution of the matrix Riccati differential equation 

• T       T  -1 T 
P = F P + P FA - P H  R ' H P + G Q G1 ; 

The gain matrix K3(t) can be computed from 

K3 - " Di1 F12 + K1 H2 • 

The solution of the optimal disturbance compensation problem offers some inteieiiing 
piopeltiei: 

a   There is a direct equivalence  between the optimal compensation and optimal 
filtering problem. 

• The itabilitij  o&  the  cloied-loop  it/item  can be proven in terms of controllabi- 
lity and observability. 

s   The solution requires the information of the ins tanta.ne.oui  meaiuKcmenti   z(t) 
only. 

• The solution of the compensation problem dependi on iijitem paiameteii, only. 
It can be computed in a one-design-step procedure by forward integration of 
(eq. 3.13c). 

• The lealization  requires a state estimator of order n2 only.  From this point 
of view the controller makes a compromise between full-order and purely pro- 
portional feedback requirements. 

UA ^i~-- 



4.1  Application of Optimal Parameter Determination Techniques to Line-of-sight Guidance 
Law Design 

Guidance law design for line-of-sight guided missiles can advantageousl»' be based on the 
structure of the kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.48J to realize the three-point guidance 
principle.  An exemplified investigation for a modelwlse surface-to-air guided missile 
illustrates 

•.  the Intluence of an approximation of the primarily necessary coefficients in 
the kinematic guidance law and 

•   the performance improvement hy applying optimal control techniques to the deter- 
mination of a variable feedback gain factor fl(t) for a given feedback structure in 
the line-of-sight guidance law. 

For the purpose of comparison an initial or conventional solution of the line-of-sight 
guidance problem is derived assuming approximate steering law coefficients and a constant 
feedback gain factor [}.  The essential design steps are as follows: 

(i)    Structural considerations about the guidance system design: 

The structure of the conventional line-of-sight guidance system is governed by the avail- 
able sensor equipement: 

The reference for the line-of-sight motion is given by a target-tracking radar 
unit. 

The missile deviation angle from the line-of-sight 6em(t) is measured by a radar- 
mounted angle measuring device (e.g. a goniometer) with the relation z-| = z-| (6Em(t), 
noise). 

The line-of-sight angular rate Et(t) is measured by a radar-mounted angular velo- 
city measuring device (e.g. a rate gyro) producing 23(t) = Z2(Et, noise). 

To obtain necessary information about the line-of-sight angular acceleration Ej-ft) infor- 
mation processing is performed in a differentiatihq network driven by the £t(t) - measure- 
ment z2(t).  The output is the signal Z3 = zj{et(t),   noise). 

According to the structure of the kinematic guidance law (eq. 2.48) the commanded missile 
normal acceleration amn(t) is a linear combination of the available information (assump- 
tion:  amn(t) a 0, Vm = const): 

amn " K1 • z3 + H2   '   z2 " k2 ' z1  • (4-1) 

The primarily necessary coefficients in eq. 2.48 are approximated using a "mean missile 
range function" for the missile range:  rm(t) » r  + Vm • (t-t ), and the related 
assumption of only small lead angles i%,(t):  costpj^t) » 1.  Applying these approximations 
the guidance law coefficients are given by 

K1 =7mo + % • (t " to» • "2  = 2 \ (4-2a) 

k2 = 0 ' [V> " % " (t " to)]   •        e = const   • (4-2b) 

The constant gain factor 0 of the feedback portion is determined in a subsequent design 
step. 

(ii)   A real world simulation model: 

To evaluate the system performance it is necessary to set up a simulation model as a 
"sufficient" image of the real world.  In this case the following real world effects are 
included in the real world simulation model (fig. 4.1): 

• Normally distributed initial conditions of missile motion to describe the 
uncertainties of launch- and boost-phase. 

• A second-order model to approximate the missile dynamics. 

• A limitation on the commanded missile normal acceleration. 

•  Coloured and white noise modelling with regard to sensor noise:  glint noise 
Egi(t), thermal noise eth(t), random bias terms bE(t), bwk<t) = const and 
broad-band gyro noise Hwk't). 

• Different target engaging conditions (fig. 4.2). 

The simulation model represents a system of nonlinear differential equations (of order 
13) which is driven by white Gaussian noise.  Since the distribution of the terminal miss 
distance dm(tf) 

W = 6em(tf» • 7m(tf> <4-3' 

is (at least approximately) Gaussian distributed, the stochastic linearization approach 
[211 offers an attractive tool for an analytical solution of the nonlinear stochastic 
analysis problem on a digital computer.  It provides for the mean value am(tf) = E{d (tf) } 
and the standard deviation ad(tf) = E{[dm(tf) - 3m(tf)]

2} to characterize the distri- 
bution of the terminal miss distance. 
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(iii)  Definition of a system performance measure: 

The simulation of a'guidance lav; with regard to different target engaging situations 
denoted by the index i produces several numbersof distribution characteristics 3^(tf) 
and oijttf).  To compare the. system performance for distinct guidance laws it is useful 
to introduce a system performance measure n = n(3n\(tf), c^(tj)) which transforms the 
performance information to one performance value.  A meaningful performance measure n i 
given by 

n"M '£ l|dm(tf>l + °d(tf"/Lt 

N : number of engaging situations; 

LT : target expansion measure, e.g. mean visible length. 

(4.4) 

(iv) Constant guidance law parameter determination: 

A parametric simulation analysis with respect to the feedback parameter ß indicates the 
system performance behaviour n(0) illustrated in fig. 4.3.  The parameter ß = ß0pt 

is 

chosen as guidance law parameter to obtain "optimality in the sense of the performance 
measure n" under the assumption of a constant feedback parameter n •>  const.  The distri- 
bution parameter", of the terminal miss distance are shown in table 4.1, case 1 . 

To improve the system performance a considerable design step is to remove the assumption 
of a constant parameter ß.  Hence it is necessary to apply a suitable control design tech- 
nique producing a time-varying parameter 0 = ß(t).  To solve this problem of proportional 
feedback parameter determination, the (optimal) proportional feedback technique in section 
3.2 can be used.  Since it provides for "optimality in the sense of minimum state va- 
riances" it can be viewed as a systematic design techniques in the sense of the perfor- 
mance measure n in eq. 4.4.  The design procedure consists of the following design steps: 

(i)   Design model considerations: 

The output feedback design techniques (eqs. 3.8 * 3.10) is based on a real world model 
(eq. 3.1).  Since the posed guidance parameter design problem is concerned with the feed- 
back portion of the guidance law, the real world model corresponds to a linearized devia- 
tion model from the kinematic conditions of the three-point guidance principle (eqs. 
2.37).  To obtain optimality in the sense of the mean square error performance measure 
(eq. 3.9) a sophisticated design model is necessary inducing high computational on-line 
realization effort.  To satisfy the given design specification of low on-line realization 
effort a "simple, but sufficient design model" of the real world is to be set up provi- 
ding for a suboptimal feedback parameter ß(t) with satisfying system behaviour. 

A sensitivity analysis of the system performance with respect to the real world effects 
of initial condition errors, missile dynamics and sensor noise leads to the following 
design model: 

•   It contains the state variables of the lead angle deviation x^ (t) = 6y>ra(t) 
and the missile line-of-slght deviation angle X2<t) = 6em(t).  To derive a 
deviation model for these state variables the associated nonlinear differen- 
tial equations for (Pmft) = 6n,(t) - em(t) and em(t) are set up from eq. 2.38: 

-1 sin<p„ + v. 
-1 

(4.5) 

r~ sin* m   vm 

Linearization by a first-order Taylor expansion yields the deviation model in 
terms of the previously introduced state variables x-|(t) and x2(t).  Because 
Of formal consistency between the control law:  u(t) = K(t) z(t) in eq. 3.8 
and the feedback guidance law 6amn = [r,, (t)/cosipm (t) ] • ß(t) • z-| (t) the part 
[.) is associated with the control input matrix.  Hence the control input is 
defined by u(t) 

"2 J 

(.1-1 

-1 

6amn(t).  The deviation model is given by 

coscB m 

cosip 

o" V + ~rm [v     • m 

0 X, 
U    £ J               u 

+ system noise 

0 

COS«) ] 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

In this notation the parameter determination problem of the guidance feedback law 
is equivalent to the output feedback control problem 

u = ß • z,  , (4.6c) 

such that the system matrices of the control technique can be obtained by com- 
parison of eq. 4.6 and eqs. 3.1, 3.8. 

Li*^Ae,=-if2&__-^ ;^r*jij.-iüLi^iiu:-^'*iUj-^.^^i»^^i-^j^ 



• The deviation model is not extended to include missile dynamics or coloured noise 
shaping filters by reason of low realization effort. 

• The noise terms in the deviation model (ea. 4.6) give regard to disturbances in 
the steering law measurements (z2 and Z3) and to disturbances in the feedback law 
measurement zj.  They are modelled approximately by white Gaussian noise.  The 
spectral densities of glint and thermal noise include the target range dependency, 
i.e. the design model depends on the different engaging situations. 

• The weighting matrix e(t) provides for free parameters of the design procedure. 
They are weighted by increasing functions of the time to express the increasing 
demand on system accuracy during missile-target approach- 

Summarizing the design model consists of the system'matrices in eq. 4.6, approximately 
modelled noise statistics and a free parameter containing weighting matrix. 

(il)   Guidance solution based on an approximated design model: 

For a first guidance law design using the control technique (eqs. 3.8 i   3.10) the design 
model is leased on the approximations fm(t) >» rmo * vm • (t-t0) and coscpn(t) w 1.  Hence 
only the target range rt(t) is needed as additional information for target-depending 
modelling of the noise statistics.  Due to the principal character of the investigation 
target range r^ft) is assumed to be measured noise-free. 

To find suitable free design parameters in the weighting matrix 8(t) an iterative design 
procedure leads to feedback parameter.functions P(t) which are illustrated in fig. 4.4, 
case 2 for the three engaging situations under investigation.  The associated distribu- 
tion parameters of terminal miss distance are given in table 4.1, case 2.  Essentially 
it can be stated that a performance improvement of about 2"il   is achieved by 

• calculating a time-dependent parameter B(t) by an on-line algorithm with low 
realization effort (second-order design model) and 

• the target range rt(t) as additional information. 

(iii)  Guidance solution based on a lead angle adapted design model: 

A further improvement of system performance can be achieved if the functions rm(t) and 
cos^tt) can be realized.  This enables 

•  a lead angle adapted design model (eq. 4.6) and 

• lead angle adapted guidance law parameter according to the kinematic guidance 
law (eq. 2.48): 

K1 * rm(t)/cos <Pm(t)   i- x2 = 2 vm (4.7a) 

k2 = ß(t) • 7m(t)/cos <Pm(t) . (4.7b) 

The functions rm(t) and <Pra(t) can be evaluated e.g. by an integrating function generator 

% " " 7m TJ   cos *m + %' ^mn '   ' VV = "'mo (4-8a) 

7  = vm • cos pm ;    Fm(t0) = rmQ (4.8b) 

<Pmn = arc sinfe (t > 7  v"1} (4.8c) mo t o  mo m 

The initial line-of-sight angular rate 6t(t0) can be obtained from the initial z;>(tg)- 
measurement.  The term amn(t) representing the steering law acceleration in eq. 2.48 can 
be approximated by the feedforward term in the guidance law: ämn(t)   R» H-|(t) • z3(t) + 
M2 ' 22(.t) .     Hence this solution approach does not require additional information but 
additional realization effort. 

Repeating the iterative design procedure a different set of free parameters in the 
weighting matrix 9(t) produces the parameter function 3(t) in fig. 4.4, case 3 and the 
distribution parameters in table 4.1, case 3.  The further performance improvement of 
about 16% to total 351 can be explained by the following: 

• The mean terminal miss is reduced due to the adapted steering law. 

• The improved steering behaviour necessitates a less feedback gain (fig. 4.4) 
such that the standard deviation of the terminal miss distance decreases. 

I 
This, result corresponds to the familiar control design experience of unburdening the 
feedback control by a proper feedforward control to obtain improved system performance. 

...;.„  ....... ^ ...... .... _...,,,   ..A 



4.2  Application of Optimal Filtering and 
Guidance Law Design 

As shown In chapter 2.2 proportional navicj 
the kinematic guidance law of the two-poin 
pointed ovit that the feedback part of the 
real world effects. In this section an ex 
le performance improvement by applying the 
(chapter 3.2) with special rerjard to missi 
noeuvres. In addition the problems of fin 
emphasized. 

To simulate different quidanee loops the 4 
Essentially it Is characterized by the non 
3tates of target and missile motion.  Two 

case I:    r(t0) » 3000 m ;        o(t0) 

Control Techniques to Proportional Navigation 

ation can be treated within the framework of 
t guidance principle.  Furthermore it was 
guidance law can be extended with regard to 
emplified investigation illustrates the possib- 
Gaussian, quadratic optimal control technique 
le dynamics, stochastic noice and target ma- 
al-time dependency and realization effort are 

eat  wollet model  as shown in fig. 4.5 is used, 
linear kine.natics, which are driven by the 
target engaging situation are considered: 

= 1.9° 

vm(t0) = vm(t) = 7 50 ms -1 am<t0> = ° 1 6m(t„) = o(t0) 

vt(t0) = vt(t) = 250 ms"1 ;    at(t0) = at(t) = 0 g ;   ej„(t0) = 160° ; 

case II:   r(tQ) = 2000 m °<t0> 

vm(tc) = vm(t) - 750 ms-1 ;   ^W = ° m^2   • em(t°' = o(to> : 

vt(t0) = vt(t) = 250 ms-1 ; 

m 

at(tQ) - 5 g em(t0) = 180° 

The missile dynamics are characterized by a linear second-order model with a constraint 
on the commanded acceleration input.  The sensor equipment (fig. 2.7) consists of a tar- 
get-tracking radar unit providing for measurements of the line-of-sight angular rate 
o(t) and of the closing velocity r(t).  A second-order model approximates the servo dy- 
namics of the senscr. 

Glint noise e„i(t) and thermal noise etn(t) are modelled as coloured and white noise re- 
spectively with range depending statistics.  The closing velocity r is assumed to be mea- 
sured noise-free.  The simulation applies the stochastic linearization approach [21]. 

For reasons of comparison a conventional  guidance  lau! de&ign  is performed using the pro- 
portional navigation law 

a  = - A  • f • ö   . (4.9) 

According to the considerations of section 4.1 about the comparison of different guidance 
laws and the design under various flight conditions the performance measure n in eq. 4.4 
is used to optimize the rystem behaviour and to compare the results.  Minimizing the per- 
formance measure n with respect to the navigation constant An as the only free parameter 
in this design case the terminal miss distribution parameters shown in table 4.2, case 1 
are obtained. 

To improve the system performance by extending   the  piopoitionat  navigation   law  with res- 
pect to the real world effects as shown in fig. 4.5 the approach of the Gaussian, quadra- 
tic optimal control technique is used.  As a realization requirement the computational ef- 
fort is to be kept low. 

Following the solution 
cedure is separated in 

To get estimates  x(t) 
is applied.  It uses a 
and o(t), the missile 
order Markov-model is 
gular filter case the 
6 is described by the 
about the nominal cond 
done.  Therefore the £ 
5(t0), 6t(t0) and the 
rm(t) = Fm(t0) + r It- 
derations about low-or 
section. 

To avoid the disadvantage of 
dependency of the solution, r 
changing final time, it is su 
pending feedback vector kc(t0 
law Is given by 

of the controller design technique in 
a filter and a control law design. 

of the real world states the Kalman-Bu 
real world model of order 8 containing 

and servo dynamic states and the glint 
included for target acceleration modell 
measurement z(t) is superposed by an ar 
nonlinear differential equation (2.3) 
itions (2.9) assuming constant target- 
liter model requires information about 
velocity ratio uv.  The nominal range r 
„).  Due to the principal character of 
dor and/or constant gain filter design 

section 3.2 the design pro- 

C(J-TiltcK   algorithm   (eq.   3.3) 
the kinematic states o(t) 

noise.  In addition a first- 
ing [21).  To avoid the sin- 
tificial white noise.  Since 
first order Taylor expansion 

and missile velocities was 
the nominal conditions r(t0), 
m(t) is approximated by 
the example possible consi- 
are beyond the scope of this 

the quadratic   optimal   contlol   technique,   i.e. the final time 
equiring high on-line computational effort in the case of 
ggested to use a flight-constant, but initial condition ce- 

for state estimate feedback.  Hence the extended guidance 

(t) kc(to> *(t (4.10) 

The design problem consists o 
control technique (eq. 3.5), 
causes a satisfying system be 
A suitable set of weighting m 
back, matrices for the considc 
cor.bine the estimates of line 
get manoeuvre to produce the 

f finding o,.e suitable set of weighting matrices for the 
such that the pre-launch computed feedback vector kc(t0) 
haviour In the sense of the performance measure n in eq. 4.4. 
atrices was found by trial and error.  The resulting feed- 
rod flight situations are shown in table 4.2, case 2.  They 
-of-sight angular rate, of missile dynamic states and of tar- 
guidance command (eq. 4.10).  The improved system performance 
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of about 4 5% can be briefly explained by the following 

• The mean terminal miss is reduced due to fast target manoeuver detection by 
the filter combined with a damped flight behaviour due to the control law. 

• The standard deviation is diminished by the low-pass character of the filter. 

This shows the efficiency of applying optimal control techniques to the considered 
guidance law design problem. 
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<Lt  =   10m> 1 2 3 
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d     i. 

dm(tf> w 3m(tf> 
od(tf) n 

I 

II 

III 

3.30 m 

2.45  m 

2.25  m 

- 3.60 m 

*  2.65 m 

- -\.->b  m 

4.95  m 

3.70 m 

3.51   m 

- 0.05  m 

- 0.20 m 

0.0    m 

3.00 m 

2.55  m 

2.15  m 

1.0 

0.77 

0.65 

Table 4.1  Numerical results for line-of-sight guidance law comparison 

case  1 case  2 

engaging condition engaging condition 

I II 

Control Gain A„„-  "4.6 opt k     • c 0 

5234 

-15.3 

-1.4 

0 

0 

0 

-1.5 

k    » •   c 0 

5995 

-24.6 

-2.3 

0 

0 

0 

-1.9 

mean terminal miss   [m] 1.4 1.3 0.0 0.1 

standard deviation  terminal 
miss   (ra] 3.1 4.4 2.77 2.74 

performance measure IT, 
(Lt  =   10 m) 1.02 0.56 

I 

Table 4.2  Comparison of conventional proportional guidance law (case 1) and optimal 
control techniques (case 2) 
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Figure   1.2:      Principal   information  and  acceleration  demands  of  guidance   laws 
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Figure 2.3;  Acceleration ratios due to target manoeuvres 
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TESTING OF MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

by 
Philip C. Gregory 

Martin Marietta Corporation, Aerospace Division 
P.O. Dox 5837 

Orlando, Florida  3.2855 U.S.A 

SUMMARY 

Improved techniques of testing and data recovery which permit accurate math model- 
ing of flight systems have- been an important adjunct to the increased growth of simula- 
tion.  Early simulations tested individual components such as the inertial instruments 
in physical environments, but as terminal guidance sensors developed, interaction be- 
tween the physics of the sensed information and the system led to increased ground test 
complexity. 

Television, semi-active laser, infrared,, and radar simulation rooms are being 
grouped around a central computer facility which can service each in turn and which can 
provide some limited functions for each simultaneously.  In some cases these technolo- 
gies are combined.  As an illustrative example, in this paper an improved radar guidance 
laboratory which allows simultaneous infrared simulations for developing and testing 
point tracker radar and IR dual mode guidance systems is described.  These guidance sys- 
tems must be tested for target acquisitior, discrimination, and tracking capabilities 
under precisely controlled conditions in a dynamic, real-time, simulated environment. 
The radar guidance types can be passive at 3 to 5 or 8 to 14 microns. 

A short review of system requirements is furnished, and the major laboratory sub- 
systems are described, with emphasis on the features of the rotational and translalional 
motion systems, anechoic chamber, linear array target antenna system, radar generation 
system, IR target system, and computation.  The principal new design features of this 
laboratory are the linear array target antenna system and the radar generation system, 
which provides for four distinct radar emitters, each of which can simulate simultane- 
ous, indepsndent RF sources.  These sources can be surveillance, surface-to-air missiles 
(SAM), search or early warning radars, plus radar returns from illuminated targets, and 
all types of pulsed and continuous wave ECM signals.  Phenomena, such as atmospheric 
attenuation, Doppler shift, target cross section deviation, and glint are also simulated. 
Criteria used to specify the required system performance, the reasons for criteria selec- 
tion, and the laboratory test results are also included. 

The costs of acquisition and operation are also identified.  An important con- 
sideration is the expected life of the facility.  Technology is continually changing 
and five to ten years is the limit of useful life without modifications.  Examples of 
obsolescence and modifications of an electro-optic laboratory are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most simulators have been built specifically to save monev, even though it is 
rather difficult to determine the cost tradeoff.  However, if the simulator is to solve 
a problem that would involve considerable risk to flight vehicles, or if it were ex- 
tremely difficult to provide the tactical environment, then the discussion on cost ef- 
fectiveness can be put aside and only the cost of the simulator is of concern. 

Nowhere is this more true than in the case of the missile point tracker homing 
radar guidance system.  The extreme difficulty of testing critical performance factors 
of modern airborne point tracker homing radar guidance systems in actual missile flight 
tests makes implementation of extensive flight test programs essentially impossible.  If 
such flight test programs could be implemented, cost would be prohibitive.  The techni- 
cal difficulty lies in the fact that realistic, high performance multiple targets, in- 
cluding decoys, cannot be repeatedly provided to test radar seeker guidance system ac- 
quisition, tracking, and discrimination capabilities under controlled conditions. 
Examples of radar-guided missile systems which have multiple air target discrimination 
and maneuvering high performance target capabilities are strategic long range bomber de- 
fense missiles, long range tactical air defense missiles, and advanced tactical air-to- 
air missiles.  The more sophisticated the targets which these weapon systems must " 
engage, the higher closure rates, and higher target maneuvering rates, make safe, real- 
istic flight tests all but impossible.  Tab1e I presents a partial list of technical 
problem areas which require experimental evaluation for advanced air target guidance 
systems, in the proper context of the intended mission and anticipated RF and tactical 
environment!. 

A point tracker homing guidance system tracks a point source which appears to be 
located at infinity and can b-j electro-optical, laser, infrared, or RF types, or com- 
binations of these.  The RF point tracker guidance system can be passive, semi-active, 
or active.  Specific characteristics follow. 

1  Passive system - The missile homes on a target which is emitting a radar 
signal, such as a tracking station.  Here only the characteristics such 
as frequency, antenna pattern, and signal strength need to be provided. 

-/{—l   '  ' ''••       ' „ •  u*- 'W—-i ~!  'v ' :-*.+'•—*/; ;X--~—~'  •i1-'- - \&f .u . £?'~->U f'^^r"'^''^'(~''^'i-'~^-^">\ , 7\ 
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2    Semi-activ system - The target is illuminated by a source external to the 
missile.  Again, a signal duplicating that emanating from the target must 
be furnished for the missile.  But in addition to this (for most semi-active 
systems), pulses of the proper frequency, timing, etc., which the missile 
would receive from the ground station mu3t be supplied. 

2 Active system - The frequency, timing, etc., of the return pulses must be 
derived from the radar transmitter aboard the missile. 

TABLE I 

Typical Mission Requirements not Capable of 
Evaluation Using Flight Tests 

Mission Requirements Potential Technical Problem for Guidance 

1. Home on target Main lobe clutter rejection 
Guidance signal crosstalk 

2. High closure rate Maneuver limits 
Acquisition sensitivity 
Radome induced anomalies 

3. Low altitude impact Multipath guidance 

4. Formation targets Target discrimination 
Guidance processing logic 

5. All weather Guidance noise 

6. High altitude Long range acquisition 
Receiver dynamic range 
Side lobe clutter rejection 
Receiver sensitivity 

7. ECM Target discrimination logic 
Miss distance 

Further, in addition to the single return from the target, which should include 
such effects as acintillation, glint, and atmospheric attenuation (e.g., rain), other 
elements of the environment may be included.  There may be multiple targets or decoys, 
ground clutter, multipath returns, and a number of simulated ECM signals. 

The RF point tracker system operates as follows: 

Use *• Provide update target position information. 

Techniques - Active tracking in range, angle, or Doppler (or range, angle, 
and Doppler), or passive tracking in angle, frequency, PP.F, 

. etc., of emitting targets. 

Unique Processing - Clutter, multipath, glint, ECM, multi-targets, etc., 
rejection, or discrimination, or rejection and 
discrimination. 

Problems - 

Glint 
Scintillation 
Multipath 
Sensitivity 
Clutter 
Electromagnetic environment 
Multiple target environment 
Sensor errors 
Kinematics (scenario and platform). 

A further complication is that advanced guidance systems may be multimode and 
therefore able to hand-over from one guidance mode to another (passive RF to active 
RF, or RF to IR, etc.) on different frequency bands. 

Four elements of simulation are required to subject a missile guidance system to a 
simulated environment which approximates a large part of the flight envelope. 

1^ A target which the missile can fly against in as near a real-world environment 
as possible. 

2 A seeker system to track the target and issue guidance commands. 

3 Computers to convert the guidance signals to control surface positions, simulate 
the aeiodynamics and kinematics of the missile, and control the missile 
environment. 

;>*rXb££ •J A-v -II • I. J..M vj,r... V*C^ ;«-Y 
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4^ A transport system to maintain the spatial relationship of the missile with 
respect bo the target. 

During the 1970's many government and commercial organizations designed and built 
testing facilities in an attempt to furnish valid simulations.  One of these, still 
in operation, was built by Martin Marietta at Orlando in 1966.  The facility allpws the 
designer to: 

1  Determine the guidance system characteristics; 

2_    Measure the guidance system performance; 

3_ Evaluate and optimize the seeker performance over the extremes of its 
environment; 

£ Integrate the guidance system with the missile prior to putting hardware in 
the field and well in advance of flight testing. 

The guidance development center has been continually expanded and consists of an 
electro-optical guidanca laboratory, an RF/IR point tracker guidance laboratory, an RF 
correlator guidance laboratory, a pilot display laboratory, and a computer laboratory. 
This paper will discuss the RF/IR guidance laboratory, with primary emphasis on the 
RF aspects. 

The RF/IR guidance laboratory was recently expanded to provide a capabilicy of 
developing and testing advanced point tracker RF and IR guidance systems well into the 
1980's.  The overall simulation requirements generated during an extensive preliminary 
design study are: 

1 Perform full mission, real-time, closed-loop dynamic simulation. 

2^ Verify miseile system capabilities to search for, acquire, and accurately 
track targets in the presence of ECM and evasive flight tactics. 

3_ Test critical performance factors of modern air target homing radar and IR . 
guidance systems. 

£ Allow full mission hand-off from one guidance mode to another. 

5 Perform simulation of active, semi-active, and passive radar systems. 

6. Test under repeatable conditions. 

2 Perform system integration and checkout prior to flight test. 

All of these requirements aie important; however, items 2 and 3 really represent the 
main reasons for simulation. 

THE RF/IR GUIDANCE LABORATORY AND ITS MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS 

1. General 

Figure 1 shows the original layout of the guidance development center. The radar 
guidance laboratory interfaces with the computer laboratory and operates independently 
of the rest of the GDC.  A block diagram of a point tracking sensor is shown in Figure 
2. The sensor uses either a conical scan or a monopulse system to keep the antenna 
gimbal pointed at the target.  Gyros mounted on the gimbal and pickoffs on the gimbal 
are used to provide steering signals to the missile.  This type of tracking is in wide 
use with conventional airborne radars to track targets which can be characterized es- 
sentially as point sources of radiation. 

To understand in more detail how this is accomplished, consider the four simulation 
elements previously mentioned.  For the target, the laboratory must furnish a radar sig- 
nal which "looks" like the signal the seeker is designed to track.  To provide the RF 
environment, it is necessary to have a shielded anechoic chamber and an extensive RF gen- 
eration capability.  The shielding isolates the system from all the unwanted radiation of. 
the outside world.  The anechoic chamber prevents spurious reflection of the signals 
transmitted in the laboratory.  The RF generators must cover the range of modern tracker 
systems, and must provide for the other elements of the RF environment.  GDC equipment 
can cover the frequency range from upper UHF to K)J-band (0.5 to 18 GHz).  The seeker, 
while usually supplied by the customer, must be interfaced to the lab. 

All of its guidance signals must be converted to dc analog voltages for the com- 
puter simulation, and all radar signals except those corainr from the target and the 
target environment must be exchanged with the proper lab devices.  If a hardware (instead 
of a simulated) autopilot is used, such accelerometer and rate gyro signals as it 
requires must be provided in the proper form from the computer simulation.  A simu- 
lated seeker is also usually mechanized on the computer for lab and computer checkout. 
With the seeker mounted on the three-axis flight table, the steering signals from the 
seeker hardware are used to drive the mathematical model simulated on the computer. 
The output of the mathematical model provides input signals to the translation and 
rotational drives.  The target transport system positions the target in the Y and 1 

i-Jr: 
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ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 
FOR SEEKER SIMULATION 
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Figure 1.  Missile Radar Guidance Laboratory 
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Figure 2.  Point Tracking Sensor 

positions to simulate the missile lateral and vertical translations.  The sixth degree 
of freedom, longitudinal range, is electronically controlled as power, as a function of 
range. 

A block diagram depicting the overall simulation of a missile in flight is shown 
in Figure 3.  It is composed of computer performed simulation, translational and rota- 
tional degrees of freedom equipment, a target model, and a guidance seeker package. 
The GDC gimbal (3-axis flight table) provides the missile reference frame based on an 
inertial reference frame.  All forces and moments on the airframe are calculated from 
the missile reference frame.  Division by mass properties (inertial) then gives the 
accelerations in the same frame.  Integration of these accelerations, then, gives the 
translations (u, v and w) and rotational (p, q and r) velocities in this body frame of 
reference.  These velocities must then.be transformed to an inertial frame of reference 
to be corrected for commanding the velocities of the three degrees of translation.  Thus/ 
by adding the three degrees of translation, the true dynamic spatial relationship of the 
missile relative to the target is obtained.  By having this angular and rotational in- 
teraction, closed-loop simulation permits the computer representation of the aerodyna- 
mics, kinematics, autopilot, and actuators to.experience the same dynamic environment 
that the seeker experiences under actual flight conditions.  Even launch dynamics and 
wind buffeting effects can be simulated with realistic forces being applied to the 
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seeker under test via the three-axis table and its translaticnal capability.  Figure 4 
presents a sketch of the simulation configurations.  The main elements are: 

1^ Anechoic chamber inside an electromagnetically shielded room; 

2 Two-axis electromechanical transport system which provides lateral and 
vertical translation of the target antenna system; 

3 Two-axis gimbal for rotation of the target antenna system; 

A     Target antenna system which provides RF radiation; 

5 Three-axis gimbal for real-time rotation of the system under test; 

£ RF geneiation system which provides RF signals for radiation; 

2 IR generation system for point IR sources; 

8     Hybrid computer for computation in dynamic closed-loop, real-time 
simulation. 
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Figure 3.  Missile Flight Simulation 
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Figure Simulation Configuration 

2.  Anechoic Chamber and Shielded Room 

The anechoic chamber (Figure 5) is 25 feet high, 25 feet wide and 32 feet deep. 
The chamber was specified to provide anechoism from 0.5 to 18.0 GHz, although it will 
operate very we^l up to 50 CHz at a reflection level ranging from 30 to 4 5 dB on axis. 
The chamber is located insid  an electromagnetically shielded room which is specified 
for insertion losses for plane waves greater than 80 dB from 0.5 to 50 GHz, and greater 
than 70 dB for electric fields from 200 kHz to 1 MHz. 



Three-Axis Flight Table 

The flight table located in the back of the anechoic chambet contains the guidance 
seeker and electronics.  The flight table carries the seeker through three-degrees-of- 
freedom:  pitch, yaw, and roil in that order of sequence.  The flight table can accept 
a seeker package up tc 14 inches in diameter weighing up to 100 piunds.  Its main per- 
formance parameters are: 

Displacement 

Velocity (max) 

Accuracy 

Bandwicth 

Pitch 

+120 deg about 
vertical 

200 deq 

0.05 deg 

15 Hz 

Yaw 

+45 deg 

Roll 

360 deg 
continuous 

200 deg    750 deg 

0.05 deg   G.05 deg 

15 Hz     20 Hz 

4.  Two-Axis Translational System 

The translational cystem is located at the transmitting end of the anechoic chamber 
end consists of the horizontal beam and supporting columns as well as the lateral car- 
riage.  Trajectory motion of the missile in the lateral and vertical direction is pro- 
vided by motion of the translational system carrying the transmitting linear array tar- 
get antenna system that v.he seeker is tiacking.  The main  characteristics of the trans- 
lational system are: 

Displacement 

Velocity (max) 

Accuracy • 

Bandwidth 

Lat ;ral 

22 feet 

4 feet 

0.25 inch 

3 Hz 

Verric.-l 

22 feet 

6 feet 

0.25 inch 

3 Hz 

Two-Axis Girabal 

The two-axis gimbal assembly (Figure C) is located on the lateral carriage.  The 
main function of the gimbal is to point the linear array target antenna system toward 
the seeker contained in the three-axis flight table as the two-axis translational system 
moves about in the chamber.  The separation of the centerline of the two-axis gimbal is 
25 feet, with the lateral carriage centered at the transmitting end of the chamber.  The 
gimbal is designed to position a 250 pound payload.  The main characteristics of the two- 
axis gimbal are: 

Displacement 

Velocity (nkix) 

Accuracy 

Bandwidth 

Yaw 

+25 deg 

15 deg 

0.1 deg 

10 Hz 

Pitch 

+25 deg 

15 deg 

0.1 deg 

10 Hz 

iiW///,/lWvfe:.'.. >./,.,        -Jut**** 

Figure 5.  Anechoic Chamber 

Figure 6.  Two-Axis Transitonal 

and Gimbal Assembly 
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6. Linear'Array Target Antenna System 

The linear array target antenna system (Figure 7) consists of rn  electronic tee 
array of 13 log periodic antennas which can move three simultaneous, independent RF 
targets around the array.  This array is mounted on the two-axis gimbal.  A 16-bit 
Nova-2. minicomputer is dedicated to positioning these three targets on the array and 
is under control from the hybric1 computer system. 

7. RF Generation Equipment 

The RF generation equipment (Figure 8) for point tracker guidance systems covers 
a range of 0.5 to 18.0 GHz.  Two sets of RF generation equipment are used.  One covers 
from 0.5 to 12.4 GHz while the other covers from 12.4 to 18.0 GHz.  The RF generators 
are under hybrid computer control and form the RF pulses when commanded.  The outputs 
of these RF generators are fed to the target- motion system. 

8. The IR Generation System 

The IR generation system is located on the two-axis gimbal beneath the antenna 
array.  The IR system is colocated with an RF antenna that can be operated independently 
of the antenna array.  The RF antenna operates between 12.4 and 18.0 GHz, while the two 
IR sources can r   Derated between 3-5 and 8-14 microns.  This system is designed for 
use for air-to-g   l". dual mode RF/IR guidance systems. 

9. Hybrid Computer and Software 

The hybrid computer system, which l? dedicated to operating the GDC laboratories, 
(Figure 9) consists of Xerox Sigma-5 digital computers and several EAI 231-RV analog 
computers. 

In general, the analog computers accept the guidance commands of the seeker and 
simulate the aerodynamics of the missile and target to determine the trajectory.  The 
digital computer controls the timing and processing of the radar signals for the target 
and other elements of the environment. 

In addition to the system and hybrid 
software, the software needed to generate 
the electromagnetic and natural environ- 
ment is: 

1 Target characteristics (Doppler, 
scintillation, glint, range delay, 
attenuation, pulsewidth change, 
emitter characteristics). 

2_    Environmental models (terrain back- 
scatter, atmospheric effects, multi- 
path) . 

3^ RF run time Horary (attenuation, 
pulsewidth, pulse delay, frequency) . 

1 ~ 

Figure 8.  RF Generation Equipment 

Figure 7.  Linear Array Target 

Antenna System 

Figure 9.  Hybrid Computer System 
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MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS 

The major considerations' in determining the simulation systems specifications were 
that the simulator provide a dynamic, real-time environment for a multi-mode guidance 
missile system which would allow extensive tests and evaluations to be performed.  The 
following simulation system specifications were established: 

o Tracker types - point trackers, active and semi-active coherent and 
non-coherent, passive 

o Number of independent simultaneous targets - four .•••"• 

o Total field of view   45 degrees vortical and horizontal 

o Target angular rates - Up to 28 deg/s 

o Hand-over from one mode to another (active, passive) 

o Crossing targets 

o Types of signals - CW or pulsed 

o Operating frequency r?nge - 0.5 to 18.0 GHz 

o RF power density at test aperture - 10 mW/m-* (max) per target 

o Dynamic range - 100 dB 

o S/N ratio - 40 dB 

o Maximum PRF - 320 kHz 

o Frequency agility 

Any frequency within a subband or a pulse-to-pulse basis Doppler shift caoability 
is included for simulation of the radar types.  It was felt that four independent simul- 
taneous target types would be any form of decoys, main target, various ECM's clutter, 
multipath, glint, and scintillation.  Each of these target or environment types would 
be a computer software model and woul'' be called when needed.  The number of targets 
could be considerably increased providing the PRF rate of the target is under 100 kHz. 
These targets then could be time shared on a channel, each with independent PRF rates 
and pulse widths. 

Ideally, the total field of view would be greater than 100 degrees because ri~ the 
large gimbal look angles of radar guidance systems. However, since this wou.1'1 !; pro- 
hibitive in cost and very difficult to achieve mechanically, a 45 degree FOV 's r.-jil- 
able in the GDC RF chamber.  This is sufficient for most mission profiles. 

The hand-over from one guidance mode to another is imperative for full mission 
system testing, to determine not only initial and final conditions, bjt to determine 
transients and boresight problems.  Calculations showed that it would be optjun to 
achieve up to 140 mW/meter^ on the aperture system under test for simulator c.r::e-in 
flight anr! a large power radiant target in a passiv? mode.  However, in actual. •. ractice 
it is not practical to provide that much power because of large TWT requirements at the 
source.  The frequency agility requirement is necessary to follow the freaue:. v varia- 
tion of the system under test. 

PRINCIPAL NEW DESIGN FEATURES 

The concept of an RF guidance simulation facility is not new; an RF guidance lab- 
oratory was a part of the GDC when it was built in 1966 and consisted of an open-ended 
anechoic chamber, three-axis flight table, two-axis translational system and a very 
limited S-band RF generation system.  Computation facilities consisted of two analog 
computers.  In 1972, the computational facilities were increased to the hybrid computer 
complex discussed earlier. 

The expansion of the original RF guidance laboratory to the one that now exists 
incorporated new design features such as the target motion system, the RF generation 
system, and the RF/IR system. 

1.  Target Motion System ' 
i 

Specifications 

The top level specifications for the target motion system are summarized as 
follows: 

Operating Frequency - 0.5 GHz - 18 GHz 

Number of simu)taneous independent targets - four, including decoys 
standoff, and o.i-board ECM, clutter, and multipath 

Additional return signal source capability - clutter, nultipath,- and 
ground band ECM 

V "Sil ^•^%;/i^SCti>^- • • xA*~ r 
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Multiple target angular separation - 0 to 9 degrees 

Total field of view - 45 degrees 

Relative target missile crossing angular rates 

Velocity    = 28 deg/s2 

Acceleration = 19.5 deg/s2 

Target positioning accuracy (including anechoic chamber RP and target 
motion system) = +3 milliradians (rms) 

Polarisation - linear (vertical or horizontal) 

Maximum test aperture diameter - 11 wavelengths 

RF power density at test aperture 10 mW/m2 (max) per tc  -t channel 

Glint bandwidth - 10 Hz 

Four basic radiating configurations wore considered to meet these specifications, and 
the following conditions or criteria of design were assumed: 

I     The test aperture diameter = D^2 4 1 10 in at f = 12.4 GHz. 

2_ The aperture diameters that may be tested ever *-he entire frequency region 
of 0.5 _< f < 18 GHz u.e  subject to both the far-field condition, R ^ 2.56 
D2/A, and to the condition that the illumination across the test aperture 
not vary by more than  e = 1 dB (+0.5 dB) for all except approach 1.  The 
latter condition reoviires that R >_ 3.337 de/A D. 

3_ The radiation path length s R may be 25 ft for approaches 2 and 3; the maxi- 
mum chamber cross section is 20 x 20 ft.  For the large fixed array 
(approach 4), 18 <_ R £ 30 ft; for this case, the maximum chamber cross sec- 
tional dimensions available for the array are L x L = 24 ft x  24 ft. 

£ The array element spacing ; de > 6 in, based on estimated minimum element 
size required for low frequency {>_  0.5 GHz) operation. 

The four approaches were: 

1^ Fixed single or multiple radiating elements. 

2^ Multiple fixed and electromechanically drive elements. 

3_ Fixed and electromechanically driven limited dimension matrix array. 

4    Fixed large dimension matrix array. 

Approach 1 

This approach was based on locating fi>:ed single or multiple radiating elements 
on a vertical wall at the rear of the anechoic chamber.  As the simulation of glint 
and multipath was required and that the angle of arrival of the returns be controlled, 
approach 1 was eliminated. 

Approach 2 

This approach used three individual servo-driven elements as target radiators. 
The signals emitted are direct analogs of the actual RF signals that would be en- 
countered in flight.  Target-to-missile relative motion is provided by moving the 
target for trajectory simulation and moving the flight table to simulate missile short 
period motions.  The radiators can be moved relative to one another to represent tar- 
get return, glint, decoys, ECK, and multiple targets, or combinations thereof.  The 
radiators are attached to the horizontal beam and are translated over the 20 ft x 20 
ft extent of the anechoic chamber mouth. 

Some particular limitations of this concept were: 

1     The phase centers of the radiating elements cannot be colocated closer than 
1.8 degrees. 

2_ Assuming angular glint with bandwidths up to 10 hertz as anticipated for 
targets with 100-ft cross range extent at slant ranges as small as 1000 
feet to be simulated, the position rates and accelerations upon triad would 
become unmanageable. 

Approach 3 

The third approach was called the hybrid antenna system and uses two linear arrays 
of two-element subarrays.  The linear arrays are each of length L = 4 ft and form a tee 
configuration.  The entire tee arri.y is moved electromechanically across the anechoic 
chamber mouth for large target translations.  Vernier target motion and glint simula- 
tions are achieved by phase center scanning (PCS) within each two-element rubarray (each 
representing a target source). 
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For R 25, the far field condition allows D 
le 

12.4 10.6 inches.  Then, the element 
spacing in each linear array will be de = 0.767 D12|4 = 8.10 in.  For L = 4 ft = 48 in = 
(N-l)de, there are N = 7 elements per linear subarray or a total of Nj = 2N = 14 ele- 
ments for the linear tee array.  The ratio D/A = 1 at 12.4 GHz.  To satisfy the test 
aperture illumination criterion of +0.5 dB, the same D/A at frequencies above 12.4 GHz 
must be maintained because de = 0.767 D12.4 is fixed. 

Three simultaneous targets were chosen to be simulated by this approach.  Each two- 
element subarray can handle all three targets and a crossing target capability exists. 
As öach simulated target is translated across each r'lbarray, the nearest adjacent sub- 
array element is switched in to form a new subarray, thereby allowing a smooth hand-over 
and translation of the target centroid across each arm of the tee. 

The linear tee array is a special and simplified form of matrix arny (array of 
subarrays) considered in approach. 

In order to maintain an attractive cost, the number of antennas was limited to 13 
with options to add up to 120 more radiating elements at a later date. 

Approach 4 

This approach employs a large fixed matrix array which would be located on a wall 
at the rear of the chamber.  Configuration of this approach contained from 500 to 900 
radiating elements.  It consisted of radiating elements placed on an equilateral tri- 
angular grid, forming three-element subarrays or triads.  This system also met desired 
performance criteria; however, it was eliminated because of cost and anticipated tech- 
nical problems associated with the SPNST switch where Ng = NT/

3
 
= 34> the problem here 

lies in its practical implementation for reasonably low insertion loss, high average 
power handling, and phase equality between outputs ports, for the entire 0.5 to 18.0 GHz 
region.  Further, this approach does not allow a combination RF/IR capability as no me- 
chanical target motion is involved. 

Selected Approach 

Approach 3 was selected.  The block diagram is shown in Figure 10.  The antennas 
chosen for meeting the broad frequency requirement of 0.5 to 18.0 GHz low mass and ease 
of fabrication were log-periodic antennas.  The base dimension is 8 inches and the 
length to apex is 13 inches.  Ordinarily, the 8-inch base dimension would relider these 
antennas useful down to 1 GHz (0.5A).  By loading the elements of the array, these an- 
tennas can be made to operate down to 0.5 GHz.  Ä gain of 7 dB and a half-power beamwidth 
of 70 degrees is characteristic of these structures. 
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Figure 10.  Tee Matrix Array 
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RF" Generator 

Specifications 

The top specifications for RF generation are summarized as follows: 

Non-Coherent Point Tricker Channel Specifications 

Frequency 

Instantaneous frequency diversity 

Dynamic range 

Amplitude resolution 

Amplitude accuracy 

Types of signals 

Pulsewidth (pulsed mode) 

1.0 - 12.4 GHz 

400 MHz 

100 dB minimum 

0.2 dB minimum 

+2 dB maximum 

CW and pulses 

50 ns to 80 vs 

Lower power (input to RF genreitor)  -20 dBm minimum (internal coupler 

S/N (broadband) 

Pulsewidth resolution 

Range delay 

Range resolution 

Pulse repetition rate 

Range rate 

Range rate resolution 

provided for coherent ECM) 

40 dB minimum 

50 ns 

1 ms maximum 

50 ns 

100 Hz - 100 kHz 

13,000 ns/s maximum 

50 ns/s 

FACILITY COST 

To determine the value of laboratory ownership, both initial acquisition and 
operating costs must be considered.  Table II is a summary of the initial acquisition 
cost for a complete laboratory.  If it is desired to build more than one laboratory - 
for example, radar, electro-optical, infrared - a corresponding increase in test equip- 
ment and a smaller increase in the other factors must be included.  When considering 
recurring costs, it is evident that the most significant items are those associated 
with labor.  The costs shown in Table III are representative. 

TABLE II 

Initial Acquisition Costs 

Item 1979 $ (millions) 

Building 4 

Computers 5 

Test Equipment 11 

Controls 2 

Total 22 

TABLE III 

Operating Costs/Shift/Year 

Skill Number 1979 S (thousands) 

Programming 3 150 

Labor Operating 2 80 

Maintenance 2 80 

Supervision 1 60 

Subtotal 370 

Materials 1% of Hardware 90 

Total 460 

A previous lecture has shown the powerful economic and political justification for 
simulation; however, the global savings may not be important to the immediate program 
manager.  T.f a facility is to be used extensively by projects, its weekly rental charges 
must be low.  To establish a reasonable return on investment, the depreciation, opera- 
ting costs and profit must be established based upon expected operation of the facility. 
Figure 11 illustrates the reduction in costs per week, as additional shifts are worked 
in the same facility.  To increase operations substantially beyond two shifts requires 

-j,  
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simulation facilities include at least two Simulation Laboratories such as shown in 
Figure 1.  The multiple laboratories also have the advantage of stabilizing work loads 
and allowing for income while modifications and changes are being made. 

With consideration of all the above aspects, it ?s apparent that this type of faci- 
lity will cost $2,000,000 per year.  Few countries or companies could afford such a lab- 
oratory for their individual requirements unless there are multiple weapon developments 
being pursued.  The laboratory at Martin Marietta is currently running slightly below 
four shifts and rents laboratory time to the United States Government (Army, Navy and 
Air Force), foreign governments, and as a third priority to other commercial firms such 
as General Dynamics, which has conducted a.'i F-16 weapons program there. 

$ (1000) 

80 

70 

60 . 

50 

40 

30 , 

20 . 

10 , 

0 

Figure 11. 

SHIFTS 

Cost Per Week as a Function of Shift 

ELECTRO-OPTIC IMPROVEMENTS 

In an earlier lecture ("Laboratory Technique and Evaluation Methodology," Series #52), 
the operation of an electro-optic facility to design and evaluate weapons was described. 
During the intervening time, technology has progressed ^o the point that such systems 
are becoming obsolete.  These weapons are constrained by the operator's acquisition of 
the target through the weapon optics.  This restricted the operator to limited ranges 
and a relative small terrain area in front of the vehicle flight path.  Now that it has 
been conclusively demonstrated that tracking systems can hit the targets they are locked 
on to, the weapon problem becomes one of finding the target at greater ranges.  It was 
necessary to modify the laboratory to permit evaluation of the more complex task.  To 
illustrate the changes required, let us examine a mission scenario. 

If a helicopter flying through its tactical mission is considered (Figure 12), 
the flight gunner or pilot must perform a target search and detection through the wind- 
screen with the unaided eye.  Then, through the use of the optical sensor (the aided 
eye) he acquires the target through the fire control display, and the recognition or 
identification and tracking task is initiated.  In some cases, the aircraft is maneuver- 
ed into position through the boresight of the aircraft, or in others the fire control 
gimbals are torqued to the line of sight.  The weapons or turret alignment is thus 
effected, and the task may consist of transmitting target coordinate and code informa- 
tion.  However, if the helicopter is to deliver weapons, the missile launch seauence 
is initiated, and the weapon is fired and left to track the target automatically to 
the point of impact. 

As can be seen, there is heavy interplay between the man and the machine.  Without 
this interplay in the early development tests, the total effectiveness of a system is 
not known until after a rigorous flight test program has been performed or feedback from 
subsequent field operations has been received. 

It is also worthy of note that in the real world, scoring is accomplished in terms 
of the end result which is singular in nature - "Was the selected target hit?" This is 
not so in the simulated world where check points can be used to determine where the 
greatest man/machine errors exist. 

\' v '•' 
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TARGET ACQUISITION 
• HUMAN EYEBALL 
• OPTICAL SENSOR 
• LASER SENSOR 

MISSILE PREP AND AIMING 
• AIRCRAFT MANEUVER 
• TARGET COORDINATE 

TRANSFER 
• MISSILE LAUNCH 

SEQUENCE 

MISSILE FLIGHT 

• GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 

Figure 12.  Helicopter System Mission 

The major subsystems to fully accomplish the simulation are the crew station, the 
visual scene displays, the mot inn base, the large payload gimbal and the computer soft- 
ware program (see Figure 13). 

The terrain model is 80 by 40 feet with a large selection of optical targets.  It 
can be scaled selectively from 1:200 to 1:1200 thus permitting extended target search 
or terrain masking experiments.  The lighting is variable between 200 and 2000 foot 
candles with color mixing (Figure 14). 

The vehicle gimbal system (VGS) (Figure 15), is a versatile gimbal system that ac- 
cepts a large payload and is interchangeable with the present flight table provided in 
the optical chamber.  The gimbals are servo power driven.  The gimbal order of yaw, 
pitch, and roll is conducive to aircraft maneuvers such as those required for pylon turns. 

Figure 13.  Simulation Elements 

<",'. -r s:- ;;WV/N .'i'Xir 
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Figure 14.  Terrain Model 

Figure 15.  Venicle Girabal Syetem 

^^^^^Si^KMaf^SMElSM» 

The optical probes move on a two axis transport over the terrain model to simulate 
ji'.t degrees of freedom and provide the pilot with both an out the window scene and a 
weapon system sensor display (Figure 16). 

The crew environment is the cockpit area of a helicopter or aircraft.  Actual fuse- 
lage sections provide a realistic environment ror the pilot and gunners to perform their 
tasks on a six-degree-of-freedom motion base 'Figure 17).  The motion base is designed 
for computer control.  Six hydraulic actuators produce the degrees of freedom with a 
performance that will satisfy motion cues for helicopter and aircraft flight simulation. 

Figure 16.  Optical Probes and Gantry 

Figure 17.  Motion Base 

•'*' t-^. X; ' :-:-.i--' >' 
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One of several aircraft, ship, or tank cockpits (Figure 18) can be counted on this 
motion base to provide a most realistic operator workload.  The hybrid computers con- 
trol these simulation elements in a variety of combinations to achieve specific mission 
objectives. 

Weapon systems, fire control systems, equipment integration, pilot workload, 
avionics configurations, sensor/display combinations, and other concepts are evaluated 
for total system acceptability.  These factors are rated for advantages and disadvantages 
from an cperability standpoint, thus ensuring optimum system concepts before baseline 
hardwar . is designed. 

CONCLUSION 

Complex simulations of missile guidance and control systems are now within the state- 
of-the-art.  Such simulations hold the potential for reducing costs and schedules on de- 
velopment programs.  rhey can also increase system performance by allowing systematic 
evaluation of variables.  However, since weapon development can quickly make technology 
obsolete, flexibility of the simulation facility's configuration and ingenuity in its 
design are of paramount importance if the facility is to be cost-effective. 

figure 18.  Helicopter and Aircraft Cockpits 

&£ 
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Application of .*>-i extended Kaiman filter to an advanced 
fire control system 

A/MAY3ECK. P. S.:  B/LUTTER. R. N.   A/(USAF. Institute 
of Technology. Wright-Patt'_-rson AFE. Ohio);  B/(USAF, 
Avionics Laboratory, Wriynt- Patterson AF3. Ohio)   In: 
Conference on Decision and Control, ana Symposium on 
Adaptive Processes. 16th. and Special Symposium on Fuzzy 
Set Theory and Applications, New O leans. La., December 
7-9. 1977, Proceedings. Volume 1. (A79-14957 34-63) 
Plscataway. N.J.. Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers. Inc.. 1977. p. 1192-1195. 

ABS:An extended Kaiman filter is developed to aid the 
tracking of an air-to-air missi le from a maneuvering target 
aircraft. The filter exploits knowledge of the dominant 
aerodynamIcal1y induced lift and dng forces of a 
non-thrustinn missile employing proportional navigation 
guidance. Th..- filter provides both dynamic tracking 
estimates in a local inertial frame and estimates of 
pertinent parameters ireluding the proportional navigation 
constant. Initial research has established the feasibility 
of this modeling approach to tracking filter development, 
and current efforts are fully exploring its performance 
capabilities. The objective is a filter that will provide 
both accurate, robust tracking estimates and meaningful 
threat predictive capabilities   77/00/00   79A15018 
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Strapdown seeker guidance for tactical 
A/CALLEN, T. R.; B/EHRICH. R. D. 

Laboratory. Eglln AFB, Fla.): B/(Rockw 
Corp.. Columbus. Ohio) In: NAEC0N '78 
National Aerospace and Electronics Conf 
Ohio. May 16-18, 1973. Volume 2. iA7e-4 
York, Institute of Electrical and Elect 
Inc.. 1978. p. 697-704. 

ABS:A description is presented of th 
thus far in connection with a study whi 
the best combination of guidance law st 
processing techniques, and achievable s 
accuracy requirements for the effective 
seekers with tactical guided ».capons, A 

provided of proportional navigation uti 
guidance scheme for air-to-surface weap 
seekers. Attention is given to mathemat 
air-to-surf ace weapons, methods of gene 
rates, seeker models and error sources, 
results. The results of the study thus 
expected, that proportional navigation 
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scale factor errors to make implementat 
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tdance requirements fon stpapdown inertial 
R. C. E. :  E/PHELPS. R. K.:  C/SCHEIOENHELM. R. 
11 Systems and Research Center. Minneapolis, 
(Honeywell, Inc.. Defense Systems Div., 
. Minn.):  C/1Honeywe 11 . Inc.. Avionics D1v.. 
urq. Fla.)   In: NAEC0N '77: Proceedings of the 
rospace and Electronics Conference. Dayton. 
7-19. 1977. (A78-15551 04-33) New YorK. 
f Electrical and ElectPonics Engineers, Inc., 
3-440.  USAF-supported research. 
nalysTs~of tactical inertia! performance 
s for three strapdown Inertial guioance system 
ons - pure inertial, RAC aided inertia), and GPS 
in! - is described. Cost-optimal performance 
s ctre   determined for a fami ly of powered and 
ulded conventional weapons. Stochastic sensor 
lng. velocity-matching transfer alignment, and 
suboptimal Kaiman filtering are also discussed. 
78A1 5604 

Tactical Global Positioning System Guidance 
A/DEPRIEsr. C. D.   A/(USAF. Armament Laboratory, Eglin 

AFB. Fla.)   In: NAEC0N '77: Proceedings1 of the National 
Aerospa^j and Electronics Conference. Dayton. Ohio, May 
17-19. 1977. (A73-15551 04-33) New Yor-k. Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc.. 1977. p. 
418-423. 

ASS:The paper reviews the status of the Tactical Global 
Positioning System Guidance Program, which was organized to 
develop and test a demonst-at ion GPS guidance system at the 

Alp Force Armament Labonatopy. The system c- rept 
incorporates a low cost iriertial guidance siiusystem with a 
GPS 'Class M' missile receiver. Attention 1s given to the 
program philosophy which encompasses concurrent development 
of system configuration and Class M Receiver by two 
Independent contractors, and which will ultimately lead to 
free flight demonstrations of tactical GPS midcourse. 
guidance.   77/00/00   78A15603 
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Considerable Increases tn AIII probability are achieved 
with this new concept thereby providing the incentive to 
develop a real-time version.   76/00/00   77A37429 
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Cova"lance error analysis of a missile trajectory In an 
atmospheric flight 

A/BAh-ITZHACK. I. V.:  B/SAR-GILL. A.   A/(Techn1on - 
Israel Institute of Technology. Haifa. Israel)   (Israel 
Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics. 18th, Tel 
Aviv and Haifa. Israel. May 19. 20. 1976.)   Israel journal 
of Technology, vol. 14. no. 1-2. 1976. p. 37-46. 

A8S:This paper presents an analysis of position and 
orientation errors during *he atmospheric flight of a 
missile. The autopilot employs body angle guidance where 
true missile orientation is measurrd by a directional gyro 
and vertical gyro. The analysis applies the covariance 
propagation .'echnique to the error state vector. The 
mathematical model is a six-degree-of- freedom model: 
angular time constants Df the autopiloted missile are 
negligible. >ne linear state equation of the error vector 
1s obtained by a piecewtse linearization of the nonlinear 
airframe model about the reference trajectory. This 
analysis is applied to an assumed model of a missile 
similar to the U.S. Navy Condor. It is concluded that the 
error sources, which sre   the major contributors to the 
final error, are the wind, the error in the determination 
of the zero lift drag coefficient, the thrust deviation, 
the deviation in the atmospheric conditions and the gyro 
Initial misalignments and their drifts.   76/00/00 
77A15031 
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structure. The laser gyro electronics assembly - signal 
processor, laser gyro control, and power supply - is 
described, and preliminary test results are presented. 

AIAA 76-1967   76/00/00   76A41496 

Command to 1ine-of-stght guidance - A stochastic optimal 
control problem 

A/KAIN. J. E.:  B/YOST. D. J.   B/(Uohns Hopkins 
University. Laurel. Md.)   In: Guidance and Control 
Conference. 5an Diego. Calif.. August 16-18. 1976. 
Proceedings. (A76-41426 20-12) New York. American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc.. 1076. p. 356-364. 

ABS:A command to 11ne-o*- sight •C10S1 guidance design 
approach using modern stochas11c opt'ma I control theory is 
discussed. CL0S guidance requires ' wide guidance bandwidth 
in order to follow a throat maneuver. Yet the LOS noise 
(beam Jitter- inherent in any LOS tracking scheme must be 
attenuated in order to prevent excessive control surface 
saturation. The stochatiic describing function (CADET) is 
used to modei the aerodynamic control surface saturation 
nonlinearity allowing the 'linear' stochastic optimal 
control theory to be applied. Results from a sample 
alrfr-ame indicate near optimal perfemance using a 
realizable nonlinear guidance compensation against a 
randomly maneuvering threat. 
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w developments in tnertial equipment have led to 
nee mechanizations. Computer technology In the 
years has made outstanding advances In size speed, 
cost. These advances have brought to tnp 
the implementation of strapdown guidance. The 

f this report is to update a previous study to 
trapclown mechanizations. 
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Modular digital missile guidance, phase 3 
A/LANGLEY. F. d.   Raytheon Co.. Bedford, Mass. 
(Missile Systems Oiv.l 
AES:This report presents the results of the third phase 

of a study to investigate the feasibility of modular 
digital guidance and control systems for air-to-air missile 
applications  The studies involved the ar.jlysis of 
functions for digital implementation in all classes of 
air-to-air missiles and the derivation of computer 
requirements in terms of throughput memory, archltectural 
features, modularity and conDatible software 
characteristics. Phase III validated the performance and 
effectiveness of thp macromodular microcomputer family 
defined in Phase II. on an individual module basis; as 
whole microcomputers; and as federated microcomputer 
systems supplied to specific generic missile types, using 
digital j'.mulation techniques. In summary, the studies have 
shown that modular digital guidance and control is both 
feasible and effective In Improving mlssIle performance and 
flexibility to counteract changing threat situations and 
advancing technology. Using a common microcomputer bus 
Interface, (micrcbus). a family of fourteen microcomputer 
macromodules. In various configurations, will support the 

entire range of air-to-air missile functions. Further, the 
Navy standard electronic module (SEM), m either SEM-1A or 
SEM-2A configurations, provides a practical means of 
packaging the macromodules and maintaining the standard 
mlcrobus Interface. 
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Simulation models and baseline guidance and control for 
1 r.di rvct - f I re mlssi.es with strapdown- 1 nert la 1 guidance 

A/JORDAN, W. E.   Army Missile Research. Development and 
Engineering Lab., Redstone Arsenal. Ala. 

(Guidance and Control Directorate.) 
ABS:The simulation models and baseline guidance and 



control described in 'nlo "eport were developed to define 
performance requirements for the 3i"frame-. propulsion, 
guidance, autopilot, and control systems for 
st rapuown- I nc:• r t i a 11 y guided i nd 1 rec t-f 1 re missiles. A type 
of proportional navigation guidance using missile to target 
relative velocity and position is derived and has the 
property of being able to shape the missile trajectory for 
range extension and Instrument error minimization. Typical 
Inputs fcr inertial instruments and control system 
performance and sizing are obtained. 
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velocity angle constrained to the 
terceptlon. The terminal line of 
imized subject to a constraint on 
The al^'rithm is tested 1n missile 

ptimal behavior 1s known. Optimal 
ically obtained within 5% 1n 15 
algorithm. During trajectory angle 

s typical o; miss distances less 
ned for all engagements. Several 
nts are examined.   76/00/00 

component accuracies to achieve the maximum effectiveness 
with conventional weapons. The Data Measurement Programs of 
the Armament Development and Test Center/Air Force Armament 
Laboratory are discussed. Including the results and plans 
for the Instrumented Rack/Bomb and Gunnery PIpper/FirelIne 
Trace and Impact Pattern Model Programs. The Active Control 
Technology Programs of the Air Force Flight Dynamics 
Laboratory Including objectives, designs, and results of 
the Tactical Weapon Delivery (TWeaD) Program are discussed. 
The objectives of the f.'ultimode Control and the Control 
Configured vohicle/Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator 
Programs are delineated. It 1s concluded that incorporation 
of active control technology and matched armament component 
accuracies In future weapon systems shows promise for 
considerable improvement 1n the effectiveness of ungulded 
weapons.   71/06/00   75N30040 

Out of line of sight misst ie link   Optelecom, Inc.. 
Ga1thersburg. Vd. 

A8S:Thls report describes development aimed at producing 
an optical fben communication link between a missile and 
Its launch point for transmission of TV data from the 
missile to the launch r-jint and command signals in the 
reverse dire. .ten. Optical fibers having a loss of 30 db/km 
were fabricated that were paid Out from a spool at speeds 
of greater than 300 ft/sec. 

AD-A024560   76/04/00   77N10421 

Weapon delivery impact on active control technology 
A/SMITH. H,. : . B/CARLET0N. D.   B/(AFFDL)   A1r Force 

Armament Lab.. Eg I in AFB. Fla.   In AGARD  Impact of Active 
Control Technol. on Airplane Design  14 p (SEE N75-30027 
21-01) 

ABS:The need for cooperative efforts among the 
1aboratorles/test-organizat1ons and users 1s empnaslzed to 
Improve and properly match aircraft pointing and armament 

cr   i 
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A -Singular" perturbation analysis of optimal thrust control 
with proportional navigation guidance 

A/CALISE. A. J,   A/(Dynam1cs Research Corp., 
Wilmington. Mass.)   In: Conference on Decision and 
Control, and Symposium on Adaptive Processes. 16th, and 
Special Symposium on Fuzzy Set Theory and Applications. New 
Orleans. La.. December 7-9, 1977. Pro;eedings. Volume 1. 
(A79-14957 04-631 Plscataway. N.J.. Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers, Inc.. 1977, p. 1167-1176. 

ABS:This paper derives a nonlinear optimal thrust 
control law for a missile using proportional navigation 
guidance to intercept a maneuvering target. It is shown 
that using singular pertur' at ion techniques combi ne'd with a 
multiple time scaling approach leads to a control solution 
that has an algebraic feedback forr... A state transformation 
(similar to the energy state transformation used in. 
aircraft analysis) that can be used to extend the analysis 
is also derived. Numerical results are given for a short 
range a 1 r- la' —>ched missile, and comparisons are made to 
proportional navigation guidance with boost-coast 
propulsion. The results show that optimal TMC greatly 
improves performance for missile launches at high aspect 
angles relative to the target velocity vector, and when 
launching from a lag condition relative to the 
1tne-of-sight.   77/00/00   79A15Q14 
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Millimeter wave seeker technology 
A/0LTMAN, H. G.;  B/BEEBE, M. E.   B/(Hughes Aircraft 

Co.. i -icga Park. Calif.)   In: Guidance and Control 
Conference. Palo Alto. Calif.. August 7-9, 197B. Technical 
Papers. (A78-50159 22-01) New York, American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1978. p. 148-158,. 

ABS:The fabrication processes and tes 
far on the 94 GHZ microstrip integrated 
feasibility for integrating a microstrip 
the same Substrat' with other RF circuit 
frequency tests showed good results whlc 
confirmed at 94 GHz. Although microstrip 
higher than waveguide losses when compar 
equivalent lengths, such is not true whe 
basis of equivalent circuits. Losses for 
circuits are essentially the same - abou 
described circuit. The approach to fabr 
circuits using photo replicating techniq 
yield low cost, reproducible circuits. I 
integrate mixers and other seeker compon 
performance limits. 

AIAA 78-1259   78/00/00   78A50176 

ts conducted thus 
ci rcult show the 
/dipole antenna on 
ry. Scaled 
h were general Iy 
1f ne 1osses are 

ed on a basi s of 
n compared on a 
equlvalent 

t 0.8 dB for the 
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Electro-optic guidance system inte 
mi ssiles 

A/KNIGHT. G. C;  B/L0PE2, 0. 
Corp.. Pomona Dlv.. Pomona. Calif. 
Integration and optical design II 
Proceedings of the Seminar, Reston 
(A78-40220 17-31) Bellingham. Wash 
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi 

ABS:Conslderation ts given to t 
electrooptical gu'dance system Int 
noting the active, semlactive. and 
The optical system 1s described wl 
primary mirror, plane flrst-surfac 
lens, collection lens, and gyroopt 
Integration of the gyroscopic and 
reviewed and the main causes, of gy 
The guidance system 1s discussed 1 
of the Redeye seeker.   77/00/00 
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1 18-21. 1977. 
of 
, P. 110-116. 
ion of an 
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I dance modes. 
e to the dome. 
mi rror. field 
Th0 

ct1ons Is 
e Identified, 
the evolution 

Sol 1d-state act t 
a 1 1 -wea ther syst 

A/MAURER. H. 
Calif.)   In: Mi 
Proceedings of t 
October 6-8. 197 
S.A., 1977. p. 1 

ABS:The paper 
concerning the u 
In all-weather a 
Attention 1s the 
guidance, prl.ncl 
state RF power c 
78A14935 

ve RF mlssI 1 
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6. (A78-1492 
72-188. 
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so of sol id 
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n given to t 
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e seeker Future role tn 

es Aircraft Co., Canoga Park, 
rcnics defence expo '76: 
e, Wiesbaden, West Germany, 
6 03-33) Geneva. Interavta. 

me system considerations 
state active RF missile seekers 
nd air-to-air missile systems. 
he role of active RF homing 
ng technologies, the solid 
advanced seekers.   77/00/00 



An adaptive terminal guidance scheme based on an 
exponential cost criterion with application to homing 
missile gui dsnce 

A/SPEYER. U . L.   A/(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, 
Inc.. Cambridge. Miss.)   In: Conference on Decision and 
Control. 6th. and Symposium on Adaptive Processes. 14th. 
Houston, Tex.. Oecombei 10-12, 1975. Proceedings. 
(A77-12426 02-66) New York. Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers, Inc.. 1975. p. 660-665. 

A3S:For a Ii iea" stochastic system minimizing the 
expected value of an exponential function of a quaoratlc 
yields a control low for the terminal guidance problem 
which operates linearly on the estimated states. The 
control gains are explicit functions of the error variance 
in estimating the state. It is shown that the control gains 
can be calculated by combining a preca1culated matrix 
Determined by a backward integration ,n time with the error 
variance calculated forward in time. If the measurement 
variance is estimated in real time, then the error variance 
must also be calculated in real time. The control scheme 
will then be adaptive refecting the esti.nated quality of 
the information. The adaptive control scheme is applied to 
the terminal phase of a homing missile where the 
measurement variance Is estimated on-line.   75/00/00 
77A12453 

A transformation approach to the terminal cont-ol problem 
A/SLATER. G. L.   A/(C1ncinnati . University, Cincinnati. 

•Ohio)   AIAA Journal, vol. 11. Sept. 1976. p. 1206-1209. 
ABS:The fpplicatton of optimal control theory to the 

terminal control problem is investigated. It is shown that 
a transformation to an alternate problem yields additional 
insight Into the structure of the optimal control, and 
presents a convenient computational tool for analytical and 
nume-ical studies. In particular, if the performance Index 
is a -'unction of only a few of the state vector components. 
a significant reduction in the numerical affort is 
possible, and the Riccati matrix can be obtained by a 
simple numerical quadrature. Application to a missile 
guidance problem Is analyzed.   76/09/00   76A45754 

Optimal 
mi ssl le 

A/ST 
Interna 
Un t vers 
Aerospa 
355-361 

ASS: 
homing 
mechani 
optimal 

and suboptimal guidance for a short-range homing 

0CKUM. L. A.;  B/WEIMER. F. C.   A/(Rockwell 
tlonal Corp., Columbus. Ohio);  B/(0hio State 
'ty. Columbus. Ohio)   IEEE Transactions on 
ce and Electronic Systems, vol. AES-12. May 1976, p. 

Optimal and suboptimal guidance laws for short-range 
missiles are developed and.compared to the commonly 
zed guidance law of proportional navigation. The 
controller 1s derived as an optimal feedback 

regulator: the suboptimal controller is an approximation of 
the optimal regulator and consists of time-varying 
proportional navigation plus a t1me-vary1ng gain term times 
a calculated tarnet acceleration. Monte Carlo studies of 
the three controllers show that the optimal and suboptimal 
controllers are much superior to proportional navigation 
for the case of combined constant target acceleration, 
11ne-of-sight rate noise, and missile acceleration 
saturation.   76/'3/00 

76A341B2 

An adaptive terminal guidance scheme based on an 
exponential cost criterion with application to homing 
missile guidance 

A/SPEYER. J. L. A/(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory. 
Inc.. Cambridge. Mass.) IEEE Transactions on Automatic 
Control, vol. AC-21. June 1976. p. 171-375. 

ABS:For a linear stochastic system minimizing the 
expected value of an exponential function of a quadratic 
yields a control law for the terminal guidance problem 
which operates linearly on the estimated states. The 
control gains are  explicit functions of the error variance 
In estimating the state. It is shown that the contro' gains 
can be calculated by combining a precaIculated matrix 
determined by a backward integration In time with the error 
variance calculated forward In time. If the measurement 
variance is estimated In real time, then the error variance 
must also be calculated in real time. The control scheme 
will then be adaptive reflecting the estimated quality of 
the information. The adaptive control scheme is applied to 
the terminal phase of a homing missile where the 
measurement variance is estimated on-line.   76/06/00 
76A33308 
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on and attitude measurement system' 
A/(Polhemus Navigation Sciences. 

.)   In: NAEC0N '75: Proceedings of the 
nd Electrcnlcs Conference. Dayton. 
75. (A75-37623 18-01) New York, 
cal and Electronics Engineers. Inc.. 

esents an overview of an 
sduclng concept which would appear to 
asurement of relative position and 
e during close app~oach to a target 
s being applied to a variety of very 

control, navigation and position 
ms  Based on performance of present 

t would appear feasible to provide a 
on and attitude sensing system capable, 
eking a missile when 1t Is within 800 
target drone. Missile attitude would be 



an output of the system.   75/00/00   75A37695 

The generation and application 
aircraft/missile engagements 

A/SALMON. D. M.:  B/MEIER. L 
Inc.. Palo Al to. Calif.)   In: 
on Circuit and System Theory, 1 
October 3-5, 1973. Proceedings. 
University of Illinois. 1974. p 

ABS:Thls paper introduces th 
In the context of analyzing air 
The capiure region is the set o 
vehicles from which the missile 
the aircraft no matter what eva 
makes. Techniques for numerical 
regions are described and some 
presented.   7-3/00/00   75A11R9 

of capture regions 1n 

III 
Annual Al 
1th. Mont 
(A75- 118 
526-535 

e idea of 
craft/mls 
f Initial 
can even 

slve mane 
ly genera 
example 

3 

B/(Systems Control, 
lerton Conference 
1ce11o, 111.. 
187 02-59) Urbana. 

a capture region 
sile engagements. 
states of the 

tua-1 ly intercept 
uvers the aircraft 
ting capture 
applIcatlons are 

Si 1 icon wavegui 
waves 

A/KLCHN. K. 
D/JACOBS. H. 
Lab.. Fort Monm 

ABS:Receni c 
ternina1 homt ng 
surve 1 1 ' jncv. i n 
developing new 
antennas. A mea 
rather tnan mec 
reduce system c 
Important to el 
scan an antenna 
paper describes 
novel approach 
consist1ng of 
periodic per', UP 
achieved by \>ar 
numerical value 
opera ti nc f r. qu 
perturbation sp 
where the frequ 
wavelength was 
conduct 1vi ty of 
waveguide. Ante 
harmonic at ope 
range. 

A0-A05S456 

de line scanning antenna for millimeter 

L.:  B/H0RN, R. E.;  C/FREIBERGS. E.: 
Army Electronics Technology and Devices 
outh. N. J.   (Cloacobs. Harold) 

ands for a very high resolution radar 1n 
or missiles and shells and for radar 
eneral . have generated a need for 

concepts in low cost millimeter wave 
ns of-providing electronic line scanning 
hanical scanning is desirable In order to 
on-plexity and high cost. It is especially 
imlnate the use of gimbals to mechanically 
. since thev are expensi ve and slow. This 
the design and experimental findings of a 

for a side-looking electronic line scanner 
dielectric (silicon) rectangular rod with 

bations on one side. Angular scan is 
ying the frequency while the actual 

of the scan angles are a function of 
ency. waveguide size (height and width) and 
acing. An alternative approach was explored 
ency was teld fixed and the effective guide 
varied electronically by modulating the 
a PIN diode mounted on the dielectric 
nnas were designed for the n = -1 spada] 
rating frequencies in the 55 to 100 GHZ 

78/06/00   79N11275 

Coherent optical 
terminal guidanc 

A/CHRI5TENSEN 
D. Army Mi ssl 1 
Redstone Arsenal 

ABS:The use o 
requires that th 
with the oösjrvj 
variations In as 
This Correlation 
alarm rate. Dig! 
requirements but 
number of resolu 
1imi ted by the a 
algorithms, a la 
are required and 
resolution el erne 
time required to 
operations but r 

AD-A056421 

Correlation in real time for missile 
s 
. C. R.;  B/UPATNIEKS, J.:  C/GUENTHER. B. 
e Research and Development Command. 
. Ala. 
f area correlation 1n terminal guidance 
e system cross correlate a stored reference 
d scene and have the capacity for handling 
pect angle, rotation, scale and l.ntensity. 
must be made 1n real time at a low false 

tal techniques can accomplish the preceding 
have several limiting characteristics. The 
tlon elements that can be processed Is 
vailable core memory. Even with well-chosen 
rge number of mul11 piicat1ons and additions 
these increase with the number of 

nts. Parallel processing can reduce the 
Perform this very large number of 

equires increased complexity and cost. 
78/06/00   79N10114 

Sandia ins 
A/H0STE 
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quest of z 
date, was 
being deve 
1t obtai ne 
radar-a 11'. 
topographi 
taken to b 
posItIon f 
systems. 

SAND-77 

rtlal terrain-aided navigation system 
TLER. I  D.;  B/BECKMANN, R. C.   Sandla Labs.. 
e . N. Mex. 
concept of utf'llztr.* radar-derived terrain 

ta for Improving the guidance accuracy of weapon 
ystems has received considerable attention In the 
ero CEP. One of the more Successful c.oncepts. to 
the terra..n contour matching (TERC0M) system 
loped for cruise missile applications. Basically 
d a position fix by correlating a 
meter-derived terrain profile with stored 
•;aldata. The location of the best match was 
e the position of the vehicle. A sequence o.: such 
ixes was used to update an Inertia) navigation 

0521   77/09/00 78N2107O 

Optimal guidance 
autoplIots 

A/Y0UNGBL00D 
(Bureau of Engln 

ABS:The opt i m 
an accelerating 
i s part i t ioned 1 
state. Both the 
state cases are 
requires estlmat 
deri ved via line 
mi ssile, a one-1 
constant mlss1le 

A0-A040449 8E 

for modular weapons with digital' 

J. N.   Alabama Univ.. University. 
eerlng Research.) 
al linear quadratic guidance problem with 
target Is investigated. The missile state 
nto a kinematic state and an airframe 
penalty-weighted and constained terminal 
t'eated. The resulting optimal guidance law 
es of target accelerations which are 
ar ooservers. Results of a point mass 
ime.constant missile, and a two-time 
are given. 
R-212-09 AF0SR-77-0691TR   77/04/00 77N29204 



Application of differential dynamlC-programmi ng to an 
a1r-tr>-3ir rr.+ss'ie guidance problem modeled as a 
d i f f erent1a1 game 

A/FERR*.RiS, A. H.   Air Force Inst. of Tech., 
Wri ght-l-dt terson AFB, Ohio.   (School of Engineering.) 

ABS:An intercept problem between an air-to-air missile 
and an aircr<:ift is modeled as a zero sum, free final time 
differential game which includes nonlinear dynamics and a 
payoff related to the kill probability. Previous research 
has shown that the currently used guidance scheme. 
proDorticnal navigation, i? nonoptimal in this type of 
problem formulation and a higher kill probability Is 
possible with a guidance law based 'ipon a differential game 
theory. A differential dynamic programming method is 
applied to ti-e intercept problem in the search for a 
real-time solution. A convergence control procedure 1s 
Introduced 1n an attemtt to anhance the convergence of the 
typically long-time solution methods. The closed-loop 
guidance law which results is compared to both proportional 
navigation and seme exact open-loop solutions by means of 
an off-line simulation on a CDC 6600 computer. Tne method 
does not yield a real-time solution fcr this problem and 
does not give improvement over a proportional navigation 
scheme. 

AD-A034896 GA/MC/76D-7   76/12/00   77N24898 

Seif-guidance system of an antiaircraft guided missile 
A/NEUPOKOEV. F.   Army Foreign Science and Technology 

Center. Char 1 ottesv 1 1 le . Va .   Transl . into ENGLISH from 
the book ""Strelba Zenitnymi Raketami''  Moscow. 
Voyenlzdat. 1970 P 151-162 

ABS:The report describes the homing system of an 
antiaircraft guided missile.  The system can be an active 
one or a semi active one: tn an active system, the energy 
source. Illuminating the target and the signal receiver 1s 
In the missile itself. In a semiactive or >. the 
electromagnetic energy for- illuminating the target is not 
contained in the missile. 

AD-A000247 FSTC-HT-23-0680-74   74/06/21   75N17414 
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Missile control employ! 
A/.'LFXANOER. J. D. : 

Sciences Corp.. Huntsvl 
Decision 3nd Control, a 
16th. ana Special Sympo 
Applications. New Orlea 
Proceedings. Volume 1. 
Institute of Electrical 
1977. p. 220-22?. 

ABS: This analysis in 
employing control momen 
spinning tactical missi 
were linearized through 
trim conditions and the 
assumed small so that a 
gyros were assumed 'per 
torque was negligible, 
assump' 3ns. the concep 
77/00/Ou   79A14967 

ng control moment gyros 
B/DANNENSERG, K. D.   E/(Computer 
lie. Ala.)   In: Conference on 
nd Symposium on Adaptive Processes, 
slum on Fuzzy Set Theory and 
ns. La., December 7-9. 1977, 
(A79-14957 04-63) Plscataway, N.J.. 
and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 

vestigated the feasibility of 
t gyros for control of highly 
les. The missile dynamic equations 
qunsi-stat1c analysis about the 
gyro precession amplitude was 
linear analysis was possible. The 

feet' so that the 'nduced roll 
Within tr.e limits of the 
t appears highly feasible. 
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An extended Kaiman filter fire control, system against 
air-to-air missiles, volume 2 

A/CUSUMANO. S. u.;  B/DEP0NTE. M.. OR*   Air Force Inst. 
of Tech.. Wright -°atterson AFB. Ohio.   (School of 
Engi neer1ng.) 

ABS:This Appendix contains the graphical results of the 
Monte Carlo analysis of this study. The plots will be 
presented in sets. All sets will Include the dynamic state 
error plots. 

AD-A055S37 AFIT/GE/EE/77-13-VOL-2   77/12/00   78N32091 
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o-f a maximum likelihood parameter estimator to 
missile guidance and control system 
R.   Air Force Inst. of Tech., WrIght- Patterson 

problem of parameter estimation using tracking 
is examined. Two models ere developed and used 
the misalignment angles of the inertia) system 

e after Its launch. The estimation is based on 
eHhood concepts. The amount of Information 
rom the tracking measurements and the missile 
rces measurements Is analysed. A feasibility 
e two models Is conducted. The second mocie 1 uses 
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' nformat lot. gathering. The first model is much 
Its concept. Yet. It Is still ab'e to gather the 
needed and Its performance 1s very ;omparable 

of the second model. The simplicity and 
f the first model make It especially attractive. 
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Single engagement laser se.ntac: 1 ve system  Martin Marietta 
Aerospace, Orlando. Fla. 

ABS:Th1s report documents a study to reexamlne the 
technology of laser semlacttve guidance.  The objective was 
to find methods of accompl1shlng high terminal guidance 
accuracy with minimum complexity.  All three principle 

system elements were examined:  leser designator, the 
seeker, and the mi^siie control system.  While this study 
chose a general case ballistic ground-to-ground missile as 
the application, 'ost of the conclusions apply to other 
missile systems as well. 

AD-A005667 0R-13177   74/06/00   75N28416 
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ng miss I 1 es 
p.. El Segundo. Ca11f . 

i.ack control of spinnl 
. 0. W.   Aerospace Co 
tlons. ) 
application of controlled wtnd-fixed pitch and 
to control the coning angle of a spinning 

described.  The open-loop response to applied 
aw moments is dertved. and the closed-loop 
an angle-of-attack control system is analyzed, 
f-attack undamping due to a yaw moment is Shown 
to that for steady rol1 resonance, and 

s shown to be a limiting case of yaw moment 
hen the roll rate is equal to the critical 
The practical implementation of an 

tack control system 1s described, and several 
s are discussed, Including passive 
tack damping, roll lockln prevention, and drag 

1 TR-0075(5240-10)-3 SAMS0-TR-74-206   74/07/30 

Modular digital missile guidance system study 
A/HALL. B. A.:  B/TAIN0R. W. V.   Raytheon Co.. Bedford, 

Mass.   (Missile Systems Div.) 
ABS:Thts report addresses the feasibility and 

application of modular digital computers for tne guidance 
function for several classes of air to air missile. 
Functional requirements, design techniques and algorithms 
for performing sensor track and stabilization, filtering 
and estimation, guidance and vehicle control are defined. 
The requirements imposed upon a digital Implementation are 
determined 1n terms of throughput, memory and architecture. 

AD-784969 BR8073   74/05/30   75N12054 
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All-digital correlation for missile guidance 
A/CLARY. d. B.:  B/RUSSELL. R. F.   A/(Research Triangle 

Institute. Research Triangle Park. N.C.):  B/(U.S. Army, 
Missile Research and Development Command. Reastone Arsenal. 
Ala!)   In: Applications of digital image processing; 
Proceedings of the International Optical Computing 
Conference. San Diego. Calif.. August 25. 26. 1977. 
(A79-12003 02-35] Bellingham, Wash.. Society of 
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1977, p. 36-45. 

ABS:The requirements for producing a hardware real-time 
all-digital area cross-correlator are reported. 
Two-dimensional digital cross-correlation algorithms are 
evaluated noting two distinct approaches: the 
straight-forward product and sum cross-correlation 
algorithm and a high-speed algorithm using the fast Fourier 
transform. Two digital hardware implementation schemes are 
presented and an algorithm mechanization procedure is 
described. It is shown that for a 128 x 12B area cress 
correlation, the high-speed algorithm rec\ ces the total 
number of multiples required by about two orders of 
magnitude as compared to the alternative approach. An 
all-digital design has been postulated assuming the use of 
ul tra-h i gh-s:'eed. sped al -purpose , fixed-point. 
binary-arithmetic hardware. It is found that about 500 
Integrated circuits, requiring 350 W of power, are 
necessary ';o cross-correlate 128 x 128 picture data in real 
time.  ,77/00/00   79A12009 
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NAEC0N '77; Proceedings of the National 
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Ma 
Conference sponsored by the Institute of 
Electronics Engineers. New York, lnstltu 
and Electronics Engineers, Inc.. 1977. 1 
individual Items see A78-15552 to A78-15 

ABS:ConslderatIon 1s given to design 
costing, flight control, aerospace power 
developments, sof-ware-compatible avionl 
operational simulation in tab testing, p 
and stabilization, and design and Integr 
•digital systems. Attention Is also given 
missiles, higher order languages, alrbor 
Systems, signal and sensor processing, h 
memories, fire control technology, elect 
for high voltage aircraft systems, alrbo 
devices, laser gyros, microprocessors, a 
technology.   77/00/00   7SA15551 
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Complete statistical analysis of nonlinear missile guidance 
Systems - SLAM 

A/2ARCHAN. P.   A/(Raytheon Co.. Missile Systems Dlv.. 
Bedford, Mass.)   In: Guidance and Control Conference. 
Hollywood. Fla., August 8-10. 1977. Technical Papers. 
(A77-42751 20-35) New York. American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc.. 1977. p. 419-429. 

ABS:The Statistical LI nearization-Adjolnt Method (SLAM). 
a computerized approach for obtaining complete statistical 
analysis of nonlinear missile guidance systems, is 
described. The adjoint technique and covarlance analysis, 
two computerized methods for generating and analyzing rms 
miss distance and other factors, are reviewed: a 
computerized technique employing statistical linearization 
in conjunction with covarlance analysts is also discussed. 
These methods all avoid resort to Monte Carlo techniques 
that would require a large number of trials to simulate 
nonI I nearittes In a stochastic missile guidance system. The 
SLAM approach, which combines the adjoint technique and 
statistical linearization, is capable of Identifying the 
chief contributors (e.g.. random and step target maneuvers, 
glint and fading noise) to the total rms miss distance. A 
Sample missile intercept problem Is run for each of the 
approaches dlscur ed; results from the SLAM program and 
those from the statistical 1inear!zatlon-covarlance 
analysis method are found to be in agreement. 

AIAA 77-1094'  77/00/00   77A42799 



Air combat maneuvering trrlning In a stmu.ator 
A/MESHIER. C. W.;  B/ROBERTS. J. P.   A/(Vought Corp., 

Dallas. Tex.);  B/(USAF, Tactical Fighter Weapons Center, 
Nelll» AFB. Nev.)   In: Visual and Motion Simulation 
Conference. Dayton. Ohio. April 26-20. 1976. Proceedings. 
!A?e-23-575 i3-53) New York, American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc., 1976. p. 73-82. 

ABS:The Aerial Combat Engagement Simulation (ACES) 
program cv the U.S. Tactical Air Ccmmand is considered. The 
program involves the use of a fixed-base visual fighter 
simjlator as a training device to tmprove the combat skills 
for operational fighter pilots. The tasks to be simulated 
are partly related to the employment of radar missiles, 
heat-seeking missiles, and the 20 mm cannor. Overhead 
projectors provide each pi lot with a computer-generated 
image of the threat aircraft, a horizon and ground plane, 
and the F-4E lead computing optical sight system. The 
effectiveness of the ACES program is evaljated on the basts 
of the experience which has been obtained In one year of 
training   76/00/00   76A294S6 

A new approach In generating missile launch opportunity 
A/YI. C. J.:  B/CARLS0N, 0. G.   B/(Honeywe11. Inc.. 

Minneapolis. Minn.)   American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. Guidance and Control Conference. Boston. 
Mass.. Aug. 20-22. 1975.  6 p. 

ABS:'lunch opportunities for air-to-air missiles can be 
predicted independently of radar ranging information. By 
studying the causes of missile mis>s in the tail-pursuit A1r 
Combat Maneuvering (ACM) environment, the missile launch 
envelope prediction equations can be reformulated without 
using range data. This new approach operates accurately 
under the dynamic conditions cf ACM under heavy ECM. The 
algorithm requires a minimum of digital computation.1 

Simulation results show close correlation between this new 
algorithm and the exi st tng a! gor 1 tr.,ns using radar data. 

AIAA PAPEP 75-1120   75/09/00   75A41681 

Application of manned air combat simulation in the 
development of flight control requirements for weapon 
del 1 very 

A/BERGER. J. B.;  B/MEYER. R. P.:  C/CARLET0N, 0. L. 
C/(AFFDL)   McDonnell Aircraft Co.. St. Louis. Mo.   In 
AGARD  Flight Simulation/Guidance Systems Simulation  20 p 
(SEE N76-29287 20-09) 

ABSrManned air combat simulations were conducted to 
develop requirements for tactical advanced aircraft/weapon 
systems in which precision tracking and weapon delivery are 
optimized through flight control system design. The 
objectives were to (1) develop analytical pilot models that 
relate weapon delivery accuracy to the entire integrated 
a 1rcraft/displays/sight/geometry system for air-to-air and 
air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks. (21 validate and 
incorporate these pilot models into the Terminal Aerial 
Weapon Delivery Simulation (TAWDS) digital computer 
program, and (3) use the TAWDS program to determine hc< 
aircraft flying qualities affect air-to-air gunnery, and 
air-to-ground gunnery and bombing weapon delivery 
effectiveness. The TAWDS program enaples a digital 
simulation to be performed on various closed loop weapon 
delivery systems under manual tracking control for 
predicting and evaluating weapon delivery accuracy. 
Tracking performance results, acquired from analytical 
pilot simulations, are compared with those obtained from 
the manned simulations, ar.d the Tactical Weapon Delivery 
(TWeaDI flight test development programs. These results 
Indicate that the judicious use of the all-digital 
analytical weapon c-.llvery program in conjunction with 
manned simulation studies provides a very cost effective 
approach in designing, developing, and optimizing advanced 
aircraft/weapon delivery systems. The evaluation of flying 
qualities for piloted advanced aircraft, performing       t 
air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks In terms of weapon 
system effectiveness, is shown to be feasible for 
determining and establ1shing flight control requirements. 
76/06/00   76N29311 

A h 

Missile guldice system transformation equations 
A/GIBSONS, d. E.   Analytic Sciences Coip.. Reading. 

Mass.;  California ll-t1v., Llvermore.  Lawrence Ltvermore 
Lab. 

ABS:Factors affecting the effectiveness of missile 
forces are presented, alcnq with an overview of the 
principal phases c' the ICBM flight test program. The 
principal technical results provide the mathematical basts 
for relating individual error descriptions In the various 
coordinate systems used. 

UCRL-13827 TR-772-1-2   77/00/01   7CN32170 
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bank angle errors and a bang-bang control system for large 
errors and error rates 1s employed. 

NASA-CR-145004   76/01/00   76N27247 

irborne command and launch system 
1 
III  Naval Postgraduate School, 

Harpoon missile a 
availability mode 

A/M00N. J. L.. 
Monterey. Calif. 

ABS:Two models are developed for cal 
availability of the Harpoon missile air- 
launch system (HACLS). The first model 
process. Its assumptions are validated 
subsequently developed com-utt  simulat 
models are exercised with parametric v. 
critical parameters being mean timr to 
to repair, and severity of the opcratin 
critical par.-meters are maintenance eff 
simulation only, maintenance time to re 
distribution  A major ciscovery in this 
standard definition of availability doe 
adequate when used to determine system 
complex framework of operations. 

AD-A018307   75/09/00   76N22243 
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for an anti-aircraft gun fire control system 
M.   Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey. 

filtering techniques using a rotated 
stem were applied to tracking problems 
n fire ccntrol systems.  Two models of target 
onsidered:  a constant -vel-oc i ty model and a 
ssun»s correlated random accelerations, 
rived from these models were evaluated using 
imulations of constant-velcclty and 
argets.  An algorithm developed to calculate 
curacy data for time intervals based on an 
of the time of flight for a 5 lncli/54 Caliber 

s used to obtain prediction ccura..- 
r evaluating estimator performance. 

74/12/00   75N29358 

weapon release area, weapon release, target detection on 
the TV monitor display and the aiming of the missile at the 
target. Four levels of workload were studied. The results 
showed that: (1) ;srformance at the missile control was 
degraded by Increases in concurrent workload: and (2)- 
manual flight control and auto-pilot monitoring were 
adversely affected by concurrent missile control tasks. 
74/10/00   75N12592 

SI 

A flight simulator study of missile control performance as 
a function cf concurrent workload 

A/CORKIl.OALE. K. G. G.   Royal Air Force Inst. of 
Aviation Medicine.  FarnborOugh (England).   In AGARD 
Simulation and StuJy of High Workload Operations 6 p (SEE 
N75-12587 03-53) 

ABS-.Etght pilots took part In a part task simulation jf 
the delivery of a stand-off air-to-surface guided weapon. 
The attack phase of a sortie was simulated. This phase 
lasted seme 3 minutes and included a low level run to the 
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So.r.e aspects of valid EMC testing of missiles 
A/TSAI. L. L.:  B/WU, T. K.;  C/DARONE. R. D.:  D/BROWN. 

G.   8/(Mtssissippt, University, University, Miss.); 
D/(U.S. Army. Army Missile Command. Redstone Arsenal. Ala.) 

In: Electromagnetic corapattbi11ty; Proceedings of the 
Second Symposium and Technical Exhibition.. Montreux. 
Swltzenand. June 28-30. 1977. (AV8-39076 16-32) New York. 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc., 
1977. p. 445-451. 

A3S:Laboratory EM compatibility testing cf missiles Is 
discussed, with emphasis on the validity of near-zone 
sources as models for the actual plane wave incidence, and 
the Importance of rocket e-haust or plume in determining 
subsystem response. Near-zone source effects for various 
Incidence angles are analyzed, and -oupltng th-ough 
apertures to interior cavities Is assessed. For 
near-grazing Incidence angles, source distances greater 
than 20 ft provide valid simulation for 10-ft models, while 
for near-broodsioe incidence, a source distance greater 
than 40 ft Is needed for 10-ft models. Missile plume 
effects are investigated through use of the thin-wire and 
body-of-revolution models.   77/00/00   78A39115 
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test rig for measuring the spin stabilised rocket 
cteri sties 
ROY. P. K.;  B/RAMASWAMY, V.   B/(Armament Research 
evelopmcnt Establishment. Poona. India,   Defence 
ce Journal, vol. 27. Oct. 1977. p. 155, 156. 
S:A test rig designed to measure the rorward thrust, 
er pressure and rate of spin of a spin-stabilized 
t under flight conditions is described; values of the 
parameters may be presented continuously as a 
ion of time. The test rig has been used to study the 
firing of spin-stabl1 I zed rockets developing a maximum 
rd thrust of 2000 kgf and exhibiting a spin maximum of 
rpm.   77/10/00   7BA3346B 

Review of MIL-STD-1670/AS/ 'Environmental Criteria & 
guidelines for air-launched weapons' 

A/SCHAFER. H. C.   A/(U.S. Naval Weapons Center. China 
Lake. Calif.)   In: Environmental technology '76; 
Proceedings of the Twenty-second Annual Technical Meeting. 
Philadelphia. Pa.. April 26-28. 1976. (A77-26027 10-31) 
Mount Prospect. 111., Institute of Environmental Sciences. 
1976. p. 387-389.   76/00/00   77A26063 

Simulation of pyrotechnic 
A/PC'VERS. D. R. A/(M 

Huntington Beach. Calif.) 
'76: Proceedings f the T 
Meeting. Philadelphia. Pa 
10-31) Mount Prospect. I 
Sciences. 1976, p. 5-9. 
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shock In a test laboratory 
cDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.. 

In: Environmental technology 
wenty-second Annual Technical 

April 26-28. 1976. (A77-26027 
1., Institute of Environmental 
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Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives through 
f1tght test 

A/DRISC0LL. T. R.;  B/STOCKDALE. R. C:  C/SCHELKE. F. 
d.   C/(Martln Marietta Aerospace, Orlando. Fla.) 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Guidance and Control Confe.-ence. Boston. Mass.. Aug. 20-22, 
1975,  7 p. 

ABS:The control of a highly responsive surf ace-to-alr 
missile is dependent upon the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the selected airframe.  Although the aerodynamic forces 
and moments are obviously important,  the partial 
derivatives of these variables are the primary 



characteristics that determine the stability of the control 
system. Of particular Interest are the aerodynamic coupling 
derivatives (those forces and moments Induced In one 
autopilot channel by changes in another channel). These 
coupling character!sttcs can be accurately determined 
during the flight test program by (1) Including test 
sequences that excite these coupling forces and produce a 
measurable response, and (2) developing a technique to 
equate these flight test responses to numerical values of 
the aerodynamlc cerivat 1ves. This paper describes such a 
technique developed for a typical surface-to-air missile 
and presents results based on actual flight test sequences. 

AIAA PAPER 75-1119   75/08/00   75A41680 

Accelerated reliability testing under v1broacoust1c 
envlronments 

A/MEEKER. D. B.;  B/PIERSOL. A. G.   A/(u.S. Naval 
Missile Center, Point Mugu. Calif.):  B/(Bolt Beranek and 
Newman. Inc.. Canoga Park, Calif.)   In: reliability design 
for vIbrcacoustic environnents: proceedings of the Winter 
Annual Meeting. New York. N.Y.. November 17-21. 1974. 
(A75-18135 06-38)-New York. American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers. 1974. p. 139-155. 

ABS:This paper discusses the desHm of accelerated 
reliability tests  for complex aerospace systems exposed to 
vtbroacoust1c environmental  loads. Past efforts to 
formulate an appropriate relationship for the  tradeoff 
between the duration and the Intensity of applied loads are 
reviewed. The results of recent experimental studies of 

the. failures of an airborne missile under simulated 
cap*tlve flight loads are then presented. These results 
suggest that the overall mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of the 
missile is Inversely proportional to approximately the 
fourth power of the rms value of the vibration environment. 
However, the results also reveal that the distribution of 
failures among different types of components varies 
s1 gWif t cant ly with the vibration level, for example, 
mechanical wearout and electromechanical malfunctions 
constitute the majority of failures at the lower vibration 
levels while vacuum tube failures dominate at the hlgner 
vibration levels. It follows that if a reliability test of 
a cjftmplex system is accelerated too severely, the test 
mtgfk produce failure dlstributIons wh1ch are not 
representative of service experience.   74/00/00 
75A*B139 

ComJSarlson of theoretical and measured signal and noise 
outputs of a passive 35-GHz radiometer 

A/KASTE. 0. C.   Ballistic Research Labs.. Aberdeen 
Proving Ground. Md. 

ABS:Two expressions for calculating radiometer antenna 
temperature changes when a target Is present are derived 

and compared favorab 
used In the literatu 
used to calculate th 
as It passes near or 
the radiometer anten 
Experimental data ar 
agreement is general 
for the ncise output 
literature. Valuer f 
.good agreement with 
field measurements. 

AD-A040366 BRl-MR 

ly with a simple expression frequently 
re. One of the new expressions can be 
e output signal pulse of a radiometer 
over a target. and can be used when 

na axis Is tilted from the vertical, 
e compared with theoretical data: 
ly very good. A theoretical rxpresslon 
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rom tnis expression are found to be in 
noise data obtained from laboratory and 

-2745   77/04/00   77N29137 

A wind tunnel Investigation of Impulse effects On the 
motion of an Impulse correction guidance missile 

A/USELT0N, B. L.   AR0. Inc.. Arnold Air Force Station. 
Tenn.   AEDC 

ABS:Wlnd tunnel tests were conducted for the Air Force 
Armament Laboratory to obtain experimental data at Mach 
number 3 on an Impulse correction guidance system. The 
guidance system Is based on the principle of Impulse 
correction. The purpose of the test program was to 
determine if the interaction of the impulse explosion with 
the supersonic airflow caused an effect on the model 
motion. The sma11-amp 11tude free-oscillation technique was 
used to obtain data on a 0.5 scale model at ingles of 
attack from 1 to 4.4 deg at Reynolds numbers, based on 
model length, of 12.2 x 100.000 and 23.1 x 100,OoO. The 
explosion which produced the impulse affected the model 
flow field. However, this perturbed flow field did not 
produce any significant effects on the model motton, 
apparently because of the short action time Involved. 

A0-A024210 AR0-VKF-TR-75-155 AEOC-TR-76-6 
AFATL-TR-75-164   76/04/00   77N10126 

Navy evaluation F 
A/SIMPSON. W. 

D/HEWETT. M. D. 
Md. 

ABS:A Navy eva 
advantages and dl 
(IFTC) on a tact! 
modi fled F-11A ai 
development progr 
for baseline data 
Flying qua 1111 es. 
and uti11ty of IF 
maneuvering (ACM) 
and waveoff. land 
suppression were 
prototype IFTC In 
tactical capabi11 

-11A In-flight thrust control System 
R.:  B/C0VEY. M. W.;  C/PALMER. 0. F.; 
Naval Air Test Center. Patuxent River. 

luatlon to determine the potential 
sadvantages of In-flight thrust control 
."al airplane was conducted using a 
rplane as a testbed.  The cepceptual 
am also utilized a second unmodified F-11A 
and pilot familiarization training. 
performance, engine effe ts. durability, 
Tc to mission tasks such as air combat 
. xil r- to-ground weapons delivery, approach 
ng roll-out and infrared signature 
evaluated during the 6-month program. The 
the configuration evaluated Increased tho 

ties of the F-11A airplane despite the 
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limited capability of the testbed. Indicating potential 
increases In tactical capabilities of future fignter/attaek 
a1rpl?nes which incorporate thrust control capability. 

AD-A019954 NATC-SA-75R-75   75/12/15   76N25204 

Missile raoar guidance laboratory 
A/MONROE, R. D.:  B/GREGORY. P. C.   Martin Marietta 

Aerospace. Orlando, Fla.   In AGARO  Range Instrumentation. 
Weapons Systems Testing and Related Techniques  20 p (SEE 
N76-232B3 14-09) 

ABS:An improved radar guidance laboratory which allows 
simultaneous infrared simulation for developing and testing 
point tracker radar and IR dual mode guidance systems which 
will be operational 1n the 1980's Is described. These 
guidance systems will be tested for target acquisition, 
discrimination, and tracking capabilities under precisely 
controlled conditions in a dynamic, real-time simulated 
environment. The radar guidance types can be passive, 
semi-active or active, covering a frequency range from 0.5 
to 18.0 GHz. The IR guidance systems can be passive at 3 to 
5 or 8 to 14 microns. A short revtew of systen, requirements 
Is furnished, and the major 1aboratory subsystems are 
described, with emphasis on the features of the rotational 
and translation motion syscems. anecholc chamber, linear 
array target antenna system, radar generation system, IR 
target system, and computation. The principal new design 
features of th:s laboratory are the linear array target 
antenna system and the radar generation system which 
provides for four distinct radar emitters each of which can 
simulate simultaneous. Independent RF sources. Tnese 
sources can be surveillance, SAM, search or early warning 
radars, plus radar returns from Illuminated targets, and 
types of pulsed and contln-ious wave ECM signals. Phenomena 
such as atmospheric attenuation, Ooppler shift, target 
cross section deviation, and glint are also simulated. 
Criteria used to specify the required system performance, 
the reasons Tor criteria selection, and the laboratory test 
results are also Included.   76/02/00   76M23302 

Wind tunnel test results for the direction controlled 
antitank DCAT missile at Mach numbers from 0.64 to 2.50 

A/MARTIN. T. A.:  B/SPRING. D. d.   Chrysler Corp., New 
Orleans. La.   (Space Dlv.) 

ABS:W1nd tunnel test results are presented to show 
aerodynamic characteristics over the Mach number range of 
0.64 to 2.50 of the DCAT missile. Data are presented 
showing the Interference created by the rear mounted 
reaction control system. Two candidate fins were Installed 
on the model during tests:  a flat folding fin and a curveci 
wrap around fin. 

NASA-CR-140750 AD-784121 RD-73-27   73/10/12 
75N11021 
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Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a tall-control 
Cruciform maieuverable missile with and without wings 

A/bPEARMAN. M. L.-.  B.-FOURNIER. R. H.   B/(NASA, Langley 
Research Center, High-Speed Aerodynamics Dlv., Hampton, 
Va.)   National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Langley Research Center. Hampton. Va.   In: Atmospheric 
Flight Mechanics Conference. Palo Alto. Calif.. August 7-9. 
1978. Technical Papers. (A78-46526 20-08) New York. 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc., 
1978. p. 162-165. 

ABS:The aerodynamic characteristics for a winged and a 
wingless cruciform missile are examined. The body was a*. 
ogive-cy1 Inder with a 3.5 caliber forebody; an overall 
1ength-to-dlaneter ratio of 11.667: and has cruciform tails 
that were trapexoida) in planform. Tests were made both 
with and without 72.9 deg cruciform delta wings. The 
investigation was made for Mach numbers from 1.50 to 4.63. 
roll attitudes of 0 and 45 deg. angles of attack from -40 
to 22 deg. and tall control deflections from 10 to -40 deg. 
The purpose is to determine the Influence of the 
aerodynamic behavior on the design choice for .laneuverabl e 
missiles intended prfmarlly for air-to-air or 
surface-to-surface missions. The results indicate that the 
winged missile with its more li.-.ear aerodynamic 
characteristics and higher lift-curve slope, should provide 
the highest maneuverability over a large operational range. 

AIAA 78-1351   78/00/00   78A46544 
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A/EICHLER. J.   A/( 
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Optimal switching c 
controls 

A/GLAR0S, L. N . JR. A/(Mart 
Orlando. Fla.) Journal of Space 
14, Feb. 1977. p. 124. 125. 

ABS:0pt1mal switching criteria 
configuration controls in aerospa 
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Naval tactical air warfare of the 
A/PETERSEN, F. S. A/(U.S. Nav 

Command. Washington, D.C.) Amcri 
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Annu 
Display Incorporating the Forum on 
Transportation, 13th, Washington. 
7 p. 
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Outdance which is compact, lightweight, and low-cost, 
sophisticated data displays, and V/STOL combat aircraft are 
setn as major" systems of promise, along with low-cost night 
attack weaponry. Advances In onboard electrical systems, 
composite materials, simulation and training systems, 
digital flight controls, and weather predictions are also 
anticipated. Fuel resources are seen as a major problem 
looming dhead. 

AIAA.PAPER 77-333   77/01/00   77A18251 

Computer design requirements for digital a1r-to-a1r 
mi ss1les 

A/HALL. B. A.:  B/LANGLrY, F. u.;  C/WEFALD, K. 0. 
C/(Raytheon Co.. Missile Systems D1v.. Bedford. Mass.) 
In: Guidance and Control Conference. San Diego. Calif., 
August 16-18. 1976. Proceedings. (A76-41426 20-12) New 
York. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Inc.. 1976, p. 514-533. 

A3S:It Is ^hown that modular digital guidance and 
control Is effective In improving air to a1 - missile 
performance. Using a common bus Interface, a family of ten 
major computer function elements, hybrid LSI macromodules, 
will support the entire range of missile functions. Digital 
guidance and control systems will partition Into four 
autonomous and asynchronous groups: (1) target seeker. (2) 
glmballed platform stabilization, (3) flight control, and 
(4) warhead fusing. Federated microcomputer systems enable 
separable mitist le functions to be matched with a computer's 
processing capability, and provide the desired subsystem 
autonomy for modular design, manufacture, assembly, test, 
maintenance ,-ind subsequent modi f 1 catl on without system 
d1srupt1 on. 

AIAA 76-1FI77   76/00/00   76A41483 

Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a Sparrow 3 type 
misslle model with wing controls and comparison with 
existing tail-control results 

A/MONT A, V.   J.   National Aeronautics '.nd Space 
Admlnlstrat ten. Langley Research Center, Hampton. Va. 

fit-':An experimental Investigation was conducted on a 
model of a wl-g control version of the Sparrow III type 
missile to determine the static aerodynamic character 1st 1cs 
over an angle of attack range from 0 deg to 40 .deg for Mach 
numbers from 1.50 to 4.60. 

NASA-TP-1078 L-11715   77/11/00   78N12041 
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Effects of certain configuration parameters on a parttciKar 
atr to air Interceptor missile with optimal guidance 

A/RUSSAK. I. B.   Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, 
Calif. 

ABS:Dur1ng the summer of 1973 at the request of the 
Naval Missile Center. Pt Mugu. CA. the author initiated a 
study to determine how much potential performance limits 
could be Improved for a conceptual air to atr Interceptor 
missile through the use of a variable thrust engine 
together with optimal guidance techniques. Significant 



Improvements  n perforirancc were achieved In the sense of 
reducing time to Intercept. The present wor\ extends those 
results by stowing the sensitivity of this Improvement to 
configuration changes such as the Inclusion of aerodynamic 
surfaces and thrust -fmpulse level changes to the missile. 

AD-A019941 NPS-54RU75103   75/.0/00   731,26266 

To make the evaluation as complete and definitive as 
necessary for the purpose, both random and systematic error 
in IIP were evaluated and for both nominal trajectories and 
for missile failure cases. Computer programs were developed 
to facilitate this evaluation. 

TR-73-7005-1   73/04/07   76N22428 
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Results of seme Investigations of differential gain theory 
applied to eir-to air systems.  Volume 4:  Intercepting an 
accelerating target using quasi-optimal control for 
air-to-air systems 

A/EIDE. H. F.   California Univ., Los Angeles.   (School 
of Engineering and Applied Science.) 

ABS:The technique of quasi-optimum control, developed by 
8. Friedland is applied to the problem of Intercepting an 
accelerating target with an air launched missile.  The 
problem Is first stated as an optimal control problem with 
non-I1near system equations and a quadratic cost 
functional. Several techniques of finding feedback type 
optimal controls which have been developeo by solving 
various approximations to the original problem are then 
described.  None of these techniques makes explicit use of 
a measurement of lateral target acceleration.  Three 
control techniques are then developed which use 
measurements of target acceleration to develop closed form 
controls.  The first control is found by solving a 
linearized version of the original problem.  The other two 
controls are quas1•optimum controls which use the solution 
of the linearized problem to obtain a new feedback type 
solution that Is more nearly optimal for the original 
problem.  Based on performance in simulations of typical 
attack geometries and target maneuvers, these three control 
techniques are found to be superior to previous techniques. 
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Direct statlstlca analysis of missile guidance systems ylc 
CADET (covarlance analysis describing function technique) 

A/TAYLOR. J. H.:  B/PRICE. C. F.   Analytic Sciences 
Corp.. Reading. Mass. 

ABS.The Covarlance Analysis Describing Function 
Technique (CADET) -- a technique for the efficient direct- 
statist tec.1 analysis of nonlintar systems with random 
Inputs -- Is extended In scope to permit the study of a 
complicated, highly nonlinear model for a tactical missile 
homing guidance system.  Numerous parameter sensitivity 
studies are performed with selected cases verified by the 
monte carlo method.  The validity of the assumptions 
underlying the CADET theory is Investigated and the Impact 
of possible errors In these assumptions on the accuracy of 
CADET is assessed.  In every realistic situation studied. 
CADET provided accurate missile performance projections 
with a sma11 fraction of the computer time required for a 
comparably reliable monte carlo analysis. 
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